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ABSTRACT 
The rotational and vibrational s p a r  of sulphuryl chloride. sulphuryl fluoride and 
dimahyl rulphone have been extemively studied. The molmlar rtrvmrer of all three 
mabculer ud the hmonie force fields of thc fin1 two m l su l e r  have k e n  derived 
from the enperimcnral data Some nuelcar qundnrpolc intcractiom. Fermi resonance 
a d  Coriolis interactions of there n o l e r u l ~  have also been investigated. 
(I) ~ 1 ~ ~ 0 , :  The minowave r p c m  of nine isompic sp i es  of sulphuryl chiodde, 
namely sctps'%,, JV~~ ' c l ~s ' ~o , ,  'rcl?sl'o, aclJ'clus'b,. 'h,Ysi%,, 3b37cl~s '~o, ,  
~c!,YsZQ, and "cl"OYs'%, were observed in Ihc gmund stare over Ihc 
fcquurcy mnge from ItWOMHi to 84WOMHz. Ihe mtational conrtsnt. and quartic 
cenaifugsi dirmnion Mnrrantr havc b K n  dculaDd from these spectra. The effective, 
rubstiNIian and scaled rmtctures of thi l  molecule were evaluated Emm the rotational 
~NIMU. The nttcleaquadmplc hypednc smrmreo of some trsnlibns were meas- 
ured. Tho nusiev qundrvple rpliltingr o f  'VlPs'lo, w t i t b n s  have k e n  andyred 
to yield the nudcar quadruple mvpline mnstants of 'TI a: L - -33.UMB. 
~r --6.97~~1, L - W.Z~MHI and q - 1.42. The Ramn rpetn of Uc~!*sl%,, 
' 'Cl~'80, and ndcl,YS'%, have PISO been observed i n  both the liquid and gas phases. 
A F m i  resonme Mween the v, fundamental and the fint overtone of the v, mode 
har k e n  adyred. A harnmnic farce field with thirteen f m  constmu has k e n  
debmined Emm the quatic centrifugal distortion conslanu and the vibrational fre- 
queneies. The h m n i c  f m  Acld har k e n  used m obtain the aversgc r r m ~ ~ r e  for 
this molecule. The mound state average ~ m m r a l  parameen of sC1j$'6, we: 
P= - 1,4tx7111ii+ rx, - zn t t 2q1o~ i , an~1a~  - IZI.Z~ISI*, ondean - IW.IZU~I*. 
(2) Pgo?: The miemwave spnra of Rve isotopic species: FPs's'60,, F,UsSb,, 
FPS'b"0, F,YSl60, and FA"0, have been measured in  the gmund state horn €033 
to  I2OWOMHz. A lsge numkr  of rsteilite xries were also investigated far F:$'%, 
and F12S"Oo, Md ham ken assigned m Rve vibntionllly crcitcd stare t n~ i t i ons  
c s - I, Q - I, v, - I, v, - I and v, - 11 of r!Y'b, and four v ih t ion l l ly  excited state 
ami t ion$(  v, - 1 , v, - 1 , u, - 1 and v, - 1 ) o f  Fi'St%JO,. The spcnra have been 
andyred m yield values Ior the rotational eonstzntr and quartic cenlrifugd disroniun 
mnsuntn for both the ground and excited states. The sextic annifugal distoniun con- 
a m  of the F:2S'802 ~pec ie~  have dso been determined. An cffeerivc geometry has 
been abtlimd fmm the g m d  stale mmtiood eonstmu. The Coriolir interaction con- 
stant G, was derived as 0.264 and 0.24 for F?2S'S110, and FFS"03 re~pn i v r l y .  A 
eomplcte harmonic for- 61 :, with revenlnn fa- consfanla, has ken determined 
fmm the qumic dbmmnion constants and vibrational fcequenciu. The harmonic force 
mnst~nrs have been used to cdcuhe the average molecular am- of F;'s'%~ in  
the ground state. The average shumnl parameters are: r , - ~ . r o~a r~d .  
rsr - 1.53N5(16~. ~ n g l e ~ ~  - 124.9mO., an81rm - 9S.,84113I0. 
(3) (CH,12S02 The duowave spectrp of eight isompic species. 
('%Hj?S'"o:, c'JCD,)i'S'60:, ("CH,]~S'60"0, ("CH,]('%H,D)'?'%,e), 
("cHJPs'"O?, ("CH,I?~'~O:, ("cH,I("cH,)'~s'~o~, ( " c H , I ~ ' ~ c H ~ D I " s ' ~ o ~ ( I I ~  were 
observed in the p u n d  starc over the hrquency nnge h r n  4WW to 85WOMH:. The 
mtationsl mnstanu and quartic cenaihrgal dismnion constants of he eighl species 
have bccn derived from the enprrimemd data. Effective and subscirution srmrmrer 
have been obtained using the ground state mtationd mostnnts. The sub~tirution rmc- 
nupl parnmcta of ('~CH,)Ps'60, are: 
rso - ~.aaad, rrr - l.n28(2d, rm., - 1.081919~i, r c,,.,,, - 1.ms8(2Li, 
nnglar010 - 120.14(19I0,and~~ - 103.61(16)',onglrxw,,, - IOJ.S9(ZS)', 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Ihc very Rrrt micmwave spcrmrn was abtaimd more ham 50 yrsn by Clee. 
ton and WiiiiamrSl, who inveotigad the shorption of  ammonia vapr at hryuencirr 
m u d  20oHi sink? theoretical wlculations had suggested thrt rho absorption due to 
the invenion motion o f  the ammonia maiemie should be abwrved in the mirrowav. 
frequency region. Although the Rrrt miemwavc spechum w u  the gmund vibrational 
sfate invenion rpeermm of ammonia, we now urunlly regad the lcrms microwave 
spectrampy a d  mtationai r p a m c o p y  an being synonymous sine micmrave rtu- 
dieo rmmally lead to molecular informallon thmugh the @ o n m a  of hnnges in 
molecular mtation~l enegy levels. 
The apparahls used by Clecmn and Will iam war very ~imple, the ammonia gan 
being mntaincd in a mbhcrired cloth bag PI ammpheric prsturc. They produced the 
Ddiation i h l f  hom very small split-anode magnemns with anode mdii of less than 
-$m. The minowave powers nvnilable, and their detection methods, resuiled i n  low 
sensitivity for expriment: they wen able only to show that !hem wan* b m d  abrorp 
tinn band centered on a wavelength of about 1 . 2h  1-1. ARer the samnd world war, 
when the enormous advance in minowave techniques -umd because o f  the interest 
in radar bchnology, the development o f  the klysmn ad the backv:d wave oscillator 
provided miemwavc rauren which eouM generate micmwne ndiali in a t  high power 
levels, the frequency o f  which muld be armrately eontmlird a d  meuurrd. The 
invention of  the Stark modulation technique greatly enhanced the ren~itivity of 
microwave rpctmmefen. Thus it I$ not rwprising that, since then, the theory and the 
crprimentnl techniques of microwave rpmosnpy  have b th  been impmvd greatly. 
The intmduetion of mom new eiprimental techniques is m&ing madern minowave 
spefrmtneten increwinsly powerful. Modem minowwe rpefmmetcn are impmving 
in scvrral nspecn with higher sensitivity, higher resolution and m expansion of the 
useful fttquency region being most pmminent. 
Becaw of the very r m d  population di@rences of the mtnt iod cigerulates 
involved in the minowwe spectrum, the intenritks d miemwave p u n  mlational urn- 
sitions arr pviieuiariy low. A useful method of Flising sensitivity in miemwave spec- 
troscopy experiments involves the double resonaoce technique and consequent depnr- 
nrrcs &onr Boltrm~nn disuibutions of state populations. An early axampie, m d e  by 
OkdPe'l, of using the microwave-miemwave double resonance rechnlque is the detec- 
tian of A! - 1 transitions in the ethyl Midc; the absorption eaefieients of dress rransi- 
tionr are not greatly in excess of 1C"nn-'. Now, wing the Fourier msfonnation 
technique, it is possible to obsenrc very week mtational transiliolrp in bimaieeular 
species held together by Van d u  Waalr forces, such as Krncl 19 a d ,  ss well, hydm- 
gen bonded complexes such a H,O ..HF 1-1 and (CH,)fi..HF I'm. The obsewation of 
miemwave uvl~itians in isompieally substirued and ncminally nonpolar moiemies, 
such as CR,CH:D, CHCHD end CHCD, the dipie moments of which ace usually only 
10"- l@D"'l, ad very recedy, of a mmplcx with nonpolar mnrtimenn, na..rr 1'5 
ham also k e n  RpoTted. 
By far the most atriking i m p r o ~ ~ n t ~  i  resolution have been achieved by the 
use of moiemiar beam specnometers, in which the Doppler widths of tines are largely 
eliminated. lhis fcanve has proved vduabie in measuring very dense hypefine swc- 
Nrcs, such a muitipico in nuclear q d m p a i e  spliningr and especially the 2%- 
c f f m  splinings. By using the moieeular beam technique, Burie rrnr '-1 ohnlned very 
high ns~olulian micmwave spepenra for Cn$ showing very well naolved iodine nuclear 
quadmpoic h y p r R ~  smetluer, wiIh a half line width only I k i .  
Because the spetra of m y  hndamentnl nnd light maiedes  fail pimarily at 
shanrr wamlanglha md also keausc the strength of the interanion bemeen molecular 
sy~tems a d  clemmagnetie radiation increases with deneasing wavsiengm, it has 
Long been an aim to expand the high resolution minowave techniques into the millim- 
eter and rubmillimeter mgion of tho rpe~rmd'*-['~*. The Q Qch I,, -I,,,.,, 
m i t i  of SO? were the Rrsr to be ncwded a hurnciea  abve IwucH:"*'. 
Microwave rpcuoscapy has now become established as a standard tool which is 
employed to sNdy the molecular snocturrs of moleden in the gas phase. A 
howledge of the molcedar fom field, molecular ciecrk dipole moment a d  nuclear 
quadmpole coupling constants can also be obtained b m  the results of mimwave 
spsmscoplc studies. 
In this thesis, the micmwave spectra of t h e  molecules, namly FJO,. o J 0 :  
and (Cn,1901, have becn rrpomd. Thehest have been d i e d  using a conventional 
St& modulated specnometer, a d  the moledar srmcmrrs and harmonic f o e  fields 
of there molecules have been obtained. A very brief outline of the theory needed to 
inaprr t  micmwave spepeetn is given in subsequent sections of this chapter. A more 
extensive outline of the existing theory has been given in many excellent publications 
~!,,~l~~,,+tW,~X6n 
1.1 Emrg k c k  aI the Wmmrtr lc  Rolm 
nK thee mtationd mnrlmu A, B ad c c d e d  m describe the rotltionpl em- 
gier of a ri@d three dime,miond mtw me elated to the ~omrponding prindpd 
momenu of inenia by h e  following equdons 
The principal inertial ares, m, b and r ,  rrs usually llbcled in such aa o d a  that 
.4 > 8 l C M I. llh lL. An uymmtr* mta is am lhlr hw no tw principd 
m o m M  of incnia equd, that ir 
In the rigid mmr rppmximlion, the mmional energies of n linear mmr, with 
1. - 0.1, - I. . n spherical mfw, w l  I. - 1, - 5 ,  and a symmetric w r ,  silh 
I. <I, -C(pmlaIe symmetric lap) or I. -1, (1, (oblaa tymmnic tap), can h 
exprrascd i n  mnvenienl equrionr because the ngld mtar Hnmiltanim can be diagonok 
iredl'l. The non-zem energy mldx  elements of rylnmetric mmrr in he  Reld me ew 
ur only the diagonal t m ,  which are 
for plate m m  and oblate mmn, rrspetlvely. &re IIk'M> is vrudly u x d  m d e w  
the wavehmeiin of he rymmlric rotor; I is t k  mlaional quantum number elated Is 
the mu1 rcmtbnal angular momentum, ad can w m c  any non-negative integer vrbr. 
and r is the mlational quantum number which gives the mmpnrnt of the Iota1 mta- 
tional angular nomenmm along he molecule-flred axis. I f  an ertcrnl e l d c  field is 
presnh a third panrum number M .  whkh giver hc mmpnent d t he  total mlaiond 
angular momenlvm slang the diction a l l  spa- Axed srir, is needed t o  dr rdbe the 
r o t a t i d  enemy. K a d  M can be any integer in Ihe range fmm -J lo I .  In the 
Aeld.kc c a .  !he Hamiltonirn of 1 rymmeIrk top h dirigond in the I and K 
repentat ion and i r  double debenera* when IrI.0. In addition m the double K 
degcnrncy hm is a lu + I1 fold ,M degerrracy. 
For asymmetric mlon the Hamiltmion, however, is not diagonal i n  the 1 and I 
representation and the mlarional energier cannot be expruwd using mnvenknt equs. 
tionr s is Ulr cue with symmemc top. For n&y pmiale asymmetric ralon, the I' 
repmntationl* ir mually chosen a d  the "on-mo mauir elemens we 
The rigid-rotor Hamilmnian matrix 1s aidiagonal. The matrix a n  b facsored into four 
independent rubmatrier, i f  i t  is noticed t hn  thm is tw matrix rkment mnnening 
even and odd K values and the Wang tranrformatin"" i r  urcd. Now the total angular 
momentum I and its projection M o n  a rpace.Rxed s i r  me rtiil constants of the 
motion and an t l i l l  g d  quantum numb.  K. however, is no longer a gwd guanum 
nvmbtr and the double K degeneracy o f  the symmaric m l a  i s  lifted. 'Ihe energy lev. 
eis of asymmetric mmrs am labeled a C2. Hue K. md K. ue the lrl valuer which 
nn obtained born he pmiale ud aMnte aymrnmie limit, respalvely. Anolher 
mrlhod of derignving the lsvcls is using J ,  whh r - K. - Ke. 
There an? various pmmters  usad t o  indicate thc degme of inenin1 asymmew. 
Om cf them is Ray's asym- pmmetcd'l: 
which becomes - I  for a pmlale symmuic top d I for an oblate rymmcaic top, vary- 
ing *tween -1 pnd 1 for asymmeaic lops. Another pacamcur, Wmg'r psramete6m 
for s ~lishay asymmetric pmiru top, is: 
Tbe value of bD is rem far a pmlsn symmnric top, md again incrrascr as Lo top 
becomes marc and mom asymmetric. The Wmg parmeter far a slightly nsymmeaic 
oblate top h: 
b a = 1 - 8 - S  
IC-B -A X.3 
The value of b* is mo for m oblate symmeoic top and inmacs as the lop h o m e s  
m m  a d  mom asymmetric. For a slightly s s y m d c  pmlate molecule, by using the 
Wang asymmetry prrunenr the rigid top Hamiltodm and mtaional energy may be 
conveniently written in the form 
Similmly for n slightly asymmehic oblalc mokcule we have 
H. -+(a +AP'- IC-f(8 + A I W ( ~ . I  (1.1.13) 
s -+a r AU(I + II + IC - +,a + AI~W,I~.I (1.1.14) 
with 
Hlb,) - P:+ b,tP: -Pi1 il.i.15) 
and 
n(b0) - P: r b.1~: - PJI (1.1.16) 
The iuymmetlic a p  Hamiitonian can also be writren in the following form by using 
by ' s  symmetry parameter 
H - +(.4 + C)P1 + +(A - CIH(x1 l i , i . i l )  
The discu%ion $0 fsr har assumed r ligid mar, with no effecis o f  vibnciin or 
rcnaifupal d i i n b n .  Thir simple rigid mmr appmcimatbn em be fairly rvercrrfully 
used u, &$crib low 1 mtational lmtcs. Hourever, at I increaser Ihe ermr k o m e l  
larger, kause Ihc c f f m  of centrifugal d im ion ,  which shins Ihc mulionnl energies 
horn their rigid rotor values, inmse. The general Lrory of centrifugal dirtonion ha$ 
becn ~ w i d e ~ e d  11, detail by w i i ~ ~ ~  nowad and Nieirenbwlialn611. m y  gave the 
no"-rigid mmr arymmuie a p  HamUtonian a: 
Here Ute 7's &re q m i e  centrifugal dislmian mnrtanu which am relr!A to the ha -  
mn ic  no1ccui.r f w a  Reldl~I, which wi i i  be discusred in ,Mion 1.6. mere m sir 
differea r'r, they ate ,&, r;, r-, r*, &, and r;,: only Rve combinations of 
them cm bc obinod fmm micmwavc rpeetn hawver"lUIW. Convenient combinn- 
lions of these r's have ken sugb~ted by Wnwfl"l and w m  lud in this work. By 
using here eombi~ianr. (he non.rigid mmr HpnilDnian in Watron'n S dunionla161" 
I: 
H -  H . + 4 - H d + . ' .  (i.1.20) 
B s c w  the amount of ecnmfugll distanion o f  a moleeulc doer nn dcpnd on lhc 
sign sf lhe anplnr mtstion, bo(h of HI ad H,. involve only even powen of the sngu- 
inr mommNm. Hm D,, D,Z, ~ , , d , ,  a d d d ,  arr quanic dismrrion mnrtane, which ue 
mmbinationr of the r '3, ar ir shown in TsMe-1.2. H,. Hm, H,, H., h,,  h2 and h, we 
renis dismnion conrtmU, which am rewed m U. cubic force Reld of the molecule. 
Par the caieulrtiam pmented in U s  work, only rcrmr up lo H, were mmided.  For 
lighter moleoller suel! as H P  and H$ it b neausry to Induds higher.order termrl~l. 
I f  linear mmbinllionr of symmetric mp wave(unniora me used lo eoruvun (he uym- 
melric mp wvefunniona, by using lhc h v e  Hsmilmni8n he "on-rem enecgy mmx 
elemnu satisfy lhe e * L d d  mle Ah - 0. n. M. f6. The wn-zem mlrir elemem are 
UKMiHIIKM> . <IKtZMiHIJKM>, UKLIMIHUKM~ Pnd UKi6MiHIIKM>, which leads 
m a hepodirgalui noMigd mmr a s y m u i c  top m e e y  m d r .  In the 1' represenla. 
tion i t  is m difficult m evdum Ihne e w y  matrix clementr, which are given u the 
following equaliom: 
<JKMIHIJKM> - fIB *CV l l + l l +  [A - f 16 + C11K2 11.1.251 
-D,J?J 11'- DlrJfJ r llK' - DxK4 
+ H,JJIJ r I?+ H~J'II t IZK' 
+ HxrJIJ 1lKi + HrK6 
Here, bepure of vibntiond avenging effecu, dl of the mtatbnd ronrrantr, as well 
as, the emif and sexlie dirtonion mn$tmtn, YC ef fwiw eomtulu. whieh v q  fmm 
one vibmtionnl m e  la mmther. ll~lherefm the m k c u i u  gwmruy and force field 
derived fmm Ulaa e o n m  u. also eNmive a d  vary with vibntionai sue. A 
rimpier tridlogonrl MVir Hamilloniul, the wcnUed ,4 redunion Hamiitonian, hu alm 
teen dcriwd by WwonlMI"! Because rom of the maleden investigated in the 
pcsent work wcn nearly ryMnctrie tap Watson's s d u d o n ,  which in the nscer 
z u y  choice for mledes which are otlly slightly lyuymmeuic[m, was used throughout. 
The mtatioml e n q y  states m be M n e d  6om the elemem of the required 
facobinn mair, which are uvunlly d d v d  by disgonalizii WPWO'S d u d  Hamil. 
lonian and eflning the exprimenla1 mmionrl Gequeneier. The Jawbians arc 
In this nxthod, an initid uial m of mtahnal constam are ured w epldate the 
energy cigenvalurs, fmm which rhc Aculated mta!btional hqucnrrs can bc derived. 
The di&3cm btwcen calculated and rxpaimentd fmqucneies can be used R, refine 
lhe rotational MNtantJ or e p l d t e  disoltion coinst~nts. The gmcedure usually 
requires two or three iternions to mnverge. 
15 Nnckar Splo and Line Intemitier of Rotatiaul S p m n  
The peaenee d identied nuclei in  a molecule can have imponanl LunJequences 
in  the determination o f  thc statistical weighn of  the energy levels and the rclnrivc 
intensities of mtstiood bmdsmW Those wavefunctions which xmsin unchanged by 
ur exchange of  identical nuclei arr designated ss symmetric funniom and those which 
change sign u nntisymmelrie. It is found by experience that for Bose puticlea (with 
rem or integer spins) the aver-dl wavefunctions we rymmeaic, and far Frrmi puicles 
(with halfinteger spins) the overall wavefunctions are anti~ymmctrie with regard to 
exchange of the idenlied puticles. The complete wavefundon (hu,,l is the pmduct 
of the eieeaonic wavefunction ('2.). the vibraliod wavefunclian (V.1, bt rotational 
wavefundon (Z) and the nuelear spin wavefunelion (Val. 
*.e -VtVvhY.  (1.2.1) 
The aanriuon dipole moment between states i and j a 
I+, -JVi~Y,dr*JY,urY,dr - - ~9&V Id7  (1.2.2) 
Hen V, and V, are complete wavefumionr o f  stale i and state j, xspectiveiy. The 
symmetry opralion which merely exchanges the identical nuclei d o n  not change the 
dgn of Ihc dipole moment (&,pa, &) and therefore the inngnl  will bs rem unlcss 4 
and '4, havc the r a m  symnxny along at ieart one axis. Gsncrslly both the ground 
s m  clenmnic wnvcfunnion (Y,) and the groond state vibrationd wrvefuncdon (s,) 
uc symmetric and therefox, the rymmeny of the total wawfumion is dependent on 
the mt~lional wavefunaion (z) and the nuclear wawhurnion (G) Therefox far 
Bose pdeies T, a d  G should have the same symmetry: for fcrmi particier V, and 
Ym should haw differrnt symmcmy. For moicculcs having one pair of  idcntied nuclei 
with qin I ,  l h e ~  arc 
( I . i ) ( U + t )  (1.2.3) 
rymmenie spin wavcfunedanr a d  
anrisymmenie spin wrvehct iam.  For molecules having thm pairs of identical nuclei 
with spin r, the number of symmetric and lntisymmeuic wnveftInNiona are 
(I + tlJ(U + 1)'+3[1 + ll(X + l)r'(X + lo! (1.25) 
and 
rrspc:ivriy. Table-1.1 g i n s  the spin staristical weighu of the molecules eonsided in 
thin work. 
Tablc-1.1 
Spin Statistical Weights of cl,so, F#02 and (cH,l,so, 
K - M  3 1 7 14 
Here n is rho number of identical amm-pah and the spin. of 160 and "C both us rem 
which oecd not he eonaidered. AU the normal species of the three molecules me 
Fermi panicles so that antisymmcaie mtalional s t a s  have more plulation than sym- 
metric states when they us in the gmund dcmnic and gmund vibrational state. The 
spin statistics of an excited vibrational statc M depndent on the symmetry prupnirs 
of  the stso. If the excited vibrational state belongs to an r symmetry species (in the 
c ,  paint gmup) seisymmetrie rotational stater have mon intensity than syrnmeaic 
starer, othenvix symmcmic mlational states have more intensity than antisymmetric 
$rater. 
There ue rue i'.~ponant mthods, mimwsve s p s m m p y  and elmaon 
dif68ftian, used to determine the mdenrlar r m a s  of gwoun moledcs. In corn 
p h n  with e l c m n  diffraction, mimwavc s~penmsmpy hm K W ~  advanrages and 
disadvantages. 
Advantages of microwave spemsmpy: 
(a) The S M l p v e s  of moieevles in the gmund slate and in various excited v i h -  
rional stlea(if the intensities nrr high enough far measuring) can be obtained 
separately and directly. 
(b) Sample i q d l i e s  do m urvally affect the microwave mearmments. Mix- 
W J  m readily studied. 
Disdvunagcs of m i m ~ ~ ~  8pSR .Copy: 
(a) Several isompic species must usually be stvdicd m obtain Ihc molaular rmc. 
Nre. 
(b) The mardinatet of Ihe amms whim we situated new incnial axes m v a y  
difficult to demminc PC-lely. 
(c) It ean bc used only fa relatively s m l  m o l c d c ~ .  
One of the man imponmu aims of microwave spectroscopy is the accurate meas- 
nrrment of the geometric srmmueJ of moledes. The molecular smchlres we 
derived b m  the principal moments of inenia C, la a d  I. 
Here a,,  b, and q an the pincipal ax- coordinates of the ith amm m d  m, is the mess 
of the iIh rmm. The pincipal moments d incnia are obtained from the mtstional 
comtmu A ,  B and C as &own in equati0n(l.1.1). 
lac equilibrium srmcms of diatomic molecules and a few simple palyatomi~ 
molecules, since the mtational eonrtmts are usually obtained in excited vibrational 
states as well ps in the gmund stare, in these cases c m  be derived by e r a ~ p l a r i o n  to 
allow for removal of the zero point vibrational rffectsllWo'l. in more complicated 
cases, bowever, it is impssibic ro obtain the required eomction of the morwnts of 
inenia for vibrational contributions. Because of this several different procedures have 
been dwelopsd, in which various degrees of cometion for the effects of molecular 
vibration have been considered and different conceptions of molecula. s m c m s  have 
been d e A n e d ~ l ' ~ l t i ' I e ~ .  These nrmmues nU devise fmm the equilibrium srmcmre to 
some extent. 
(a) r,, the equilibrium mohcvlar ~trufture is evaluated by correcting far all the 
effeetP at  vibration. The he, srmfture is the most inluesting molecular s r m m  m 
r lcmists. r. is related m the quiiibrium mmtional mrulmts(A.. B, and C.). The 
equilibrium mtstional consmts, however, often c m t  be obtained by crprimcnt. 
H e n  o anf v, mz. an tho vibration-mtatim inrcraction constpnts, d, is tho degeneracy 
of the ith m a l  mode anl v, is the vibational qupntum number of the ~ t h  normal 
male. If v and higher order vibmtian-romtion iorerwtions a n  ignored, the detennina- 
lion of equilibrium rotational constants still n q u h s  mcarurrmenu of the rotational 
spccaa of molecules in excited states of all the fundamenul modes of vibration. 1 is 
usually i~npassible using mimwave s p m s e o p y  m observe rotational sp%a for all 
of the fundamental modes. For example, the so ~ m m e a i e  amrch mode(v,l of F,sO: 
has hsqucncy of 1269cm-'1271 and the population in his state is only 0.23% of the 
population in the gmund vibrariod state at mom temprawe. This population is roo 
low fm ohsnvation of the purr mtationd rpenrn of this excited state and enough data 
therefore c m f  be obtained to cdculatc the equilibrium rotation conatants. Kuchitrv 
r or""'" have esuggcsted estimating the equilibrium bond d i r i m ~ r  using the following 
appmrimate formulas: 
Hen r. and r., which will be discussed later, are h e  equilibrium md gmund state 
avenge band lengths rrsgeivcly, a denotes an isatopic difference, u' and K arr the 
parallel znd perpndicvlnr mean square amplitudes nspeetiveiy, and a in the Morse 
anhanonieity psrsmrsr. I' and K am cslculated fmm the h m n i c  force Beldlm. 
(b] r,, the effective moieeulpr srmmur for the gmund vibrational state, is dnived 
fmm gmund vibrational state mwion romtanLs(40,s'&,) or moment$ of 
inenia(l,p,IP,lz4. which me obtained directly fmm experiment. For a diatomic 
molecule, we have: 
Hen the mtlionnl eanstant(e3 is &n effenive mtstianal eonnant for the gmund v i h -  
tiond strm. r, however, is not the simpis avcrngc molecular bond d i s t m  in the 
gmund vibrational stas, but the rccipmcal of the rquarc mat of the average inverse 
s q u m  moleeulnr bond distance: 
Because of anharmonic vibrational cffem, r, is usu.4ly longer than re 
ro > r, (1.3.7) 
Only three mtatiaoal conrtana can be obtained fmm one isompic speeies(~rymmelrie 
mp molecule). rncnfan,  if n malecvle has man than &ree geomeaical panmeten 
the rotational npenra of additional isotopic speier have to be observed for calmlation 
of the complete r o  molecular geomcuy. And for the calculation, we arc f w d  to 
assume thu the effective srm- is not affected by htopic  rubstimtion. Acrually, 
how eve^ the r, srmEturr is slightly differsnt far different isotopic species, because the 
rem point vibmtiod effects change when isotopic substirutions are made~"1. me 
differewe will be largest for a molecule in which the hydmgen atoms cunoibute a 
large fraction of Uuf moments of inenia, simc uu.4ly the deukrated compound is an 
additional ~ i e r .  
( E )  r, is the substitution molecular srmrmrr, which in calculated using the method 
developed by Kraitchman~l. In this mcthnl the chmges of momen@ of inenia result- 
ing from isnopie substiNtion of an atom an used to ealeulne the madinates of the 
s u b s t i ~ t d  atam in the molecular principal axis system. 
Hna Le 1's and P's  am the moments of imnia and the principal moments, respec- 
tively, of the p m n t  molecule pnd the P"s ue the principal moments of the substituted 
molecule. 
Here M and M' are the masses of pmnt molede a d  rubnituted molecule, rrrpe- 
tivcly. 
Coslaidl'l h n  suggested that the mo point v i W o o d  effects in  substitution con- 
smeriom me ierr than in effective eonsrmnions nnd that the vsrilion in the srmctues 
obtained fmm differrnr sets of isotopic rpeies appears to depcnd only an the uneer- 
uinties in the mtatianal constants. The accuracy is indepndent of the maps of rubni- 
tutd atom, a d  therefore light aorno, even hydmgcn, are loeatrd just ar accurately ar 
the heavier moms. Costain has also suggostrd Urn, for simple molecules 
Robably the most important qualify of Ute rubrtilution s m e m  r, is that i t often pm- 
vide a bener appmrimation w B e  equilibrium mcm r, Ban dms Le effective 
rwmre r i  it, hawvcr, has no well defined physical mennillg. 
Once every nonequivPlent atom of a molecule is substituted, the rubrtitution 
s m m r e  of the molecule may be n d i y  evduatd. Unfmnately, there an some ele- 
men8 which have only one irorop, such as F and P .  If a molecule involves sum 
atom, Kraitehman's method cvurot be used and a substitution SMctW cannot be 
obtained. If all nomquivalent atoms but one have been suhstinmd, then the eoordi- 
nates of the remining amm may be calculated by the ccnnr of mas conditions: 
Here a,, b, and ,nd, nc the coordinstrs of the ith aom, w h ' i  is rubatitutcd, i n  the p in-  
ci@ area system, ., is the mass of the Ith mm,  a,#, and ?, are the mordinncr o f  
the unrubstituted *om and m, is the mass o f  the umubatiatcd =lorn. The center of 
mus conditions me often used to crleulau the mndimtes of m m r  which are locaed 
very close ro a pincipnl axis, became i n  such a ease Kr~itchmm'r method is unsatis- 
fumrylm"l. The moleeulv geometry obtained using the water o f  mass conditions is 
not n me rubrtitution geometry. The difference beween this geometv ad a me sub- 
atitutbn geometry is reflected i n  the coodinales of  the unsubatiared atom. Fmm 
equationt(l.3.i2), it is easy m understand why the lighsr the unrubrtituted atom is. 
the bigger is the enor of its coordinates. The center o f  mas conditions give poor 
nsulrp far light atom, psnicufarly for hydmgen m m m .  
(d) r. is the average molecular swchlre ovrr a specific vibrational state c d ~ l s t e d  
by @any comning far the effcctr of vibration. The method suggested by OLdnI. 
Laurie, et.nl.~J~w and Kuchiuu"n1'" m&er w of the "average' moment of inenia $ 
to &"late the r, rrurmn. They gave the moment o f  imnia of  the average 
configuration u 
If we h o w  the momnt o f  incnia of the gmund sm 1.O we have 
Use has been made of the fact tha the vibntion-mtption conrtanu cab, be n p m e d  
into hmonic  and anharmonic pans. 
.p - 6,s. * O h ,  (1.3.16) 
The r, srmean diffen from the equilibrium s w m n  only kcause o f  Ule ankmanic 
sffececn of molecular vibmtionr. Therefore it can be derived from the effcnivc mm. 
tional m~mnecn, if thc malcculsr harmonic force 6cld has been obmindg*. Kuchitsu 
h a  shown that r,>ro W. 
(e) me r. srmrmre cnlculatcd by the 'mas dependence' method wan suggested 
by Watrod'W~l. In his method, Watson w d  the inmdatcocies in the r,  detemrina. 
rion as a means of estimating thc vibmtional conaibutians to the moment of inenia. 
Appmrimatc equations for the I, values can be obtained if the isampic changes in the 
vibrational comibufion~ an evaluated m Srst order in the changes in mas, by a 
method Bat is es~cntidly equivalent to fint-order p e d n t b n  h c q .  b is then p s i -  
blc m estimate the a p p r i m t e  1, valm sf a given iraopomer by irotopicdly substi- 
tuting in each amm of Ihc molecule. Reptition of this pmcedurc for sevsrai 
parent isompie moleeulcr can dlow 1 rolution far an appmrinwc I, rrmrmre, that is 
the 1. srmmrrpl]. Wnrron gave the following simple equdon to calculate I$: 
This method e m 1  be applied suietly to maleevlcs mnnining very light atoms, par- 
ticularly hydmgen atoms, pnd to molecules mnnining atoms for which isotopic substi- 
tution is impassible. 
(0 The r: srmawe is a near-equilibrium moledsr  rrmetun obtained using a 
modification md simplileation OF Wnrion's masdependence method uld is called the 
scalal srmcwe. Hnmmny ern,. @'I@" suggested this srmnure. The method uses a 
minimal set of gmund nsn isotopic moment of inertia dam to evaluate sealed 
mamenm of imnia, I:, which in Nm lead to rrmrmrrs r:. I: is mmputcd -ding 
to the relationl"lc?t: 
Here (I:), is the reded moment of inenia of  the ith imtopomn; i la l  is the ctTmiue 
mament of inenia of the i th i~ompomsr, B'L and ilob m the rubslimtion and 
e W i v e  moments of inenia, respectively, of the p o l  isotopomer. If the ith species 
is the pmnt species itself, c.quntion(LA.20) bemmes Watson's equ~tion(l.4.19) a d  
the ,. rclucm is obtained. Far molecules mmrining no hydmgen atoms, this method 
leds to s t r u m s  which im elore to the r. SllWNrr and more remate and relibie 
than r,  or r, struerurss. 
In paiyaomic molecules there nrs mmy vibrational modes. lhesc vibcational 
males, whether fundamentals, ovenancs or mmbinations, srs prmrbed h m  their har- 
monic positions by anhmmicily. It may hamn that the wansition assaeiatcd with a 
given vibnriond mode (fundnmenlal, ovmone or combination) has m energy level 
with nearly the same energy ns a icvei involved in mother umritian wacisted with a 
different vibrational mode (hndamcral, ovenone or combination). If lhe he modes 
have the same rymmeuy, UIen is a permrbation caused by F e d  resonance. This 
phenomena" was 61% rreognired by Fermil'l in the e m  of CO,. The effcco of Fermi 
resonance ue: (IJ m push apan the cnro oenr degenerate vibrational levels, and (m to 
mix the intensities of the two msitionr. The result is that the vibrational bands 
which are involved in the monnnce may be quite far removed in the s p s m m  fmm 
their unpmrbed paritions md that the ovmonc or mmbination bud m y  be more 
intcnss L m  usual. The closer thc unprmrbed ievdr lie the heater is the resonance. 
The major contriburion m a F e d  resonnocc wises out of the anharmonic tcmu of the 
inuamolrmlar pncntialllJ. When lhs m n n t i n g  hveis have very nearly U. same 
energy, the cffen of Fmni resonance c m  be el ldated fmm the s t d u d  q u m m  
mcchanieal techniques of 6mt.ordn pmnbntion thsolyl"". The result is given by the 
determinmt: 
Here E? ad EF are the energies of the unpmrbed vibmional levels; k is rhe 
cubic foncc constant relaling m the wo vibrational levels ad E E L  iir fhe energy shift 
caused by Fermi m n m e e .  
a - ( r l *  @)' (1.4.3) 
4 and (I mpreKnt the separations of the energy levch b f m  and aRcr pnurbn- 
l ioh mrpctively. llIe eigenbmiom(V) of the resulting rtatn ue t he  linear combi. 
nuion9 of Ur unpmrbed eigenfumionr(V). 
6 -.v;+bv: (1.4.41 
V; -nV,?-bV; 
and 
a + 4  + 
-(r) 
The unprmItul vibrational tranrition mamnu am defined by 
M, - e 4 ~ ~ 1 v 4 >  (1.4.8) 
me prmrbed vibrational lranribn momems mr given by 
M; - <~ILIY;> (1.4.10) 
The vibntiorul Line smngths ur the squ- of the vibnlional mnrition 
rmmenu. Substinning 11.4.8) and (1.49) into (1.4.10) and (1A.11), using (1.4.4) and 
(1.45), we obuin 
Equations (1.1.12) and (1.4.13) show that the Rnni resonanre psmubption affeas 
the intcnsitier in the two bands. In the csse where one component is a Mamental  
ad the athn camanent is an ovenone or a combination with 0 4 g i b l e  unpemubed 
intensity relative to the un-d hmdamcntak, equations (1.4.12) ad (1.4.13) can 
be simplified. Ex m m m m n t r  sf the obsewed intensity ratio 5 em be used la 
s, 
give values off by assuming tha the unpemutml intensity in he ovenone a combi- 
nation bPnd is rem. The wavcmmben of the obSerwd bmds can be meted for the 
shill ewred by Fermi reson- by 
Where v is the unpemrbd wavenumber, i is Ule obselvcd wavenumber and p is the 
o b o c d  intensity ratio of the hcn bandb'l~~l~. Then Emm the obsclved Inquencies 
a d  o b s w d  intensities tho unpermrbed vibrational Inqucncy, which is used lo ealeu- 
late the h~rmonic f- Eeld of the molecule, can be c a l ~ i a t e d  by cqusdoo(l.4.14). 
This mnhod was used to analyze the F n m i  man- bmueen the v, mode and 
the v,+v, mode in methyl cyanide by Duocan, eraL"1, and to investigate the F e d  
rewn- between the fund~mental stan of the rymmcuic CH a CD stretching vibra 
tian and the overtone or combillprion levels involving ma quanta of CH, or CD, defor- 
mation motion in CH,x (X-F. Cl. 61. I .  CCH) by McKean, r t  .r a. Beesuse it is very 
dif i id t  lo g n  the cubic force mnatan5 the above sppronimnre method wrp used in 
this work to mma for lhe effees of F e d  resonance. 
The W n i e  f m c  consfants of a moieevls c m  be rria~ed by several methods to 
the foiiowiog experimental datJ'lm: 
(a) Vibrational Ersqusncier. 
(b) Cariolir coupling mmtano. 
(E) Cendhlgal distonioo constant$. 
(d) lnmial defccto(pl.nu moieeulcs). 
(e) Mean-square amplitudes of vibration 
Coriolis coupling constants, cendfugal dirmnion consmnts, inenial defects a d  
mem-square  amplitude^ d vibrttion can be determined only for oriatiwly small 
molecules. Thmforc vibmtional frequencies arc by far the most imporwnt crperilncn- 
tal m e  of infmliolr  far dctmnidng the moicculnr f o m  fieid. The gmaest 
difficulty enmumered in this method is that the number of fern mnstam is in general 
moch Lprger than the n u m k  of observed vibntional Ersqwucics and s e v d  simplined 
approaches, such a$ the methods called h e  simplified gemral valene face 
6eid(SC)WF~~'~~"l a d the Urey-Brdley f o m  Beld(UBW"', we used far lager 
moiccules m obbn simplined force fields. By lager molecules we mem ail Lare 
malceuier tor which it is impossible to obLlin enough independent experimental 
dafa(vibRtional bequeneics, Codoiis mupling mnsrantr, inenial defecm, centrihlgd 
d iwnbn  . lvtm and mem-rqum nmpii~dcs of vibration) to define s genrral hpr- 
monic face Eeid. Far small moisoulcs the n u m b  of available vibrational Ersqusn- 
c ia ,  Coriolis coupling mnmnt. and centrifugal dirtunion mnstms, rw.,  oRen for 
several irompif spaiea, is usuaily grsatu mhm the number of the force martants. In 
such cares it is onen possible m calculate the mmpiete hmonic force 
ficidl"H14CL~lUlli7, 
Far molecule the vibrational ldoetic energy r is a fumrion af the nuclear vcio- 
citier only and Ulc vibrational potential energy v in a function of the dispizeemcnm of 
the nvclei horn heir equilibrium positions. We hwe: 
27 - ~ B - I M B - ~ ~  - .60-~h (15.1) 
When o is a mntrix which is depeadenr on the geometry and the manses of the vari- 
ous atamJ. 
G - B*M-'B (1.5.2) 
and 
G,, - ,.I 2 +,,B,, (15.3) 
M is the inv- mass maair. The s matrix is the mauir which m s f o r m s  the Cme- 
sian cmdinares(x) to internal coordinahs(D). 
D =EX (15.4) 
arc linear, quadratic, cubic and q u d e ,  etc., fom consme. The z m  p i n t  of the 
energy s a l e  em always be dosen so that v, is =em. Thc molcdc in i n  quilibrium 
eonflguration rnun be at s minimum of energy, so Ba fi is Em. The number of 
cubic and quutie force constams is very large and it is imposiblc to aUen enough 
spet ra~mpie  data for their edculatioh creept for 8 v n y  few small mleculer. 
Fomateiy, the contributions of cubic, quMis and higher adcr  fom cotwtanu b 
mclmlar  vibratiolu are mu& $mailer han quadtatif (om eanatnnu and mrd i ng l y  
the connibutiotw of  the higher order constants nrr ignoted in the hvmonie force Rrld 
appoximnion. men we have: 
2" - ~&-I&D, 
dD,dDl 
(1.5.10) 
One the 1 and v are obtained, ia not difRcult b write the moleculv vibralbnd Ham- 
iltonim apratw 
H - T + V  l i .5.l i) 
B y  applicatian of the ~stu la ter  of quantum mcchmin, the Hamiltonian has the form: 
E.B.Wilmn Jr. rr at. li"* demonrVBted the very im 'w rn t  minion between the 
harmonic f o e  field and vibrationd hquencies and obtained the following secular 
equation: 
When E i r  n unity manix and 
The F matrix can be ebcained fmm the mleculargcomevy and vibmllond kquencies 
by using equstion(l.li3). Usually, the symmetry of moleeuler can be used to simplify 
the caleuiation. In Caiesian coordinates F, is a 3 n e h  matrix, in in  a n d  eondinates. 
F. ia n I%-6l*l?a-6) matrix, while i n  symmetry modinate$ snd F, is r 13n-6l"I?a-61 
diagonal blocked matrix. The relations between thne F matrices :re 
and 
FI - UFoU' (1.5.18) 
I t  is not difficult a develop the unitary tranrfomtion maair, u, hom Ihc gmup 
theory, i f  the molffuiar rmnure is !aownpl[2411. 
In  principle it is no pmblcm lo express Ihc farce constanls as explicit functions of  
the A'S, whidr are related to the vibrational frequencies, and o f  Ihe elements of 0 ,  
which is related to the molecular geometry and the atomic m a m ,  by expansion of lhe 
secular equaion(l.5.i51. In  practice, however, lhis meIhod is applicable only fov very 
small molecules. A much more p~wel fu l  and convenient melhod h that a Uial set of 
force eonrmts is refined a fit the exprimenmi vibrational kequencier and other addi- 
tional dm. such ar Catiolis mnsmm, esnfrifugal distortion mmmnu and so 
od~n~llnl. 1" this method, an inilial trial f a r e  mnnmtmatrir, F,, i r  suwJed and is 
wed to mmpvte Be eigenvaluer h, and eigenveacrr LO. Then the Alrt pmrbatian 
theory can k used to refine the elemenu of  F, so lhsr Ihc diffmnce bstween observed 
and cnlcuiakd fquencies, A - A, i r  minimized. The m t  elegant way to refine Ihe 
erprimental data is to generate L c  q u i d  Jrabian matrix I Ia'II"Iq 
IAF-M (1.5.19) 
and the matrix elemenu o f  heobian mnUir am 
By iening AF-0 and M-0 there marix elements can be obtained. The prmrbation 
pmcedwe mull be repaled reved limes wing new trial force mnstant-msrrieer snd 
new e i genvem each time until Ihe difference between observed and ealcuiated fre- 
quencies is below s given limit. 
1.6 Cenldlbgsl Dbtortion and Molrev lu  Bmonk Fora M d  
ON fundmntal pmblem i n  the ~ N d y  of  the maleevlsr vibntian-mtuion rpena 
of poiyatomic molrmles is the detmination of the mnnal nwdes and the ptential 
consum of vibration. On- these nonnal modes are known, Mher pannuten, such as 
cendfugal dirtanion mutants and Corial i mupiing constme, which depnd on the 
n m a l  mode, may be calculated. Convenely, i f  eendfugd dirtonion mnsfrnts or 
Corioiis coupling wrrrtants can be obtained fmm erprimenl these conrunts provide 
additional data f a  the detenninatbns of the normal eoodinates and the harmonic for- 
fleId1~11~3. A convenient treatment of mnuifugal dirtortion and general rrlatitionr 
beween centrifugal dbtonion coefficients and paential mnstanu in  arymmetric p l y r -  
tomic molecules has been given by Wilson and his ~owarkenl42lib4l. The lbemilmnionian 
for the mtstional energy of a molrule in  the remi-riga m r a  approximation ern be 
w"tlcn in  the form: 
Here the r'r, the qumic dhlanion wnrtantr, are related to the elements of the inwnc 
hmon i c  f om mnatrntr mlmn and ue given by the crprension 
Here Ute F'r are the equilibrium principal momcnu of incnia, c6.r and a are the iner- 
tial axes, and the 1U''s are the pmia l  derivatives of the mmpanentr of the inenis En- 
rot with to the ith internal modinale D, "' 
and 
Wamn derived fhe rrlations b e w e n  Ihe i s  and the exprimenla1 distanion 
mnnmls(b,.Am.&.a, and a. pn*n4?). He erpresred the experimental eenuifogal 
distanion canrmtr s. linear combinations of Ulc r'r, ar given in  Table-1.2. 
Table-1.2 
Reldenrhipa Between Centrifugal D i i d o n  Conatanm 
Here .r , B m d  c a-e the comeled mtuional mnaunls. No more than five linear com- 
binatiom of r'$ can k obtained fmm the rpara of an lymmcuic top molecule. 
For simple molauler the nnv i fugd dittonion canslsmr can be used to calculate 
mmpletely the h m n i c  f o m  field. One aralnple h the C ,  trirtomb molecule SCI, 
stulied by Davis d Gemll"l. For l q e r  mlecnten the dirmnion mnrlanm pmvide 
additional data m employ in  f o m  field calculations. A combination of vibrational fre- 
quencies and dillanion mnrmts is nu mmmonly wed Lo dative Ihc harmonic force 
field of small molecule~~~l. As we discussed in  (1.3, r set of initially estimated forcc 
mnsmls is used to begin the calmlation p-rs a d  m rrfine the uprilnental 
dismdon constants. me kobians now are 
d'sa aF, .I uygd 2i ~:dbItFi' lt lFii  1" + lFi'ldFiihl (1.6.6) 
and 
& , -- uvo42i ~ d k l ( F " l e @ ? h l  (1.6.7) 
* B 
The angular momentum of moleevlv vibrations can Interact with the angular 
momentum o f  molecular mtation so ns m affeet t k  mrational energy levels of the 
molecule. This Und of interaction is d l e d  the Coriolir inoraction, which wa. Rnt 
reported by Telldnl. The ~ N d y  of Coriolis inonnionr b i r h c r  another t y p  of 
infomalion useful far the refinement of molceullr h m n i c  fmce Aelds. Coriolin 
inorMianr c m  be derived from vibrational er mtational spcem. I f  r nudew in a 
mlecule is moving linearly in a vibrational maion, and the molecule i r  dro mtating 
UIen the nucleus erpriencer a Coriolir foreel, given by1491: 
fo - 2mVem sw - 2& -3 (l,7.1) 
H"e 
n l c  mas of nwleur. 
&-the appvent veladty with respct m the mordinao s m m  anached m the 
mtatiy mleeule. 
a-the anglar velocity of rotation referred b a mole~ule Rxed coordinate system. 
0-the angle ktween the axis of mtation and the diction of motion with velocity 
6. 
The Coriolis interaction permrbn the mtaional energy levels and mnritionr. For 
linear polyatDmis moiceulcl and symmetric top molecules, where there are degenerao 
vibmionol stares, there are very smug Cwiolh i n m b n r  (the fincorder Carialir 
inomion). For asymmetric top molecules, vibralbn-mtarian coupling thmvgh the 
Coriolis intermion can be large i f  two vibrational kqueneies are very elow to each 
ather and the direct poduct of the symmetry rpcies of the two vibrationd states eon- 
tains r mational symmetry ~peeiesPll'll*l, 
Here rIr.1 ad rlrl are the gmup representations of the vibrational and mtational 
aymmeay rpsies, rrspetively. This kind s f  interaction ir called the rmnd-order 
Coriolis intermion. 
The ~helationanrhipo between the Coriolir coupling constants md  their dependem 
on the patenial mnram have been developed by Meal and Polol"l"1. 
Hem F and c ze the F mtrix and the 0 matrix, respectively. a d  L is the muix 
which umrformr the internal eoodinaos(D) a symmetry cmrdinater(s). 
The C' mvr i r  is deRned by 
Hem the 7 are manices o f  dimension 3N*3N formed by N identical 3.3 biaels along 
the diagonal. The block, urually denoted by the ~ymbol p')., lo specify that eaeh 
block refem to a given stom a, have the form 
Pmm equation(l.7.4), the Coriolis comtanU i' can be derived from the maleeulu 
geomPy and atomic masses. Them the calculation of  f o m  mmn5 wn be mom. 
plished using equation(lJ.3). As diicusred before, the Coriolir mnrtantr, together 
with o lhn erpn'menlal datr(vibrational kqueneies and dislonion mnsanu, m.  are 
used to reflnc the fom Aeld of the molecule "wI. The elemnn of the Iacobian 
matrix required for this pmeedurc an 
(1.7.10) 
=(&..)>A&- -. 
dF" *., (A, - a 0  ,., (A, - (1.7.11) 
1.8 The Symmetry bfdr An.lysk of 
AU of the three aulphuryl moleculer sNdied in this work belong to the c:. rym- 
metry point gmup, and the of the Rpn~ntation genernted by their vibrntiand 
modes b 
Tv - I . , + n 2 + Z b , r 2 b ,  (1.8.1) 
when the CH, gmup is musided a one amm. The symmetry emdinatet of this 
clas  of moledes wne given by Suthm and HenshnWI ps shown in Table-1.3. 
Then is a rrlatiomhip between the three angles in the X:So? Lype molecule 
b*rn. 'D + ' ~ c . m  - 0 
2 2 4.t 
(1.82) 
Panid diffeemistion af equatibn(l.8.2) with msped to each angular eondirnstes 
derives h e  ndundvlt symmetry coodinnts: 
(COltsi";,m + ( C O I B l l n ~ ) ~ *  I$i..'~&, 
2 1 2 6.1 
(1.8.3) 
b ~ * b A @ r c & , + r & , + c & , + c & . )  
(.,I . b' + c9-to - 0 
The eoelleientn, 0 ,  b, r ,  and nd son, em be evdualed horn the cnperimcmd tsedive 
angular pusmeten, @,a and a, for each molecule , which will k discussed in xc-  
liow 3.3, 4.3 and 5.3, mgether with the normzlirntion ad ndnhogooluliry relations, 
equation-1.8.4 to 1.8.6. 
Then we can obnin the s,  and s, coadmtes for each molccvle scmding m ils 
gwmetry. 
Table-13 Symmetry C4inatc.s of Be Sulphuryla 
(An, +And 
s,-- 2 In  
( M ,  + M I )  
s : - 2 1 "  
s , -  ( * A * - h q - m 2 - b , - ~ % )  
C' + 4)'" 
S,. U A @ + g r n - A o , - m , - ~ . z , - ~ ~  
(f' + *' + 4,l" 
s, - ( M ,  - m! -m, * A".) 
2 In  
S6 - 
2'" 
S,- ( M ! * A ' x : - m , - A q )  
1 
Spsfier 
so,-,. 
sx,., 
oso,.. 
xsn,, 
T0,riri 
so,, 
so- 
%.-= 
SO%, 
Table-IA Coefficients of Symmetry Coodinates of Svlphvryls 
Cwrdinatc 
Molecules r f 8 
Mode 
me Coefficients ars derived fmm the molecular gcomtria of CI#Oz snd FW2 
obtained in Chapta-3 nnd Chaptcr-4, respectively. me modinate paramtw m 
shown in Figure-1.1 and x - F,Cl or CH,. AU of the modes pn bnh infrsrrd and 
Raman active, except far @c ar  mod+ which ia o d y  Raman amhe. 

Nuelerr quadruple eff- io molecules were Bnt o b d  dm05 BRy yeam ago 
by KeUogg n a!. ['"I Smcc then, quadrvpok imeraction~ have been observed as 
hyprfine srmemre in rhc romiond rpeeaa of mmy mo!rulcs. Fw a quadrupole 
inlecsetion, it is mrrlary that the nwlcu~ prscsses a mnvuinishing nuclear qu&- 
p l c  moment which results from a nonspheticd charge dlaibution in the nuelsw. 
Sueh a distribution is found in nwlei with a spin pogular momentum greater than 
f+. 
Ihc most impnant parameter obtained in a nwlcp qvsdrupole vldrjis is the 
elceaic field gradient, which pmvides vdubie i d o m t i o n  mnecrning the c lemnic  
envimnment of the gu.drupoInr nuclenr The vecmr madel far the qvadruple interac- 
tion in the absence UP an u D d  6cid shows that the mtclear spin mgvlar momcnNm 
icouples with the mutiond angular momentum i w pmduce n w u l  mgular momen- 
tum C: 
C - i r i  (1.9.1) 
I and J remain PI g a d  q u m m  llumbers w h c  veaor sum is also qua.tiwl. How- 
ever, M, and M,, which ars the pmjcaion qumNm numbers of I nnd J in the uncou- 
pled rcprsxnfation, an m lonpr mnstam of the motion. 8 rang- from J + I to 
11 -11: 
The ereas of n quldrvple intaneiion is m lplh a mtational level in& 21 + 1 levels 
ad a single rnlatiollPl speermm inm eomplinted hyperfine srmmue. The seleaion 
rules governing urnitions between these enorgy levels m: 
The Hamiltmian of Carimipl which dcaaibes the qu.druplc eattplimg of nuclei in a 
malceule is of the form: 
Were the quantity Q, reprrsents the electric quadmpole momea of the r nucleus, 
and the clcenic charge. 
Here V is the elccuic field at the qundruplu nucleus. q, is the elearie field gradient 
dong the space-fired z axis waged  aver the sue 4 - 1. *, is the only tnm in H, 
which changer when an atom mmbiner with other atom6 to form a molecule. The 
chsracnrisric energy values for quadruple mupling of s single nucleus with spin I 
d qundrvpole momem a em bc curimn ss: 
For an ~symmmie top one can write 
Where x, is eded a nuclenr mupiing constanr. Laplace's equation leads to a boun- 
d q  condition on & nuelear coupling mnstantr 
L + X I $ + x r r - O  (1.9.9) 
and them an only nrro indepndcnr &.'a. Usually the two independent constants m 
sdcctcd ~3 one x,, and fha nudes quaimpole mupling asymmelry pmmcter s. For a 
prolate uymmrrie top we have 
Those wo mnrwnu can be delennined from a fint order analysis of of nuelear qua- 
druple hyperfine strunwe. Thc Rrrt order qquadnpole enegy hm ken worked out by 
Bragg IU": 
and IV,, is Wmg'l r e d u d  ern@. 
When there is more than one quedmpoiu nudeur in a mieculc, L e n  exists tbe 
posribiluy of mupiing between the individual quadnple mments by way of moiecu- 
I w  mratlon. Ihc resulting hyprfine srmcturr can beeom v q  complicated. Methods 
wed to mat this pmbiem depnd on L e  relative degrees of coupling of tua nucici. 
There am two w c s .  (I) One of the nuclei couples much mare strongly thm the othor. 
h L i r  inrmnce, the major mnlribution D the hypefine splitring i s  made by the nuclei 
which is stongly mupled. Ihe w d y  coupled nudeur cm be tmated ar a. pemrbb 
lion on the spliningr of the other nucleus. (2) The degner of coupling of the two 
nudci ue of the r a m  order of magnitude. This is the eae we haw to teat in Clso, 
which h a  two identical chloriw nuclei with nuelcar spin t. There are two prribic 
mupling rehems if a molecule praerser nuo quadmplar nuclei having nuclear spin 
m g u b  momenta of i, and i,, rerpaivcly. Fiat. we haw 
Here I is the mtational angular rmmcnmm and 7 is Le  total mgu1.r momenmm. F ,  
and F havc the values I + I, to 11 -I,! and F ,  r I, to I F ,  - l,l, respctively. Scwnd, 
we e m  have 
7, i, = i (19.14) 
i+J -7 
Hen i is the totd nuclear spin angular momentum and I can h a w  the valuer r ,  r r: to 
11, - 1,l. F has the values J + I  to I1 -11. The second scheme was used in our calcu- 
lation. In m uncoupled represenatton, the total Hsmilmnim is just the sum of two 
individual q u h p o i e  terms given as 
The m q u M  mstrir elements of the Hamiltoaim, <Ha,>, havc been worked out by 
Robinson and C~rnweU['~I, aod by Fiygara and OwimI"* in Leir smdy of Cn,Ct3 and 
COCI,. To fiot-anin, the m d x  of H, is diagonal in L s  ll,l;F> basis. When I,  -I,,  
the mmix may be wrinen as 
The ather nanvanishing maaix elemeon, such as U+llnoU>, Q1n.U-I,, Pnd so on, 
may be abtsjned h r n  the above elements dnce the matrix is symmetric. 
1.10 The ilrymlnemc Rmar Stark Effect 
When an external electric field, B, is applied lo  a polar maleeuic, i t  inreram with 
the eknric dipole, p, d the molecule, causing a rplining of the mtational energy lev- 
els, which results in  the rppemnrr of hyperfine s t~c lure in the mtational $petrum. 
This is known as the Stark effect. m e  SWk Hamilranian is given by 
H-, - -mE (1.10.11 
- - E  E a14 
1 W ) L  
whee *, is the dlrenion msine hetween the space-flxed z-axis and Ihe molecule- 
Axed 8-arir. IR symmetric tops, the dipale moment is necessarily directed dong the 
symmetry axis, d hen- i t  h u  a mmponmt along 7. ercrpc when K - 0 .  Oencmlly 
speaking, i f  the dipole momnt p h a  r mmponent along Ihe direction of  i, the split- 
ting of rho mtaional levels by an electric field is directly pponional  to the field 
intensity E, i.e. a f in tad"  Stark effect: i f  the dipale moment in prpendicular to I,  
rile rplining dead$  on the square of E, giving what ir bow"  ar a wcend-oder S t r k  
effect. Asymmenic lop levels do not show K - t yp  degenemy. a d  therefore tend lo 
shew reand-ader Stark effects unless a mtational level is accidenwlly close to 
another level. or if the asymmetry panmeter is very small. Golden and Wilson have 
calculated the Stark effect of asymmeuic roton by sewnd-oder perturbation 
theoryI~M. For carer where the Stark rplining is small m m p d  with Ihe repantions 
of the unpermbsd e n e w  level (nondegenerale cue1 they derived t h  rxpcesrian 
Here 4 is the mmponcnt o f  the dipole moment along the ath principal axis of  the 
molecule, IE;"~,,~, is the eomr@nding wmnd-ordcr energy rhiR for the M, a m -  
panent of the I. energy level, x is the asymmetry parameter of the molecule. and 
a-1.4-CVLI+C~. mey  rhowed that Eq.-I.i0.2 muld be put in s f m  utilizing Cmu. 
bin=. and King's tabulad linc $ m n g h r ~ l ~ ,  W . r . l ' . i l ,  between lcwlr whae unpr- 
NM cncgy di f ferem ue E),? and E l ; ,  where J'-1-1.1. or I+!. m e  resulting 
relation ir 
The line strengths can also be estimated using the eigenveetors of the asymmettie mta  
Hamiltonian and the relation 
I f  there am near dcgencrare rotational levels or i f  a m r i t i on  erhihiu nuclear quaint- 
pole hyprfine strumre, more complicated Watmnts are required. These have been 
dirursed in Gody and Coolr'r baok.I" 
A valuable use of the Stark effat for aymmettie opa Iis in the identification of 
I values of waasition.i fmm the number and reldve intensities of the Stark mm- 
ponenh. Two kinds of tnnsilion can be defioed, thore in  which At- t I, in which h e  
relative intensilk of the components am ~ l + l l ' - M *  and 1'-,nl far the upper and lower 
signs, rerpcaively, and those i n  which a/-a, i n  which the relative intensities can be 
shown o be pmponianal w M'. If I changer in  a tnnriiion, there wil l  be I+I Bark 
components. where I referr o the quantum number of the lowc. level: there wil l  show 
a nowding townrdr the low M valuer, which me also the most inten*. I n  Q type 
trans ill en^, when M.0. there we I Swk  mmponenu. (M-0 is mining), and the inten. 
slier bcmm grealcr for larger M ,  as do the displacements fmm the zem-field line. 
AnoUler value of the molecular Stark effect i n  ehemisay is that i t  allows the meas- 
urement of dipole moments. Generally, the dipole moment of an agmmsai&' rolar 
dam nor li dong one of the principal inertial axes of the mdecule: therebrr rhr Stark 
interactions an rather complieued. The analysis of more than one rransiriunr is then 
neecsrq, which yields rhe components of the dipole moment dong the principal 
ares, and fmm the* the mtal moment can be computed. If the dipole momea of an 
asymmetric top is d k c l e d  along a principal axis, such as occurs in cr,SO:. the erperi- 
mcnt and calculation are much pimplsr. In this care. Ihe d i p l e  moment r.m be deter- 
mined by measuring Slivk nhiR8 for jua one Stark mmpnent .  
EXF?4RmIENTAL DETAILS 
2.1 The hucrownvc Spectrameter 
A mnvenliand miaowsve rpecrmmctcr esseorially mnriru of a Nnsbk s o w  of 
microwave radiation, sn abmrption r r U  containing the gan under investigation, a fee- 
w-sr., wpaunment device and a detector. The system used in this rescar& has ken 
b,t :cnl.. ' n n previous repon from our 1sb0rntory~"~l. 
' . spcnmmcter used for dl of the expcrimcno discussed here was s 33Mz 
Starli malulated insrmmcnt. Re mimiemwave rndiation source wan s Hnrlen-Packad 
~ d c l  8341A synthesized sweep, which gcnenwd ourpot fceqoeneien from IOMHC to 
2(MHz. The working fnqucneics were pmduced by using Honeyell Spacelmm p u -  
sive frequency multiplien. Model K22WN, TQ-1 and V24WN frequency m u l t i p k ~  
were used to double, uiple md q u h p l c  or s i ruple  the output frequencies generated 
by the 834iA synthesircd n w p r .  Therefon, the frequency range fmm W M H H  to 
12WOOMHz ws avrilablblc in this wnL; however, the power available a tequeneien 
higher than 8WMlMHi was very little m d  only a few vw rmng lines were o b s e d  
in lhis fnquency range. Fnqucncy nralution fmm 1Hi at LOm LO 3Hz a t  2OCHz 
was available using h e  mimowwe synthesizer. Ihc posititions of molecular absorption 
lines could not be mesursd to benec thm ZOurr ,  however, due lo the finite linewidth 
of these tine. 
Stark eeUs of he l y p  used in this research have been described in many previous 
rrpntd"*l"~lL'6~. Two different S m k  celh were used in this srudy, boh of which 
w e n  10 feet in Icngh. Thc fin1 was an X-band ecU having cmrr sectional dimendons 
of la.1.zcm and h e  remnd wan n S . b d  ell with dimensiam of 72.3.4cm. The 
s d a  esU was set in an insulated box of 7 feet in length, which was used to b c p  
dry ice for maling the NU. Each cell mntained a thin coppr  plate. Stark cleetnle, 
pmnllel to the face of the waveguide a d  so perpendicular to tho micmwavc electric 
fleld. The eleeaode was held at the center ofthe e l l  and indated fmm the brass cell 
by thin tenon. A 33333Hz high voltage y u m  wave generator, mldr in the worbhaps 
of Monsrih University's Chemisuy Dcpsnmcnt, war used lo d u e  the Stark clectric 
Beld. The output voltage of this generator war 0-3000 v o h .  The Stark cells were 
mnnected to a glass vacuum sysrem and the p s s u r e ~ ,  measured with a SV-I Hastings 
vacuum gauge ud a DV-3M vacuum gauge mbe, could be pumped lo lower than 
Sminoru by a mechanical pump. The sampler investigated muid be either sealed in 
the Surk =Us or flowed eontinuaurly rhmugh the cells. 
The delenor used at fmquencirs lower than ZWOOMH: war s Hcwlru Modrl X- 
28lA back diode, nt hrqucneies between 200WMH: ad n d M k  war 1 Pleific Mil- 
limetw PmductslPMP) Model 1-42-720-Q2 diode, at frequender between 4WOOw 
and 6WWMHz was a PMP MOD-UD diode, while at frequencies higher than 
€OOKMHL was a PMP DXP-I5 diode. 
The miemwave synthesizer was mnaolled by a Hewlen Pwkd Model 98169 
computer, whi& was also used lo prmss the o u l p t  data hom an EG & G Model 
5207 digital laek.in ampliliec m obtain accurate lim Irequcncics. In the measurement, 
bidirectional digitally rteppd sweeps were prformed. I l e  procedure suggested by 
Bienn- rz 01 1"'1 wzs used to smooth the raw output data at R s t ,  ux( then, for sym- 
m&e lines, a least squares fir was performed m the smoothed lines, which were 
l~sumnl to have s h n t r i a n  line shape, to obtain accurate line kqueneics and line 
widtha. The measunment amvaey was 0.02 MHZ or beurr for strong lines ad 
0.05MHz or bemr for weak lines. 
( 9  CISOso, 
N n m d  Cl$Oso, (97%) was obtained 60m Fisher. The spscua of " C l n C l ' 2 S ' ~ ~ ,  
"CI"'$O,, l421fl1O, Pnd ~ b ' ' C I Y S ' b r  wac m a s u r d  in nahual sbundatlee. 
~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ 1 ~ 0 ~  and "CI,Yr"O, were prepared hom sulfur dioxide (US"Oi and 
rrrpenivcly) by "ring &brine as the chlarinating agent. YS"O: was synthuired fmm 
Y s  enriched sulphur (92.1 atom % of "S, MSD) and " 0 ,  (99.45 atom 9. of 
'80,BM3)."al Abc . d.OSg %S was introduced inm a 150ml bulb; lfter the air was 
pumped out an erces of "0:. about 50ml of gas, was inaoduced; Ihen the bulb wna 
reded up and h e a d  to about Z W C .  The reaction war improved by the help of the 
d i s c h e  of 1 Tlsln mil which produced aone tnec~. ARer the rraaian the gas war 
- f e d  inm mother bulb at liquid nimgen nmpntme. ARcr the &ring of 
Ys"Ob the remains of oxygen wu pumpd out and about 50ml of chlorine gas (Can- 
lab) was introduced. me  mia an between sulfur dioxide anl chlorine proceeded under 
a IJV lamp st mom Icmperarwc for about two houn. Then the hdb was cooled by 
dry i n  m condcorc the 'b,Ys"O, d the remaim of sulfur dioxide Pn: chlorine wece 
pumped out; Ben ' b ? S " O r  was e W e d  as a colavrless liquid. 
J421Ps"o~ war obtlined horn 'Wo, and an excess of Us using the same method ar 
outlined above. '*S war obtained fmm MCB. 
The s p e m  of U ~ l n ~ ~ ' ~ ~ l ' o O ,  d u l c l " c ~ Y ~ " 0 2  wen both measured in n a w d  
sbundmce. 
(ii) P S O ,  
me mBod u*d fa the prcpmntion of F,SO, was the flnuninrtian of Julhu diox- 
ide (so,) using silver diflvatide (AaF3 u the fluorinating agent l'w'i'ml, A large crcess 
of AgFl was put into 1 small glass Nbe ud dry SO, was p u s 4  thmugh the Nbe 
seved timer. 
SO2 +UBI - ZiaF + F!SO? 12.2.2) 
F?S'%, was prepand from S'%> F$'60'% was premed using "0 enriched 
sdhu dionidef72 atom % of "o I. 'me spc l ra  of FFS'602 and F,YS"O, were meas- 
ured in  natural abundance. .ld: a d  S"OO,, in  99 #om % of  I%, were obtained fmm 
A l f ~  No liner atvibutable m sulfur dioxide muld be detected in the miemwave spectra 
of the pmdua sampler. 
( i i i l  ICH,lBO, 
("CH,d'S'%, (98%). war oMained hom Flub.  
('VDco,1?S1%, w u  synthesized by oxidizing I"CD,#B~% (99 aom % of D. 
MSD), with pa r r i um  prmnogmste l '~  'me solution o f  pnasrium prmangmne in  
o j b  was dmppcd into I"CD,I?S'%: aRer stirring for Rve minuter r"c~,hU11'~0, was 
ermrrd using dichlommethme m d  dried aver anhydmur sodium sulfate. ARer eva- 
p rv i ng  the dichlommethnne nice white crystals o f  ("CD,I?S'%, were obwined. 
,"cD,hus'% r K M d 4  D j 6 0  -("CD,)~SL%~ KOD + ,M~o, (2.2.3) 
l'~cH,r?s'%L~o was made using an extension of the methad suggested by A. 
Ohruuek I'm to p e p m  labelled iCHJ$O. A magnetically r t imd rolvtion of  I'VH,II'S 
(0,0629) in  C H ~ ,  (3ml) was added r t  mom lEmpmlUE to r solution of nj'o II.8gl 
(97 atom % '%, MSD) in  pyridine (O.5ml) fallowed by dmpwise addition of  n solution 
of bromine (0.8Sg) in  C H P 2  (3ml). Vigornus stirring was condnued for 30 minuter 
ud the excess of bromine w u  desrmyed by the addition o f  anhydmur NUHSO, (0.3%). 
Then the solution wm dried with anhydmus Nnfl, and after the roivent w u  eva- 
p o d  to yield I"CH,I?S"O. 
By oridiing the solution of c1?HH,~9"0 in H@, using pnunivm pmmgmate, 
( " c ~ ~ ? S ' ~ o ' ~ o  was btained as a bite eryrW~im poiid. 
I"CH,I:";'~O, was mared by oxidizing c"cn,dls. The ~"cn$:s was ayn- 
thesired by the reaction of "CHJ (99.3 atom 9. of "C, MSD) and r?s.iW l g  of 
'VHJ in 25ml of rthnml (95%) w a  r t ianl  and renured while 0.27g o f  &ps in 2ml 
of water was added dropwise as rapidly ar possible at mom tcmpersw. ARer the 
addition was compiehd Ihe mkw was rrflurcd for about wo hours, then the 
1"CH,d1S (boiling point 37-39-C) together with an apprrciabie quantity of  water was 
distilled out and condensed inm mother flask. No attempt was made to remove the 
water since to do so would iocvitably have id to nn appreciable loss of I a k U d  
dimahyl sulfide. Watm did not innrferr with subsequent worhp of the sample. By 
oxidizing the I'~CH$?S wing potasium pmwrgsnatc c"cn,)Ps'b~ war obtained as a 
white solid. A mi*ure of "Cn11(50%) and "cHd(50%) was vacd to prepare 
I~~cH,II"cH,Y~'M, using the same method. 
"end + r p s  - cl'cn,)?s + ffit 0.2.5) 
("CH,)?S + K M d ,  + H D  - 1"CHCRlh"S1 0 K O  (2.2.6) 
('*CH,).~S'~O: was p p m d  fmm l%ng and r a Y S  using the method outlined 
above. Nn,Ys ans obtained h m  tho rsactian of Ne(99.841, BDH) and YS(92.i% amm 
of Ys,MSD) in liquid idmmonia.["*~"'~ 0.I2g af No and 0.05s of  were put in n rube. 
ARcr the air had k e n  pumped out, he  tube ..vas sealed up and m o l d  to dry irr tern- 
p rmre  and about 15ml of purr liquid ammonia was introduced into it. The tube war 
kept at about -€PC for about 2 day8 aba~c, which time rll of the *S had reacted with 
No. The remaining Na wan dcrao]rd by adding water at in tcmpcraturs. 
me otrained solution, containing ,Nays, was rutted with ' W i g  to obtain (cH,I!% 
which was then oxidired to yield the labelled dimethyl dfonc. 
c '?CH,~ I~cH,o)~s ' ro ,  was prepared by the oxidation of ( '?CH, I~SI~~CR,DI ,  which 
in Nrn was prep& by the d u n i o n  of monoehlommnhyl methyl sulfide, 
( P H , ] ' ~ S ( ' ~ C H ! C ~ ~ ,  with lithium aluminum deutnidc, U r n , ,  in n-butyl eIher"'?l. 
To a mnp.etisaUy stirred salution of ~"CH~)'?s('VHlcl)(3.Og, 95%. Aldtieh) in Sml of 
nburyi ether(99%,Aldtich) ww added dmpwire at mom tempram= a solution of 
LUID,(0,25g, 98 % atom of D, Aldrich) in n-bury1 ether. A&r the addition was earn- 
plcted rhe mixiwe was refluled fm about five minulea. Following this the required 
l'~CH,)'S(':CH:Dl was d i !  out d d in the ryntheh of ( ' ~ C H , I I " C H P ) ' ? S ~ ~ ~ ? .  
2.3 R.IMn S e m  
Ramm s p m  were measured in  digital f o r m  with a Codeg PHO rpsrmmster 
equippd wi* n Coherent INNOVA 7 0 4  Ar ion laroc. The 488& linc w u  used. The 
usman spas of CIW, were measured in  the 100 u, IMO cm-' region. The n p e m  
of Un?'sl"o, and U C ~ ~ ' S " O ~  were measured in  the bath iiquid phue and the gas 
phsrc. The TheFMm of  UciPs 'b ,  was mewred only in U I ~  iiquid phase. k a u r e  the 
sample war too small to p rm i t  gas phase measurements. The differences between gas 
phsre and liquid phare fquencies of "CIB1"o, were u r d  to mmn the haquencie 
of  'b ,Ys"o,  measured in  the liquid phase to obtain cstimafed gas ph re  kqucneies 
for lhc lamr rpeeiu. 
The Ramrn s p m u m  of (CH,lW, war mearered in  the IW to ISW rm-' region 
and the 2W0 to 3100 cm" region. The s p a s  of  l'zCH,d'S'%O,, ( 'WI,)f ls'%, and 
('ICH,):B'60, were measured using cryrrallii sampler. 
The slit width usad to obtain rpeetn was 1.m-' and the Sean speed was 
lur-'lmih. Mur scans for bath solid phase and i iqua ph re  sampler md ten $cans for 
g u  phase sampler were averaged. The re~olulion was believed lo be bener than 
I.%r-'. so, the vibrational frequeneer of which are known very  well^'*^, was used sr 
the intend r t a c d d  to eoncer the vikationd hequencies of  the molecules studied i n  
the pzewnl work. All of the hepetrp were obtained at mom lempmrure. 
The i n h d  rpcmm of F,S02 was m r d e d  a low rerulution with a Maruon 
Pol& RTR speaometa and at high" resolution with s &+in-Elmer 283 spstmm- 
efer.. Bomp shifu m e a s d  with the lamer in~rmmcnt are thought to be nFcurste lo 
bnta than 0.5cm-', The gaseous sample of F,So, was endared in s Ir. cell with 
No& windows and mcpsund r mom tempnnue. Fl"jla0: wan observed in natural 
sbudmee. An we mentiomd in Senion 23, FIUS'60"0 wps made fmm a nulh. dim. 
idc mixrun containing 'M(28%l and '%om*), so tha then was about 40% uf 
F:'S'60'80, 52% of F,USa'O, m d  8% of FI*S'60, in Ule sample used. AU of the fund% 
mcmnls of F P S ' ~ O ~  wen me&, ereepl fa v,, which klo~ong~ m the A ,  speies and 
is l & m d  inanive. Only Ihw n four w n g  lines were found for the 
Fps'%&s'~o'sO mJ FFrS'WO, iwlop(c species. 
TEE hUCROWAVE SPECTRUM hiOLECULAR STRUCTURE 
AND EARbIONIC FORCE FIELD OF SULPIXGXYL C H L O W E  
Mimwave s ~ c r m s c o p i ~  studies of ~ulphYTyl chlmide have earlier been reported 
by DubruUe and Bou~he+~*ll~l in 1972 and 1914. In their work, the mtational eansi- 
tiona of 'lc!!$'*o,, fn 1 up to I8 only in n branch, and of ''Cl'7Cl'$'60,, for J up lo 
18 in n branch and up to 60 in Q brmh,  wen obsnved and assigned. Fmm thsss 
miemwave daa the mtatiollal and dirtanion mostanrs of rhcse two isotopic species 
were derived. Ihe dirtonion constants at UCl . '3 'b , ,  howevi*, could nor be reliable, 
beayre anly I4 lines of low 1 n - h h  eansitiow, without Q branch or higher I tmn- 
sitions, were used to derive valws for all the 3 mtational connranls, 5 qunnic distonion 
constnnts md 7 sextic dirmnion eonsunu. The number of the ealeulstcd mmtants 
was grenter rhan that of the obarved lines employed in their calculation. An effective 
molecular geomeay, enrompwing anly four independent parameters for this molecule, 
was not derived fmm the six avadable mtationd mnstmts of Le two isotopic speies 
studied in the" w h .  The number of isotopic spscies was insufleient for them to 
derive the rubltiNtion geometry. 
Dutmdle Md Baucher'*Y" did not r e p n  any chlorine nueiee quadruple split- 
tingr in their work. The nudew quadmpolc coupling canstanw of sulphury: chloride 
were only mponed by SumH and Yamaguchi~"'~ in 1981, as xy - IO.l4Mnz, 
x.. - W.hhlH: and r. - -95 51hWz. However, they only quoted another author'$ result 
and did not give any details of the experiment or tho caldarionr. 
Then is no minorvsvc rcpn on the evaluation of the eleebic dimie moment of 
sulphucyl chloride. The dipole moment of this molecnle was measured by Coop md 
Sunan using a dielecaic method in 19391"1U"~ll'n~. They made the measuamer using 
n gas phase sample and obtained the value of 1.795(5)mbw. 
The P, geomnry of Cl:SO? was ohaimed by Hargimi fmm an eleermn d i f k t i u n  
investigation by using a mnstaot scattering function in 1968V". The next y e 4  the 
geammy was recaienlated by wing n complex xaaering constant. as: 
r ( S 0 ) -  1.4Wto.wei. rlCfS) -2.Oli t o w J i ,  < lorn ,  = 1a.J t o r ,  <lcrsc,r - luoota.7-  
and qC1SO) - 107.7 + 0.4 1'4' . The same author derived the moleeuir pzame!ars again 
fmm n joint least Jquans refinement af the electron diffraction data and the micmwave 
constmts obtained by Bouched". 
Since I944 there have been several nponr about the vibrational r p e a a  of 
CI:SO,~' l  'luring inharrd spcmreopy"~,  Ramm specmse~p#'~~C"tl~l and themtical 
m e t h u d r ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ .  Tix h t  attempt to caldate lhe fame 6cld was made by SiebenP:l, 
who nflned a seven pmmcter valence force field which gave only poor predictions of 
vibntional hrqueneier. Stammich n nl prfonned a nonnal d i n a t e  analysis. 
in which only the nine diagonal colutmts were considered. In this work, they 
arrigmd v, <v, by a very simple calculation. Wilson rt or ("1 ad Svthers #, or 101 did 
this calculation again aml obtained nine and lhincen farce constants, rrsp~cdvciy. In 
t h e i  work, they suggested that v, > u, conmry to Srammreich's cunciunoi'"l. 
Although they obtained reasonable agreement between observe4 and enlcuinred vibra- 
tional frequencies, then were still several difRcuities with this work. The fist was 
that only nim vibratialul frequencies, observed for one iwtopic species were urcd to 
calculate nine or m o n  fom canrtann. It is apparent that the data were nut sufficient 
to fir so many force eoosrants. Secondly, the e f k m  of Femi resonance wrc not mn- 
saercd in their work. The cffceu of F w d  resonance in this moiccuie cannot be 
ignored as we will discuss later. Ihe third pmbirm was that the molecular geometty 
available m them was only an euiy e i e m n  didfraction geomen).. lf more vibrational 
data for additional isnopic spcies  or dam h m  olhn Jourcer, such as dirronioo eon- 
smnts, mi P bener molecular geometry were available, the force 6cld would obviously 
be impmved a lot. 
l l ~ m f o r e ,  it war wanh reinvestigating Be sp-m of this molecule in oder m 
define better molecular geometry and harmonic forn W d .  It was the aim of this 
work. 
3.1 Obcrved Micrownsc Swtrum and Asipment 
The minowave spectra of nine isotopic rpcies of sulphwyl chloride, which were 
ncl.nss'bl, s cl n cl 2' -s 1 b,, ncl'o.3"o,, rWnc~l:sno:, ~$clW"o,, J ~ C I ~ C I ~ S ~ ~ O ~ ,  
"cr:Uhp160:, ' b h t 6 0 :  and ~ ' C I ~ ~ C I ~ S ' ~ ,  were in the hqucmy 
fmm 12WOMH: lo  840WMHi. AU of these isotopic rpcies have b-typ wansitions as 
mted by DubruUe and Boucher in whore work only rht spcctra of "cI~sLLo:  and 
"Cl"Cl''S'bO~ wen m e a s ~ d m ~ ~ l .  Thmfme the selection rvle are re-w and m -m. 
There should be some very weak 1-lyp mri t ionr  for Ihc isotopic species 
"Cl"Cl"S'b:, "Cl"Cl'~"Oo, "Cl"CIYS'~o, and nCt"CIJ~bb:; they were, however, 
MI found beesus the dipole moment component caused by mono-chlorine isotopic 
rubstiNtion to lie along the 1 principd u e r  is quite small. Bath Q-branch and R- 
branch Vansitions w e  a b w e d  for all of Be isotopic species except !he ia* three 
spcies, for which only n-branch urnsitions were measmd. The number of observed 
uansiriom mi the highest observed I values for each isotopic ~peciss studied ace 
listed in Table-3.1 and the observed mamition hquencies 8n listed fmm Table-3.2 to 
Table-3.10. 
In addilion, many of the uanririonr studied exhibited nuelear quadrvpolc 
hyperfine srmcrure due m IIIe presence of nvo chlorine nuclei; both the nuclei of 31c~ 
and "Cl have spin In. me hypr6ne rplining due to the chlorine nuclrv quadmpule 
in-ion war not oh~swed for most of the mmitianr, which were ringlets with nice 
symmuie line shapes. Some aansitians, however, appearcd r rymwaie  triplet 
hrperane m-s with a sfrang component at Ihe unrplit Line ponirilm. T%c rpiir- 
tings of low I m i l i o n s  w a r  big but they were d w a g  overlapped by stronger higher 
3 lines and, as a result, we ware unsbls to measure very low 1 liner. Only about 
twenty h y p d n c  rmrmres of high I wri t ions  were obvrvrd in detail in this work. 
Two c m p l e r  obtained by us are given in Figure-3.l.a and Figure-3 I.b, which how 
the nuclear q u h p o l e  hypedne srmrmrr of ''ClC1'S'602 for the 43 , .~+  - .I),, tnnsi- 
tian around 35298.SbIHr~; and of ''Cl"Cl''S"0~ for the 31,.,:-17>,,, transition m u d  
55232MH:. respctively. 7hc  nuclear quadruple coupling constants of 'lCl,:S1*O: 
were derived horn the h y p d n e  splinings. The theory br *the mtationsl spcetnrm of 
M ~~yrnmeuic  top containing two nuclei of nuclear sp presented by Robinrun and 
CornweUl"~ show that four degenerate hypcdne cempanentr alwayr erist r the 
unsplil position when Ihs rwo quadrupolar nuclei arc equivalent. Acmally the specm 
generally rbowed symrnerric panem,  Figure-3.1,s and Figure-3.l.b: theafore, average 
frrquencies of all the or the frequency of the center peak were assigned m the 
mtatiaoll vansition md used lo c d d m  the mlational mnrtanrs and distonion con- 
stnntr for this moledc. 
The mntiond constants and distortion eonrtann of "C!?s'Lo~ and ucl"cl'2s'~o, 
from the pvious  work of DvbruUe and BoucheP'm wne used as !he initid valuer to 
predict the sprtra of these two species. The transitions of other irotopie species were 
lacaed with little diffieulry by using the mraional constants ealeulnted fmm a p i i m -  
innry effective ~rmcrwe, which muld be obtained aher goad mtationd constants of 
''CI~S'W, and Uc~"c~'B'60, hal  been derived hom their spcua.  Som of the lines 
measured in BubruUe md Bauchcr's wwk wm cernearured in rbir work the betpen- 
~ i e r  differ in the two works by about O2,WHr. Because of g e  spin statistics, ar dir. 
cursed in Section-1.2, the c o w  transitions ars smngcr than the u-ru rrutritiolu for 
all of the '%I:- and "C1:- speier. which he lpd greally in the assignment of Ule t n .  
ritianr. 
All o f  the measurements were done i n  a 8.0-2.2m Stark ell cooled s dry ice 
tempraturn. The .ampler w pvmpcd mnlinuausiy lhmugh tho cell, in which the 
presure was coamlled in the nnge 1-5 micmns. Very high Stark fields, typically 
z m v l m .  were employed for the measurements. 
Isotopic 
Species 
"cr.PsMo, 
'~"cI':s~~o: 
"CI"S"0: 
' b " C l ' ~ S ' ~ o ,  
' fC lh '80:  
"c~h 'b ,  
" c I " c ~ ~ s ~ o ~  
'slps'60: 
'ClnCIYS'%o, 
Q-Branch 
N 
84 95 
87 116 
75 68 
78 73 
59 I 8  
66 I 7  
R-Branch 
(1) (M 
20 M 
25 47 
22 43 
21 33 
I9 26 
21 14 
21 27 
20 45 
21 14 
Total 
(M 
I45 
163 
111 
I09 
44 
24 
44 
45 
14 
FigureJ.l.a The 43,,1-4J,,r Tmnrition of UCl?s'lo: Shared n Symmetric Ttiplet 
Nuelcar Quadrupaic Hyprfine Lmclure with Frequencies 01 35297.575. 35298.1125 
md 35299162 zWHZ. 
Figm-3.1.b The J7:,,,t-J71,,,, Trmritioq of "Cl'h'$"o, showed a SymmUic 
Ttiplet Nuclear Qudrupole Hyperfine Stnrture with Frequrneier a1 55231.995, 
55132.635 and 55233.268 YH;. 

Table-3.2 Continwdl I )  
J' K. Kc - I '  K,, K.' Frequtney Deviation 


Frequency 
63507.114 
14392.813 
61658.445 
14129.150 
64658.445 
67709.483 
67709.483 
28730.576 
49593.912 
69121.577 
6912 1.577 
60637.117 
60637.717 
34401.970 
60517458 
EO517.458 
64714.W6 
64714.W6 
37329.980 
34012.064 
37C42.181 
33544.250 
33222.544 
32968.402 
36628 960 
37153.654 
36192.230 
19704.71 1 
35814.775 
18319.751 
35032.608 
35621.418 
34830.878 
4I461.800 
37937.349 
37765.63 1 
68246.861 
68246.861 
37418.161 
37065.260 
22477.700 
40553.227 
40457.261 
36877.191 
79248.727 
36341.382 


TableJ.4 Continued(l1 
I K" K, - I '  K. K, F R ~ U ~ M Y  Deviation 
Table-3.4 Conlinuedl21 
I '  K.' K. Freaucncv 
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Table-3.5 
Obxnrrd Rotational Transition Frequeneierlin MHz1 of  'bJSr'~s"o,. 

- 
Deviation 
Table-3.6 
Obrelwd Rotational Transition fwquencier(4n MHz.) af ~Jc!,"jLs0,. 
- 
Deviation 
Table-3.6 Continued 
Frequency 
Table-3.7 
Observed Rotational Transition Frequencies(in MHrl of "c l~s 'b , .  
I K. K. - I -  K.' K; Freqwncy Deriaion 
Table-3.8 
Observed Rolnlonal Tnnrition Fquencierlin MHz1 of 'b''clYs''ool 
1 KO Kc - 1" +' Ke Frequency Deviation 
Table-3.9 
Obwrved Rotational Transition Frequcncier(in hW) o f  ' 'C l~YS 'Lo~ .  
-
Deviation 
TableJ.10 
Observed RotationJl Tcansition Frequency(in MHz) sf " C I " C l Y s ' ~ :  
Deviation 
3.2 The Calculation 01 the Rotational Cowtnnls and Dirtorlion CoNtnnls 
Watson's S redmaion Hemiltoninn i n  the r repsmnmriobn", equations (1.1.20) 
to (1.1.28), war used to fir the observed rotational frequcncia and calculate the 
mnrrants. The e~natantr of U C l ~ s s o ~  and "CI''Cl'2S160: obtained by 
hlbmlle and BaueheWm wcre used as uial valuer i n  there refinements. For these 
nvo speies, more and highrr I nanritions, including some very high I lines with low 
K., which an very weak and 1101 observed i n  previous workfmm, were measured and 
much i m p r o d  constants wcre evenrudy derived, as shown i n  Tlblc-3.14. Both R-  
braneh(1 up to abut 23) and Q-branch(1 up to SO) aanritiona wcm measured and so i t  
was not dif6cult lo calculillc values for the rotational mnstants ud all of  the quanic 
diswnion constants, for six rpeies, which were ' 'cl~'S'60,,  ''cfnClnS'60:, uC1fi"O:, 
' h ' ' c 1 3 ~ s ' ~ : ,  YCl?s"o, and UCI"Cl*S"O,. Becaum the erperimnts on the species 
"c1?";160,, " c 1 ? s 4 b ~  and "Cl"CIYS'b: were done i n  narural abundance, only a Iim 
ircd a t  of R-brmh tins3 eovld be obncrved. I t  was impossible to derive all the quar- 
tic distonion conslanu hom only the R-bran& nnnritions. In  older lo fir the rotational 
frequencies for lhese three species, the following procedure was wed, At first, a har- 
monic force field was derived horn me diswnion mnstana of the previous d~ spcies, 
tag~"ler with the vibraional frequencies. Then the dirtonion eonatants of the lama 
thm species were calculated From the harmonic f m e  field. The calculsled values for 
dismnion mnsrans were then uaed lo fit the experimental microwave frequcncier. 
OMd fils, yielding values for three mtational constaus and several diawnion mnstnnts 
were obtained for "Cl?*'60, ud UCl?S'b,.  Only 1,-( I - I ) , , . ,  and I,,-(I-I).,., 
mnsitiona were measured Lr ' 'C! ' 'CIYs'b~ nnd so a good estimate for the A mta- 
tianal mnrtant cwld not be derived. A value for the mmional m m t m  A calculated 
hom the effective meturr, which wla obtained hom the first six species, was used to 
fit tho experintend line and to allow rrfincment of the other nvo roraiond runsrane 
of thin speies. AU of the resulting mrltional murants and dirloniun consmnts, 
incindiog the calrulntd constants of the last three species, are piwn in Tabicr 3.1 1 to 
3.13. 
No rertic dirtanion mutants wcm required lo fit the erprimental fmqurncicr. 
c w n  though transitions with 1 up to 80 and kyond were *signed lor Jame sprier. 
The standsud deviations of the 61 were smaller rhm 0.05hlH: for dl isutopumrrs inves- 
tignml, as ohown in Table-3.13. 
Table-3.12 Effective Momsots of Inertia of  CIISOSOI lsompomers 
lsompmer 14. (am*r2) lo. ( m m ~ ~ l  1% (ounv12~ 
*--Calculated fmrn the effective molecular smetum. 
*-Cakdated from the harmonic force Aeld of Table-3.25 
a--Standan1 deviation of the 61. 
35 The Csleulstbn of the Molmulu Strudure of Sulphuryl Chloride 
The effective principd moments of  inenis. o f  all irotopie species sNdied we given 
in Table-3.12; thee wen derived from L e  effenive mtational eonrtanu of Table-3.11. 
me state effective rrmetvral paremeten, r., were calculated principally using 
the effective mtationv wnrtam of UCI,US16,, UCI"Cl''S1602, "CI:'S"O,. 
Jb"cl '31Wo,.  'b'"~"0: and "ClnCIYs'%o,. An uncenrinty 0.1% Of the observed 
value w r  assigned to there mteional mnrlants in  a weighted least squarer Rt. The 
principal moments of  inertia o f  "c~:S'b~ md " c ~ ? s ' ~ o ,  wen also used i n  lhir ealcu- 
lation but n bigger unnnrinty, 0.2%, war set for them, breause they wen obtaimd 
fmm only n-branch tanritiona. The primipal mornena of inenia of  ' b n C I Y S ' b , ,  
which not well drlermined in  this work, were not conridered in  lhis cllcularion. 
Since Ben  is no light atom in  Ihir molecule, Ihc diffenners in  the effeca of  zero 
paint vibrations fa. diffrnnt irotopie S p i e l  are expcted to be very rmalllJ'l. The 
nrulting c f fm iw  rtrucNre is listed in Ute first row of  Table-3.14. The effeclive svuc- 
ture war used in Be calcvlarion of f o e  wmtaoa, which will 'm discussed later. 
We have obtained sufficient irotoplc data lo  calculate all o f  Ihe stmetvral pGFame 
M of this molecule. Two panlal subaliNtion srmmres have ken obtained for Ihe 
gmund state. One uxd  "c~ l ' s "O ,  as the plrenl spciss and "c ! j 2s 'b ,  and 
J~crJ7ct '?'~o,  as the substituted sp i e r .  Ihe other used "C!fS"O, as Be parent 
speciu md '3cl,Us"o, and ' b n c r Y S ' b ,  ar the substituted rpxiet. Ihe mdinaler  
of n and 0 wen derived using KraiDhman's methad, equntion(l.3.8). Due to L e  
rymmvy of Bir  molecule, the sulphur atom in on Ihe aymmcuy axis and buth the aul- 
fur a modinate 2nd the sulphur < coordinate ue rem. Because the rulphvr atom 1s 
located ao close lo the mass eenler, a good estimate of b b cornfinate could not k 
obtained by Kmitchman'r melhad~A~~w~ and the b wodinalc of sulphur war Benfon 
calculated using #he center mas wndilion, equatian(l.3.12). The pritlcipal axes 
cadinates of  "c l l%'b ,  and UCl~S"O: are givm i n  Table-3.15 and Table-3.16, 
sspeetively. The ~ubstitutian parameters are listed in  Table-3.1.1, which show: that 
the two substitution r r m m ~ s  arr almost the same. 
Two diffenm scaled ~mmelrier have been caldand wiL "CII?S"o, and 
'hW'60, as the parent species, respectively. The sealed constants derived fmm equs- 
tion(ll.19) were D~ - 0 ~ 2 5 6 ,  pa - 0 . m 1 2  and D, -099716 far " c ~ ~ s ' ~ ~  urd 
p, - 0.999610, 0. - 0.998124  PI^ or - 0.997528 for ''03tS'60~. The scaled moments of 
inmin were abtalned using the above scaled mnstants and the effective moments of  
imnia, in Table-3.12, according to equation(i.3.18). The s a w  procedure, which was 
used m calculate the effeaive armewe fmm the effective rotational constants, was 
applied here to derive the scaled JrmcNre fmm the scaled mlationd ronnantr. The 
results are also shown in Table-3.14. 
The ealcuiabn of the harmollic fom Beld will be discussed later, however, the 
wsulting force mnstanrs, Table-325, are used i n  this section to derive the harmonic 
vibration-mtatian inreramion constanrs, the zero point asan square amplitude. I,:, and 
the zem p i n t  perpendicular amplitude, K, from which the avenge swcture md equili- 
brium smcNre of sulphtnyl chloride au ld  be evpluated. 'Ik average ratrional eon 
s w r ,  A;, 8: and C,, were obmined by qu~tion-13.15 and me l i rnd i n  Table-3.17. 
At least two isotopic ~peeics are required to dvive .U of the four geometrical punme- 
m, therefon the immpic variatiolu of the b n d  lengths should be considered in  Ihe 
~alcuIatioo of the a9venge srmcm. The isatopic vmations of bond lengths were cal- 
da ted  fmm a d  x, both of which were derived fmm the harmonic f o m  Reldlpl, 
wing Equation-l.3.l. Ihc values of the Mom anharmonic parameter wcw 
a (So) - 2.072ki and a( sc f )  - i.xs-', both taksn fmm Kuchitsu and  Morino'~ poblica- 
tianm, where the value of .z(sCo war the avenge of ncS,) end ~ ( c l , ) .  Ihe mean 
square amplitude of vibrntion of the bonds md  he mean pe'pcndieuiar ampliwdc, ar 
well r their eomspnding isnopic changes, m aiven in  Table-3.19 and TahlcJ.20. 
The isotopic variaiotu of the average bond lengths 8,: were evaluated using equation- 
1.3.4 and m liued in  Table4.18, which shows that the values m abu t  10.' to 10%. 
The obtained avcragE rotational commnts and the isotopk variations of the average 
bond lengths were appbcd m derive the average srmrmn for this molecule by a least 
squms procedure, which w had used as well to calculate the effective rmmn. A 
m d e  cquilibrivm ruwm was evaluated f m n ~  Ihc average smcm, with the help of 
equation-1.3.3. In the calculvionr of both of there ~mclurrs, the normal species 
'V lps '%,  was the pmnr speies. The results an collected i n  Table-3.14. A thmmti- 
Enl srmelun of this molecule was also derivcd, for comparison with the erperimenlal 
srmcturcs, using the 6-3iO* basis rot and the Gsuuim-86 prog~nm~~'1. 
The different smcws show only s l i m  vaiations hom one to another. The SCI 
band lengw foilow the m n d  r: >r. >r, >r: >r. >r,.,.,. . The So  bond lengths also fal- 
l au  this order, except r,, which is a liole ahornr than r,. Table-3.21 gives a eom- 
pPdson of the sm- of cl:so, with bl of So, Lq'lm, c1,So wllx1 and scl, 1"1. The 
so  bond of CI,SO, is about O.OlS* and 0.02.i shorter than that of O?So and SO,, 
respeaivcly. The SCI bond of ClaO> is only O.OWri shorter than that of SCI,, but 
mom than O.LXi shorter man that of C1:SO. Ihe OSO angle is about 4.7' bigger than 
that of SO:. The c l m  angle is about 3.2- bidger but 2.6- smaller than that of C I 3 0  
and of CI:S, respectively. Figure-3.2 Md Fig-3.3 give the principal ares ahnta. 
tions of *c1j1s1M, POd U ~ ~ " ~ 1 J 2 ~ ' b 2 ,  re~pecliveiy. 8558Ule of the unrymmsvie boto- 
pie suhstimtion of "cr,  the "CI"CI"S'~O, rpsier has c, symmetly Md [he principal 
axis b no longer divides the Ctscl mgle equally. The angle between S"C1 bond M d  
the principal axes b is 40.55Z0 and the prineipd u i s  h h a  been shined horn the OSO 
p l m  by about 1.82'. 
(I) Obtained using "ClpS4'0, os Un pavent isompomer. 
(Ul Obtained using U0,US'60, pr the psnnt bompomer. 
lm) Scaled geomtry, using "c l~SUO,  ns the -1 speics. 
( N )  Scaled gmmew, using ''CI~'s'b, as tbc prnnt species. 
(*) The ab-initio calculation was done by using Ihc GAUSSIAN-86 pmgrpm 
with P 6-31G. basis re$$. 
I") The angles were ossumed m equal the value obtained In the rc 
S r m c D m .  
Table-3.16 
The S~vWNtion Rincipd Arc. Coordinates (i) of "CI!Y"O: 
Table-3.18 me Ircropic Variation Li) of Average Bond Lengths of cl,sO, 


Pnrnmetm BondmIA 
r. Cl:SO, 1.41217(10) 
ClJo 1.4278(5) 
sn: 
SO, 1.43217 
r, Cf:SO, 1.41186(21) 
SO2 1.4308 
r, Cl:SO, 1.41249(74) 
n , s o  1.4347(7) 
XI, 
Figun-32 Rincipll h e r  Figw-3.3 Rineipal h e r  
oricnt~tion of Un?Ss'b, Orientstion of " c l " ~ l ' ~ S ' % ~  
3.4 The HMIooic Fom Ncld or Sulphutyl Chloride 
As d i m &  edt the begiMing of this chapur, then have been several papers 
mnccmed ~ i t h  the ma~rmlsr of s u l p h ~ i  c ~ I o ~ ~ ~ ~ * I = I ~ I ~ I ~ ~ I ~ I w I ~ ~ I .  
thssc wa*, however, there still are lame prohlcm which have not heen sarirfanorily 
mlved.  The 6rs is the assignment d the v, and 9 mndu. There an two lines 
mound the frequency 370m.': i t  ia vsry diffirylt to determine which of them is v, or 
9 using only the vibrational speermm. That is becans both of the moder belong to b 
rymmc&y rpeicr and are related m the vibrstiooal mations of the oso gmup, u, that 
both the depolarirstian pmpenies of thc R a m  spec- and the isotopic pissubrtilution 
shifts of the vihrrtional J p c a  do mr distinguish benwen the wo moder. The second 
is ha Fcmri reson- has never been considered i n  previous -porn. Tne thinl is 
h t  the force Beid of this maleolle has not been well refined using r mf6eiendy We, 
&a set. Therefore in this work we r e m e a r d  @he Rmnn a p e t n  for this molcde in 
bolh thc liquid nnd gas p h s r  and reinvestigated the forre field using both our vibra- 
tional ~ p m a  snd mtational rpemxopic data. 
The Raman a p m a  of UCI."I1%,, "cl,'o;"Oz and J'C!,YS'aO:wcre measured i n  
both the liquid snd gas phaaen. The n p r m  of  thca three species i n  the liquid phase 
nre given in Figure-3.4. The gas p h e  rpm wen anaL and L s  v, nnd v, linen were 
not observed. Figures 3.5, 3.6 nnd 3.7 7 h  the gas phase Raman rpem o f  the thee 
species aver the &queney range d IIMkm-' to 1250m". There arc three mruitions; 
in each a r c  the srmngef line was assigned to v ,  and the lowst  frequency line was 
assigned to the r y m d e  retch of 1 sulfur dioxide impwityl2*. The third lines 
mvld bc wenone 2v, or Zv, bands or a mmbinalon band v, r v. M m  .I .I Pa 
wig& this line m 2": or v, + v, in their infrprrd work. After analysis o f  our Raman 
data, we did mi assign this line m Zv, on to v, + v,. Because the v, + v, mode belongs 
to the b ,  symmew spcies and the v ,  mode lo the a, spcica  there is no firmi 
resonma between thew two modes and therefore the third line could not belong to 
v, + v, made. By  d n g  a comparison kcween Rgum.35 a d  Figure-3.6, we found 
that the fnqueneiu of the v ,  mode and SO, ur about W-7&W1 decned, however. 
the frequency of  the thild line is only about 7m-' demsed, beeauw of the doubie "0 
substiation. In "Cll'S'60z, the third line has a lower frequency than v,; conversely. :n 
J*cl~s'80, and "COYs"0,, the third lines have higher frequeneie~ than the camrpn-  
dendng v, moder. As we kmw that the a mode is the OSO xirrorr mode and the n 
mode is XI arymmelric rtreteh, the "0 rubtiwtion should change the frequency of v, 
Jnd lherefm Zv, r lo4 but not Ih1 of v, and 2vI. ACNdiy. the V? fvndrmentdr am 
observed at frequencies 567.5rm-'. 552.5n.' md 545.lnn-'. TaMc-322 to 3.2.1, ro that 
the frequencies s f  ovenones 2v, should be h u t  1135.0m'. 1105.0cm ' znd 
IWl.&m-', for "Cl?S'%,, *Cll2S"O1 and J~CIpS"o,, rerpeaively. Therefore we 
assigned the third band in  each caw w Iv,. The v, line were mo weak n observe m 
the gar phase: however, the ZVS l inu were very rtmng due to the Fenni resonance 
between the v, and Zv, moder. Gmup theory also tells us that both !he u, a d  Iv, 
modes k long to the same symmetry spein, a,.  The method disev~sed in section-1.4 
was used to m m c t  for the effects of k r m i  reson-. The intensities of the involved 
lines were cdmiared by arruming their lineshap funetianr were Lorentrian funnion$. 
The ohserved intensity ntior, p, were 0.194, 0.339 and 0.803 for "C!!'S1%,, 
'b,Us''Oo, and 'TnP"o,, rerpstively. Here 
where I , ,  and I., are the observed line intensities of Zv, and v,, rerpectiveiy. The 
bigger the value of p, the stmnger is the effea of Ihe Fenni reranawe. Then the 
m m m d  frequencies of  v, and 2v, were derived h m  quationii.4.141. The observed 
and Fermi reranance e o m d  frequencies of thee modes are listed in Tables 3.22 to 
3.21. The caldstion showed that inUClPS~"02 and UClPs'801 the Formi nnannnce is 
much rmrngrr than in 1Jct~2s'60,. The effect in "C!Ps'%O, is Oc saonge.; the inen. 
sily of tv,  is in this em almost as greu as Oat of v,. The n v a n  is Oar tho subatinr- 
tion of '% ad -s I I ~ C S  the fkquemies of v, rind 2v, shiR towards each other. The 
krmi  nsonuree inmwer the hequcncy of v, for the 'b:'SILO: s p i e s  by about 
5 . b - j ,  but Bneascs that of UCI:'Ylh, and UCI,YSIM, by 11.0 and 13.%m'', respc- 
lively. 
This mole& belongs to the c,, symmetry poia  p p  and the srmctun of the 
nprrxntarion generaled by its v i h i o n d  mods has been given in cquatian(L.8.1). 
Because of Oc asymmetric substirution d "Cl, the C, symmcay is decreased to C, 
symmeuy. The lhe ., and b: s p i e s  of c, gmup mnrrmn the a' species in the c. p u p ,  
and the b ,  and m, species of the c, m n a r u n  the 0 .  spies of the c,. c, symmeuy 
was used in the force Beld ealculaion. The rymmeuy coardinalcr wm derived using 
the methd discusad in senion-1.8. 'Ihc effective shvrmrr was employed in the forn 
field nBncment process. 
The vibrational fnquencics, Tablc.3.22 to Tablc-3.24, ad the quartic distonion 
mnslnnts, Tabld.13, w e n  used to derive the f o m  field for this molcnllc. AU of the 
gas phase Ramm frequencies w e n  used and I% uncertainly wss assumed. For U. v, 
awl v9 mode% beeamre no gas p h a r  frequency war obtained, the liquid s p e m  data 
were used and 1 3 %  unrrnrinry wss assumed. Half the Fami resonance comet& he- 
quemy of I?, was l~aigned ro u, and used in the calculuion. The distortion mnrtanls 
of "C1"s1b,, 'rCl"Cl'~s'60~ "CI3*S"O, ~c!"ClQS'80, and wen conridered 
in the bra Beld calculation, the dimnion mnsranrs of other rpeciu wen not used in 
the calculation; however, they wen used ta check the caldsrions. Lbneant=I sug- 
gested Urn in f- mnarm calculations, vnccnaintier of some 25% of the individual 
values of rho distortion eonsmrs should be used, wen if Oe peeision of their erpcri- 

In amher calculdon we nied to unc the same pmEedun as above, bur did not 
coma for the Fwmi naanure. The observed v ,  vibrational hrquendes could not bc 
Kt well in this else. Ihc differences bclween the calcul~ted a d  observed vibrational 
hrqucndul wen I ra 15cm-'. for the h e  isotopmcrs, which were much bigger than 
those obtlined in wthd(0 and methcd(I0. 

Figure-3.5 
Gas Phase Raman Spectrum of  ''Cl?SC60:, 
which Showr Fermi Resonance stween v, 
and Zv.. The Lowen Fwqueney Line i s  '$'Ma. 
1140.2 
Figure-3.6 
1099.5 
G u  Phase Raman Spcctrvm of ''Cl?St80~, 
1182.7 m which Shows Fenni Resonam between v, and 3,. The Lowest Frcquewy Line ir ' 3 ' * 0 , .  
1100 1200 
Figure-) 7 
Ga- Phase Raman Specmm of Un?s'%o,. 
which Showr Fermi Reronance between v, 
md Zv,. The Louwt Frequency Line in YS''O,. 
rZ'1811 
8'SLIT 
r9'065 
'985 
' P R I  19fH 
0'58Z 
S'OIL 
2'90P 
'LLS FL95 
.S'EOZI 
'SOZI Z'60Z1 
TabIeJ.23 
VibmLional Frequcneia (in cm" ) of "Cl?'S1'OO,. 
Mode R m n  Cllcvlrtcd 
v Liquid Ols (I) m, 
v, 1123.4 1140.2 1151.86 115358 
1151.Za 
a 547.2 552.5 553.19 551.92 
v, 398.5 396.5 396.88 39758 
v, 211.0 208.5 210.70 210.19 
v, 266.3 272.2 272.01 271.83 
v, 1370.5 1392.6 1394.14 1393.50 
v, 352.0 350.- 373.64 
585.9' 585.48 588.57 
vr 3772 378.33 354.08 
2vr 1182.7 
1171.7 
Tablc.3.24 
Vibrstianal Fnquencies (in m-' )of  "C1?S"O3. 
Rsmm 
Liquid Ga 
1114.9 1128.7 
11428 
540.7 545.7 
398.6 3962 
210.6 207.2 
266.2 272.1 
1351.8 1374.0 
3482 
573.0" 
3773 
1159.9 
1146D 
8-Xrmi renonmce mrread. 
b-Half the bqucnfy of the Fermi momce comeled 2 q  overom. 
(1)-11 was assumed for this refinement La v, < vq 
(m-U was wumcd for his reflnnncnt 6u v, , v, 
The units are a l i "  lor slretch-amteh, ad- '  for strelch-bend and .I for bend-bend 
MNI-VIU, 
D, Observed 
Cdmland(ll 
cdeulatdm) 
o ,  Observed 
Calculatedfll 
C d e u l d f l )  
ox Observed 
Calmlatedil) 
Cdculatrdm) 
1, Ohrved 
Cal~ la tDdO 
cdculatrdin) 
0, Observed 0.4647 
Cdalatedfl) 0.4686 
Cdalaedtn) 0.4693 
D, obrewed 
Cdalnrd(l) 4.7362 
CdculatediII) 0.7435 
D. Observed 
Cdculatedfl) 1.6838 
Cdmlatedm) 1.6881 
d ,  Observed 
Calculaed(l) -0.1278 
Cdcularaim) 4.1277 
d 2  Observed 
Calmlated(l) 
CaleulstedlII) -0.W09 
0 ,  Observed -0.5999 -0.6188 .0.6013 
Caleulated(1) 4.5992 4.6215 4.6029 
Cal~l8ted(U) -0.5963 .0.6251 4.6018 
DI Obremd 1.3132 1.3259 1.3180 
3.5 The Nuclear Quadrupob CovpUng in Sulphvryl Chloride 
An i d i d  p d l i o n  a l  the hy@m splitling of 'bl*'b, was derived from the 
rotational mnstvlu md di~tonion comnta  ealdsled fmm the observed unrplit line 
mamition frequencies uld lhc quadcupole coupling constants given by SuruLi and 
Yamgu~hil'~'j. Andysis of our ob~crved spliainp by r leas squares 61 yicl6cd the 
qurdrupoie mupiing WnrBnt values repond here. AU of the hypnfine swrmrr 
observed in the p e n t  sNdy wss mrnd with a fir5 order Hamiltottian. The mthod 
dkursed in Senioo.l.9 was used in tbc calculaions. 
For  ''CI"S'LO,, the roution Cj interchanges identid chlorine nuclei and the total 
W?C mnaion ntust be antisymmeaie with n r p c t  to this operstion. There an a total 
of (U, + I x U2 I I - 16 rpl fundom. Tbc mtal nuclesr spin, I ,  can luve the v b e s  
of 0, 1, 2, and 3. b this molecule, toth I ,  md I, ars f, so the nucienr state with the 
lowest 1 due should be antirymtric. Therefon for symmetric rotational levels. 
r - 0 ,  only anti$ymmeuie nuclear states, those with 1 - 0,2 exist md & e n  are 
f 2.0 + 1 ) + ( 2-2 + 1 ) - 6 nuclear rmss. Far mtisymmcuic ralntional levels, e o a ,  
only symmeuie nuclear states, r - 13 exist and t h m  m ( 1.2 11 + f 1.2 + I I - 10 
nuclear sales. Ihc splitlings of the antisymmeaic mtational levels slr more compli- 
cated than those af symmclric rotational Icveis as shown hy the prediction, Table- 
327. 
Figun-3.8 a d  Figun-3.9 show the ea ldned  qvadrupaic spiinings and intensities 
of one symmetric mtuiond mamilion, 0,u,-43,.,, md one andsymmetric mtational 
urnition, 18,,,,48,,,, nnd the compsriroo with tbe obewed ppnems. For each of 
t h e  urnitions then wnc some p e s h  pndictcd n, have bigger rpiittings, howcnr 
thcy wen t w  weak to be obscrucd: therefom only the hc sstmngca pah were 
measured in this wwk. Table-3.27 gives wm samples of the calculated and abswed 
qudmpolc splitting hcquendss. 
The vdves of tbc coupling Conatrnls obtained Pc n. - -33.IJMHz wd q 1- 1.42. 
Because of the C, rymrnmy of this mole&, we haveR, assuming the scr band a be 
P pincipd axil ef the q h p o l e  coupling t e rn?  
&#sh20~ - &m!a= 
. ,b20= - < d o =  (3.5.1) 
&mZ9* - &or.i"?0. 
" ' d e .  - .in20, (3.5.3) 
The principal values of the quldrupale ~oupling Mnstml are given in Table-3.28 
together with Jome dm far related molecules. In the cdeulation of r, and x., the 
effective seamew obrained ia Seaion-3.3.9 - +8, - 50.M89, was used. 

TableJ.27 Continued 
F F '  I I F w u m ~ y ~ ~ B I H i  Fqvem?,.,IH: 
3ss>r - 36s21 
36 36 2 2 37860.015 31860.078 
34 34 2 2 37861.488 37861.524 
35 35 2 2 37861.488 31861.524 
37 37 2 2 37861.488 37861.524 
38 38 2 2 37861.488 37861.524 
36 36 0 0 37862.952 37862.971 

383008 MHz 
4 4 4 4 2 2  
1 5 4 5 2 2  
Pigwe-3.8 Nueleac Q u d m p i e  Hyperfine Stmsaue of 'b?s'602 in the 4Ilm - a,u, 
Transition. 
observed 
Figure-3.9 Nuclear Quadruple Hypertine Smmn of ''Cl?s'b, in the 48,,,, -a,, 
Tramition. 
3.6 N Dipole 1Manent 01 S-~lphuyl Chloride 
The Sack effect d the 6, - s, wansition of "Cl!2S'60: was used to mewre the 
dipole moment. The calculated em-8cid nuclear quadruple hypefine splitting of this 
transition is rmlu and actually bath the rem-field and Stack-shifted lines showed no 
evidence of hypedne rrmmre. Because of the C:. symmetry, the electric diplic 
momcnt of ''cl?2s'602 coincidw wilh lhc b-principal iornial axis. Therefon the dipole 
moment em be determined by measwing Stark s h i h  for jur one Stark component. 
The fcequencies of the Stark component were measured in the field m g 5  fmm 
3WOvcm-' up m 50Wvrm''. Because the Stark effect was second-order and very dow, 
in the 1ow.r b l d  range the Stark component was overlapped by the zero Reld lines. 
The clecaadc spacing was measured precisely by obxrving the Stark effect in the 
I , , , ~ ~  - a,saova ransition of Us'602 whose dipole moment is aeeuratcly known. A 
very accurate m c m m e n t  of the electric diplc  moment sf  'B'LO, has been made by 
Patel st m l :  their value of i.63305(4)Deb?e ('*I was used here. me eleenads spacing 
w obtained as 0.4601(14)cm. The observed fquencier(v) and shift (81 of the Stark 
component of " C I I Z ' ~ O ~  are given mgethw with the d i e d  SfarL voltages in Table- 
3.29. me results show that the Stark effeet is s a n d  order. The c r p r r i o n  for the 
Stark shift has been derived using equnion-1.103 to be 
6 ~ ( q : , ~  - SuUa) - 2.38886"10"!dP (3.6.1) 
&re b b thc frequency shift in MHz and e is the elecaie field in V m " .  A linear 
least squares analysis of the SlarL data gave the s l o p  $ -3.372(9).10.'MH1 V-', 
which was convcncd to the required valve $ cf 7.138(19).la~~Hzv~!~rn~~ by using 
the elcemrdc spacing of 0AM)lcm. The electric dipie  moment ur - 1.729(13)Deb?e 
was ealculned using Equnian-3.6.1. The previous value obtained by using diclccmc 
mcasunment was 1.795(5)Lkb.w ""'Un'". 
*-V& ass cdculsted by b h m g  v, - 31327.39MIH1 and 
- $ - 0.033721 MHz V". 
Figure-3.10 The St& Shift in the 6,, ., - S,,,, Transition of ''C!CI:?S'601 
TEE MICROWAVE SPECTRUM, MOLECULAR STRUCTURE 
.&NU HARMONIC FORCE FIELD OF SULPBURYL FJ.UORIDE 
The Rrrt invertigntio#~ of the miemwave apecrmm o f  rulphuryl lluorkfe war 
mpned in 1951 by F r i r tmdY  Seven gmund alate liner were measured, six of which 
we- assi~md lo the I - I - 2 and I - 2 - 3 mawitions of F ~ S ' 6 0 ,  and Ule other m 
the I,,,-,,, transition of F,YS'%O,. The specrmm showed Ihat rhs maleeuk is an 
dmort-rpherical mtor and IhaI the molecular symmcuy srir is coincident wiIh the 
principal inertial axil a for bIh of  there two isotopic species. Lide and Man" minver- 
l igrkd Ihe miemwave rpetrum[ml[86l and found only n few new gmund nste lines 
fot the two species in  the same rrris, I - I - I -2 and I -2 - I - 3. Beesuse m 
high I InnsiIions wem observed, centrifugal dismnian constents cannot be obtained 
fmm this data alone. The mtational constank wen ealculaed using the rigid mmr 
appmiimalion and were used m derive an effective molecular geomeuy for F,So,, 
Tabie-425. A number sf aLelliB tmnritians were alw, measured in this work and 
assigned lo three different vibrationally excited stater(v, - I or v, - I, and v,- I or 
v, - I) acmrding lo their symmetry. The avenge value of the dipole moment obtained 
fmm Stark effea marnumrnenk an three I - I - 2 mnrifionr war I.IIO(IS)D~~~. A 
Coriolis interaction h e e n  Ihe fundamenldals v&,) and v,(a,) was suggested to explain 
the a m d i e s  in  the mtational constank repaned for the excited $tator. 
The gu-phase electmn diffraction geometry of FISO, was determined i n  an early 
sNdy by Stevenson and Rurreilm and later refined by Hedberg er 01. '"1, .berg 
rr at. pointed our that an accurate geometcy for this type of near spherical top is not 
readily oMaincd by c l e m n  diffraction and thu r s+e9mscopic slrurmre determination 
should also inelude n cnnful ueatmem of vibrational rffem 
Many studies of the vibrational speermm of F:SO, have k e n  nrried 
O U P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  which, however, have yielded milher s deRnitive nor a complete 
vibrational asignment. Nevenheless som force field cddatiann have k e n  per- 
fonncdr*u~~'l wing the vibrational frequencies of the normal istopie spcies only. A 
nine f m  constant UnyBndiey force field was obtained by ToyuLil" and several 
valence Brce fields with $even to nine force constants were derived by Wilsodq. i n  
all of the fom Reid calculations, Lide'r microwave geomeaylml war used. As we 
discwed above, because of the limited isotopic dalt and the negim of vibrational 
rffcas the reliabiliry of Lide'a SrnreNral parameters war unclear. 
We wished ta determine a very accurate moleNI~1 $eometry for p:SO:, to c& 
Lish unambiguously Ihe s~ignmem of vibrational fundamentals, and also to dnrrmine 
an aecmtc hamnic f m  Reid for Ihir molede. lh ia  required the precis determi- 
nation of mmtional rnmranG and, for the first time, centrifugal dismnion constant3 far 
isotopic sulfuryl fluatides ad,  ns wen, additional vibrational dam. In the present work 
the hemiemwave and inh.rrd speem of F J O ,  were reinvestigated. The m i m w m  
spcur of Kvc isotopic species, F:B1%,, F j 2 s " o ,  ~ j ' S " o ' b ,  ~ P s ' b ,  and F.Ys"O,, 
were measured, of which the last two wen done in  nmrd ~bundnnce. All together 
no- than 550 transitions w e n  obsmd .  Several vibrathnnl I:nu of F?SslW,, 
~ j ~ S ' b ' ~ 0  and F I S ' ~ ,  were obtained. 'The Coriolis coupling comtnnts between rhc 
v, and u,, and between the u, and v, nates haw also k e n  edculred. Fmm thee data, 
god effective, average and appoximate rquil iMum geometries and, ar wen, the 
moledsr  hamanic fore Reld wen derived. 
4.1 The Obrerved bUcmw.vr Trsluilions md Auipmenls  fw 
Sulphmyl Fluoride 
The heisiional transition frequsncics and rotational conannn of F?s'%~ md 
~ f i ' ~ 0 ,  obtained by LidelRl wen used to obtain the initial high frequency predictions 
for these  MI species. Bath of theso spcies have a-typ tnnsilionr with 00-oe lines 
smnpr than n-el.  lines, Table-1.1. Beeanre the Q-branch flwsitionr of these two 
s p i e s  wen our of the microwave frequency ranse used in this work, aniy R-branch 
lines wen found. A1 high Stat Gelds, several humired lo one thousand w~t.mm-', the 
low x0 Lines w n  smng and symmeaic. For high K. tnnsirions, howeve, low mod". 
lalion fields, typically 5-20 tllbcm-', were suitable. As the Stark Geld ioneased the 
high K" lines wen bmadened somewhat as a mnseqvencc of their very faat Slarli 
effect d a slight "on-rcm bring of the aquare wave modvlslion voltsge. Several 
very we& lines of F:'S"O: with AK. - 2, such as 6, - 30,. werr- -surd, and 
greatly improved the accuracy of the values determined for both the A rmtonal eon- 
s m l  and Ihc quartic ~ n a i h r g a l  distation mntants. 
An effective s m D m  daived bom thc mtabnal mnsrmr of the hebvc two 
Speies was used la ablain the initial prrdietians of the mintbnal frequencies for 
FI'S1'OP Beeaura, as wa how, F"S'LO, and FP'"O, both are nearly spherical tops, 
it was very difacull to decide what rypc of transitions Flls"O, had when we madc Ulc 
i d i a l  @idion. Thmfm thne predictions, with a-type, b-type and c- lyp selection 
rules were madc. The enpcrimcnial r p m m  was characterized by b-typc mnsitioos, 
whiih means that the 'bO, substiNtian mtates the prineipd ua al lhe  maleeule. Due 
to the nuclear spin of fluorine, ro-o.  transitions were b e e  times monger than e e w  
tnnsilians. Figun-4.1 gbes rwo b-lypc transilions 40, - 3,, d ndr,, - 3, ,  with k- 
quency 374M).43lMHi and 374i0.035MHz nspslively, which nbow the nuclear spin 
smtistia of Iluorinc. Both R.branch and Q - b m h  -itions wen evenually foud. 
Some very weak lines with M. - 3 or Mc - 3, such as a,: -3,. r,, -I,, and 
27 ,,,,. -27,,,,,, hpve also been arsigt!ed. 
Both a-typ ad b t y p  R-bmnch tmnsitinsilions but only b - w e  Q-branch tranritionr 
wcn  found for ~ p s ' ~ O ' % .  In f m ,  examination of the relative intensities of a . 1 ~  
and b-type liner far this isotopomcr sbwed that the u. and p, dipole moment wm- 
panents wue of very uerrly equal magnitude, Figure-4.2. For this species many Q -  
branch m l i t i ons  were measured. Figure-4.3 illusnates the I,,., - I,.,.,, and 
I., -I,,,, series Q-bmneh lines, which show n lmm identical apncingr berwrcn 
m a  neighbouriag ansitions: small Q-brmch ~piinings ue "brewed s inn thin i so top  
mcr is a near symmeuic mtor. These a-branch bamk formed r b a d  head at the 
higher frequency side with L e  transitions I,, -I,.,,,, which helpd a lot in  L e  assign- 
ment of L c  Q-branch lines. ?he intensity of the Q-eh lines increased with I up to 
a maximum, then dmeased. This iwtopic species was the only species sludied for 
this molecule not to have C,. symmetry, and Pig- 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 show no effects 
due to nuclear spin nbnies.  
me specrmm of F P " 0 ,  war obtained in  nanual ~bvndanrr and only 17 n- 
branch frequencies were measured. This species also has b q p e  tmnsitions. 
A lnrgc numb- of satellite series w m  found for ~ U s ' ~ o ?  and Fl's"0: and these 
have been assigned to five vibrationally excited slme~ d F:2S'bt and four vibntion- 
PUy excited sates of F 3 1 1 0 b  r~spctively. Ihc 6ve satcUin series of fi'S'%2, that 
wa. labeled as the X; Y-, U-, W -  and 2- states CUowing Liden*'"', all had a- Iyp 
avlsilionr except far & Y-series, which h d  c - w e  ransitions. AU of the four satel- 
lite series, that were labeled as the r-,  I - ,  M- and N -  states, of f?'sL'O, exhibited b- 
t y p  selenion ruler. The five iowcst vibrational fundamentals of F?1S'o02, v,, v, v,, v, 
and v, have vibrational frequencis 5522m-', 385.&m-', 384.0cn-', 544.b.' and 
539.km-I, respectively. At  mom temperam, v, and v, sale raleliiu series lines have 
# h u t  16% of the gmund state intenrily, and v, s and v, smts lines nre only half as 
stmng as the v, and v, smte liner. The m s i t i o m  of the species have only 5% of 
the gmund rate intenriN of Ihc normal s p i e s  and the ratio doer not change with 
IempnNm, therefore it was no pmblem m diffmntiate "s species and excited rmn 
satellite ~ c r i s ~ .  Anather very imponpnt r a m  of inf-tia~ which helped a lot in 
the ssignmcm of Ihe satellite fmqueneirs, mmes fmm the molecular symmcuy and 
the nuclear rfin stabtic*. from the normal mode aodpismnuI, v,, v, and V, E ~ P  
belong 0 either 0 ,  or 0 ,  species, u, and v, m either b ,  or b: species. As we knew, see 
Senion 1.3, that, far A S&P, the o o a a  Liner arc ntmnger than the er-eo lines(.- 
type), the ~ 0 %  lines ue stmngcr than the oo-a< lincqb-type) and the oo-eo lines are 
rtmnger than the *#-or tincJ(c-type); for B apcics the c s e  is the opposite. Mer mm- 
paring the intensities of the aateUiIe series, F i M . 4 ,  and considering the spin statin- 
tics, Figure-4.5, we assigned the u-stau N v,, the X -  and Y -  states to v, or v ,  tile w- 
and 2- states lo v, or v9 for F?S'601, ad the K -  and L- rrnres lo v, or v,, and the M- 
and N- states to v, ar v, for FI'SUO,. Because t h e  is no difference b e m e n  the 
intensities and spin smbtics of v, and v, m d  of v, and v,, it is very difacult to distin- 
guish between them. AAer we diseusr the Cariotir i n m a i o n  between these excited 
slates, we can assign them; this will be discussed in Smioll-4.5. 
The gmund raa lines were measured at dry ice t e m p r a m  m d  the excited 
slates a1 mom tempmura. AU of the experimnts wen eanied out using a 1.0.2.2cm 
Slsk ceU, in which the stample p r e m  was mntmlled in the range of 5-lomiemns. 
The hquencies beween 6Wa-12armMH1 were mvestigated. The obaetved &quencies 
are coUened in Tables 4.2 m 4.15. 
Irorapie R-branch Q-branch Total 
Ft 'S 'b :  10 56 
F,US1%: 11 88 60 52 140 
F)'S1%"O 8 70 70 244 314 
F ~ ' S ,  7 26 
F*'IO> 
t 
FigurP4.1 The r, -3,, and 4 , ,  - 3*, Tranritbnr, with Frequency 374W.431~~: 
and 37410.035MHc Rupeuiveiy, of F~ 'S 'aOo , ,  Which Show lhe f Nuclear Spin S~ltis- 
ti-. 



Figure-4.4 Tk Intensities of ?,, - 6,, Transitions for the Omund State l65~8I .~WIRl  
and the K-Excited Stalel6528i.165MHz) of F~ss"o . .  
Figure4.5 The Spin Statistics of L-Stre Tmritions of F P S ' ~ O ~ .  Which Shows that 
) Ground stote 
K-Excited state 
Table-42 
Observed Rotational Tranrillon Fmquencies(in ml of ~:'s'b, 
J' K; K; - J .  K; K;' Frequency Deviation 
2 1 2 - I I 1 20244.21' 0.Wl 
2 0 2 - I 0 I 20257.48' 4.011 
2 1 1 I I 0 20276.25' 0.006 
3 1 2 - 2 I 1 30412.41' 0.014 
3 1 3 2 I 2 30364.64' -0.006 
3 0 3 - 2 0 2 30379.79; 6.023 
3 2 2 - 2 2 1 30390.31 0.045 
3 2 I - 2 2 0 30400.748 0.029 
4 2 2 - 3 0 3 40847.354 0.W3 
4 0 4 - 3 0 3 40496.618 0.002 
4 1 4 - 3 1 3 40483.513 0.050 
4 3 1 3 3 0 40526.667 -0.031 
4 1 3 - 3 1 2 40545.743 4.023 
4 2 2 3 2 1 40541.540 -0.072 
4 2 3 - 3 2 2 10518.114 0.081 
5 2 3 4 2 2 50683.926 0.014 
5 0 5 4 0 4 50609.771 6.036 
5 1 5 - 4 I 4 50600.675 0.028 
5 1 4 . 4 I 3 50674.855 0.025 
5 3 3 - 4 3 2 50656.822 0.088 
5 3 2 - 4 3 1 50662.563 -0.051 
6 3 3 5 1 4 61285.232 0.007 
6 1 6 - 5 1 5 60716397 4.024 
6 0 6 - 5 0 5 60721841 -0.015 
6 2 5 5 2 4 60767.488 0.036 
6 5 2 - 5 5 1 60786.894 0.002 
6 5 1 5 5 0 60786.894 4.020 
6 3 4 - 5 3 3 60787.895 0.033 
6 1 5 . 5 1 4 60798.056 0.005 
6 3 3 5 3 2 60802.271 -0.004 
6 2 4 - 5 2 3 60824.389 -0.018 
6 2 4 - 5 0 5 61249.193 0.036 
7 3 5 6 1 6 71696313 6 0 3 8  
7 1 6 - 6 3 3 70427.710 -0.023 
7 I 7 - 6 1 6 70831080 -0.026 
7 0 7 - 6 0 6 70834.001 -0.006 
7 2 6 - 6 2 5 70888.631 0.031 
7 I 6 - 6 1 5 70914.930 0.023 
7 6 2 - 6 6 1 70917.404 4.023 
7 6 1 6 6 0 70917.404 4.025 
7 5 3 - 6 5 2 70919.271 0.061 
7 5 1 - 6 5 1 70919.271 4.059 
7 3 4 - 6 3 3 70945.722 -0.020 
7 2 5 - 6 2 4 70960.864 0.016 
* - R e m e 6 1  
Table4.3 
Observed Rotational Tnnritbn Frequeneieslin MI*) of ~ j r ' ' 0 ~ .  


Table-4.3 Continued(3) 
K. Kc' - I' K; K;' Frequency Deviation 
Table4.4 
&served Rotation Transition Frequeneia(in MHz) of FpS'60'% 
J K; KO' - I" K; Frequency Deviation 
I' K.' K.' 
- 
Deviation 
- 
Deviation 



- 
Deviation 
T
-0.020 
0028 
0.025 
-0.002 
4.038 
0.012 
0.042 
0.028 
0.031 
0.042 
-0.018 
O.Ol8 
d 003 
0.021 
6.014 
0.003 
0.037 
0.01 1 
6.043 
0.034 
6.013 
-0.031 
-0.01 1
6 022 
0.083 
-0 056 
0.018 
-0.015 
0.050 
0.038 
0.005 
-0.039 
-0.028 
6.056 
0.041 
-0032 
-0.100 
0.003 
-0.077 
-0.034 
0.005 
0058 
0.008 
0.004 
-0.006 
Table-4.5 
Observed Rotation Tmnrition F~quenein(in MHI) of F F S ' 6 , .  
J' K. & - I' K,,' K ~ "  Frequency Deviation 
2 1 I - 1 1 0 202bP.il' -0.049 
2 0 2 - I 0 1 20245.51' -0.069 
2 I 2 - 1 I 1 20232.21' 0.002 
3 0 3 - 2 0 2 30362.176 -0.035 
3 1 3 - 2 1 2 30346.737 0.023 
3 I 2 - 2 i I 30394.332 -0.034 : ; : : : ; 2 405213l7 4.031 
3 40459.648 -0.W2 
4 0 4 - 3 0 3 40473.155 0.053 
5 1 4 - 4 1 3 50645.439 4.036 
5 1 5 - 4 I 4 50571.003 0.025 
6 5 1 - 5 5 0 60750.421 0.017 
6 0 6 - 5 0 5 60686.921 0.014 
6 I 5 - 5 1 4 60763 539 0.090 
6 1 6 - 5 1 5 60680.887 4.WL 
6 2 5 - 5 2 4 60731.899 0.006 
6 3 4 - 5 3 3 60751.623 0.060 
6 3 3 - 5 3 2 60764.754 -0.034 
6 5 2 - 5 5 1 60750.421 0.035 
7 5 2 - 6 5 1 70876.549 4079 
7 0 7 - 6 0 6 70792.947 -0.035 
7 1 6 - 6 1 5 70875.162 -0.016 
7 1 1 - 6 1 6 70789673 -0.005 
7 2 6 - 6 2 5 70847320 -0.040 
7 3 4 . 6 3 3 70901.665 0.045 
7 5 3 - 6 5 2 70876.549 0019 
*-Reference [851[86] 
Table-16 
Observed Rolalional Transition Fhquencles(in MHz) of F h ' b ,  
1 t K, - J- K,' K," Freaueneier Dtviation 
Table-4.8 
Obselved Roationd Tramition Frequcncies(in MHz) sf P:'S1b: 
(Y.erci1ed aatc, ",-I, c ,  symmeuy) 
Tabie4.9 
Observed Ronliond Transition Frequencies(in MHz) of FYs'b, 
Wixcited state, ",-I, 0 ,  symmetry) 
J' K. KK; - I" Kd' KJ F~quency Deviation 
SOL'IZ60L 
26S6f60L 
l t6'6680L 
Zt6'9560L 
80SZ580L 
260'95801 
80L'lZ60L 
EOV61809 
8LVbfL09 
OPT F0809 
bST'OPL09 
L89'2LL09 
OPL'8TSOt 
96VTSfOF 
000'5LUIZ 
OW09202 
OW86202 
Table4.12 
Observed Rotstionll Transition Frequeneies(m MHz) of F?ss180, 
(K-erciled starc, ",-I, a, rymmmy) 
I' K.' Kc' - I. KO" Kc- 
-
3 1 2 - 2 2  1 
3 1  3 - 2 0  2 
4 4 1 - 3 3 0  
4 3 2 - 3 2  1 
6 6  1 . 5 5 0  
6 3 4 - 5 2 3  
6 4 3 - 5 3 2  
6 6 0 - 5 5  1 
7 7 1 - 6 6 0  
7 0 7 - 6 1 6  
7 1 6 - 6 2 5  
7 2 5 - 6 3  4 
7 3 5 - 6 2 4  
7 6 1 - 6 5 2  
7 7 0 - 6 6  1 
8 8 1 - 7 7 0  
8 0 8 - 7 1  7 
8 1 8 . 7 0 7  
8 2 7 - 7 1  6 
8 3 6 - 7 2  5 
8 4 5 - 7 3 4  
8 5 4 - 7 4 3  
8 7 2 - 7 6  1 
8 8 0 - 7 7  1 
Deviation 
0.031 
-0.042 
0.080 
0.01 1 
0.056 
0.018 
0.001 
-0.007 
0.039 
-0.001 
0.008 
-0.006 
. -0 005 
-0014 
-0.014 
-0.013 
-0.063 
-0.007 
-0.007 
0.004 
0.052 
0.Wl 
-0.047 
0.054 
0.043 
Table-4.13 Continued 
1' & K. - I" K.' C' Frequency Deviation 
Tablc4.14 
O b s e d  Rotational Transition Frequeneies(im MHz) of r!";"O, 
(Mcxcited stale, v r l ,  b, syrnmsq) 
- 
Deviation 
Table4.15 
Obrlvcd Rotational Transition Frrqueneierlii MHz) of FUS"0: 
(N<xeircd state, v,-1, b ,  symmetry) 
r '  K; K*' . 1- K; Kc' Frequency Devrstion 
4 3  Inhwed Result9 
A low mraiution rean of our oxygen-18 enriched smple of  F,so, in  the region of  
the v, fundamental is rhown in  Figure46. We were able with the spctmmeten avail- 
able to urn the regions o f  1 the stretching fundamentals only. Even at low reolu- 
tion three of  Ute fundnmentalr show Q-bnnch features easily attributed to F!Y%,. 
~j's'6o"o and FPStvOl re~penively. At higher resolution the Q.brancher were rhown 
m consist of number of p a k r  farming a panern whiih gradually degraded to law In- 
quency. No isotopic structure war observed for the 887cm.' band, though, even at 
high rerolution. 
Our measured vibrational frequencies, repofled in  Tables 4.29-4.32. represent for 
each irompe the wavenumber of the rmngert Q.braneh feature discerned fmm high 
resolution scans. 
FigureJ.6 The Infrvcd SpecIra of the v, Fundamenla1 for FFS%,. ~ps'O"o 
F,YslWo, S ~ C ~ C S .  
The abelved line frequencies wen used to ealnrlnte the mtntional eonstants pnd 
qumie ~enuifugal dimonion conatan%. Because one isompmcr of this molecule is a 
%lightly asymmetric pmiate mtor, the ronwann were derived using Watron's S- 
reduction[+'lt4n Hamiltoairn in the I' representation. 
Lie's mfmiooal r n n r w d ' ~ ~ " ~  far f11S'60, and F,YSLb, could only predict accu- 
rately very low I msition frequencies (I<4); qudc dislarrion coNIants, all of which 
wen wumed m be zem in Lids's work, were needed to Bt Ihc higher J msitioas. 
For F,YS'60,, only lhrre quprric dismrtlan mnsmnts wen obtained; D, and d ,  wen 
constrained to values calculated from the force field discussed in Section 4.6. No sen- 
tic d i m d o n  constlnlr were requid to 61 the data obtained for there lw s&u. 
Thr p u n d  state effective molecular geometry derived fmm the effective rotational 
ro. . ns of Fj2SI6O2 and F,YS1W2 W ~ P  used to obtain rough eslimates for the mta- 
.. . , mnsmn of f,"S"O,. Fj'S'60"0 and f,YS"O,, which gave reasonable predic- 
tioas fw the low I emsitions of these lhrre species. As higher I liner were fad, 
dismnion caastmt. wen ~ q u i n d  to fit the obcained hrquencies; Q-branch tnnsitiaas 
or higher ,r, amitioor were needed to obtain a g o d  "aloe. Three different 
repse"tati0~(I,.I7, and nI.1 were usd to calmlate these constants for F S ' ~ O , ;  the 
r e d m  .rr summarized in Tablc4.23. Several very weak I~MS with M. - 3 or aK, - 3, 
bnh inn ud Q branches, wen measured, which helped a lot in the dismnion constant 
refinement; all of the quank and sextic distonion mnstvln . except for H,, were 
dclived for F~'s"o,. Even though more than three h u M  lines of fj";'O1% ware 
assigned, an accurate value for the dirtonion mnstnnts d? muld still not be d e r i v e  
hause this irotopomcr is aimosr n pmiate symmctrie mror d ,  ir expected to have a 
r m d  value if Waraon's s-duction Hnrnilmnian in an I' repmenration is employed. 
S c v d  al;nic di&m e o m m  of FI'S"0: wen consrrained lo values calculrtd 
"dug the fme 6eId desaibd in  the Ian d o n  o f  this chapter. 
For the F!'S'600, and f :Z 'aO,  ercired smtes, mere were insufficient data available 
to derive values fa di of the qqusnic dismnian corntaws. In there eases the distor- 
tion e a m n e  of the excited states wen asmmed m be the same as those of [he 
comprding gmund state. 
AU of  h e  derived specrmsmpie constants uc collected in Tables 4.16 to 422. 

Table4.18 
Qvsrrie Centrifqal Distortion Consants of ~ $ 0 :  
Term 
- 
DJIMHz 
DxlMRI 
DrIMHz 
d ,IMHz 
a-Whm no valve is given for* cm~mt if w. cauusind lo zoo. 
b-Number in pnth- reprom8 ons slandad dcviltion in ,he units of the 1st digins quofd 
s a n d  0 the valve c a l ~ l n e d  horn #he Fir I farc Rcld. 
d-Value of Ray's wmw w n c r .  
Table4 19 
bH11l1vc Routiond CannsnB of Fj"3'br in ErcllM Stater. 
Smrr A.(MHzI B.(MHzl C.IMH1) h (MHz1 
X-%ate 5l53.5161(127877) 1057.2629(71) D55.8228I701 0.0437 
Y-stat* 5W.I085(89) 5050.4145(1W) 4917.0858(3193) 0.0675 
u-=e 5140.4755(3mm JOM.O~ZIWI  5m.9963(741 0.0480 
w-state 5137.6331(2411 5075.0841(601 5030.3763(17) 0.0397 
Z-am 5132.2ffl8(iml 507l.9801(681 50389216(8R 0.MZ 
Tlble4.2 1 
me m i l d  stata pwnlc Cen6fuE.l Dirmnian conalm.(k~~) al~I:sl%: 
St* D, Dm DI d ,  d :  
X- 1.175(4) 444Ll18J) a 0.180144) a 
P- 2.8W(S4l 9.603(741) -14021272) 0.2276(626) 0.1070(53J) 
U- 2.837(57) J.68qJ90) r 4680150) a 
W- 1 . l 7 0 0  -7.083(119) r -1.920130) r 
z- i;iam) -1.7721179) . a o.i~z113) 
a-Consanined m the value abcained for the gmund state. 
me Excited Stae Qunnic Cenaifugnl Dirmniotl Conswtr(kir~) of Pl"j8'o, 
a.-Conrmined m the hedue obrpinaf far tha gmund state 

The ground $ate effective matianal eonstam of TsMc.4.16 have b n n  con- 
vened to the pninWipal momem of inertia, Table-l.17, which wen used to edculate 
the ground state effective w ro molecular s m a m .  Thir gmmtry  was evaluated by a 
leut  rquam pmcedum, which fined the stmclural wn :e ten  to the erpdmenlal 
effeaive momena of inenia of F?S1"Ob F P s ' ~ o ~ ,  FPs'"O'W and FPs'b , .  The dau 
for r p O o ,  wen nn employed In the ealculalian. The resulting nrurmnl parameten 
ars lind i n  the faunh row o f  Tabie-l.25. Thir geometry war employed rubrequemly 
i n  the f o m  constant dcamination . 
A l l h ~ g h  the effective suucNral parameter3 appear to be well defined i t  is well 
h w n  that a neglen of vibrational effects can give rise to misleading results, pmicu- 
lsrly when an &tom lies close to s principal inertial axis a. does rulfvr in  this cue. I n  
ordn to obtain mom reliable suurmnl panmeten for F,sO, we have performed 
revenl avenge ruuemm calculations. The calculation of the harmonic force field wil l  
be ducribcd in  oert neetion. The f o m  conrtants presented in  Tabie4.33. Fit-I, have, 
however, beon used here in  the derivation of the average and equilibrium mo leev l~~  
rrmctmr. 
Average s r m d  pramelen were fist obtained fmm r least squares fir in which 
isotopic vlriations in band diranees were ignored and mtarionll constants were 
weighted inversely rs the squws of urigned uncenrinties (0.1% of the value of each 
conntmu). The suucture psramEler3 derived in  this way, our vncomted r, ruucare, 
me also re- in  Toble-425. 
We anempled funher r, rlmcmre c~leularionr in  which the isotopic vlriaionr In 
bond distnnrrr were mnslded.  'lhe harmonic vibration-mlation interaction constants 
derived hom lhc harmonic force bld,  have been employed lo calculate valuer for the 
ground sate average mtational mnllanla r,8. and C. using equation-1.3.15. The 
resulting gmnd state average mtalional mnsranrs an mlleend in Tabie4.24. 
Bcause them sre f m  geameuie panmetem for this rnolceule, .I least rwo isotopic 
species am n q u b d  to evaluate the whole molecular rwnurr. Therefore the isompic 
variations of Bc bond lengths wuc needed in this ealdation: these were derived 
using equation-13.4 and the harmonic fame mnrrants ohrained in the next secriom, 
Tsbie-433. Values of the M m  Pnhmodcify paramrtm used in the calculation, 
were m~sor -?.od-' and .(SF) - 2.&-', both fmm Kuchinu and MotinaWl. The 
value of oISF1 war the average of a(Sd and n(F,l. Isolopic vaiatianr, in @he mean 
squve nmptimde of  vibration of the bond considered, and the mmsponding 
changes in the mean quare perpendicular ampiihlde mmecfioh KK were evaluated 
fmm the h m d c  forrs Beldm1. All of he calculated &:'r, typically about lo-'i, are 
given in Tabie4.26 mgethcr with the values for a*', and aK. A lesst squarer pm- 
ccdm was again used to derive the gmund state average moteeul- s w a ,  r,, of 
Fso! fmm a 81 m the average mrati~nal mnstants u*ing the b: values of Table4.3 .  
Finally, we -fined values for the Morse paramsterr ss well and obtained a some- 
what beuer nmit; this is our pmfemd gmvnd state average geometry of F*:. This 
r: molecular $mawe is shown in F i g m  4.8. 
Using the above average molecular geometry a 1 rtaning pint ,  we have 
evaluated a ervde eqoilibrivm molecular s w m e ,  with h e  help of equation-1.3.3 and 
the harmonic force field. In the calculation of both the average JtmCNre and the 
equilihrivm rmawe, F!'S'600, was used as the p a n t  species. 
Ihe s m m  of P:SO, has also been evaluated by both the usuallq and a madited 
substirution methad dapring F?~S'%J, as the parent and using as well the effective 
rotational constants for FB~~O, and F ? s ' % ~  taken from Table-4.io. Because the hcul- 
fur Mom iisr close lo the center of the principal inertial axes system, isotopic aubatilu- 
lion of sulphur changes the principal momenm of inenir only alighdy. Relative to the 
parent the three principal moments of F,Ys'lo, change by -0.W591(i08h.i.i'. 
O.O5952(8)ui' and 0.05919(8)u.i' Tor 4. LV* and AI*, reapctivcly. For a rigid 
rnoieeule the y and valuer should be equal and the ru. value lhould be rem. In  
m initial calculation lhc aaordinrre of rvlfvr was t&en la be 0.17418(251i. the 
mean of the rwo values oblalned using eilher dl, or dl. me two oxygen mordinates 
wrc detcrmincd by the usual rubrtitution methads~'~ a d  the a-modinate and e- 
madinate of fluorine were found rerpaively uting the center of r n ~  condition a d  
the effective r value br FJ2S'%,. This vnmmelrd panid r, nluaure. presented in 
Table-4.25, is in  poor agreemnt with the r ,  and , geomeuier. 
A modlRed ~ubstllution method, employed pteviouiy Tor ~;JloP~l, was also 
"red B evaluate an r, rmctvre for frSO,. Thb method usumer lhnt the changer in  
moments of  inenis which wcur .s a mnrequcnce o f  isotopic rubstlturion ern be 
erprerrcd m the sum of two terms. One term equals the change that would be 
observed for r totaUy "$id moleevlc and the r a n d  giver the change resulting fmm 
rem-point vibrational effects. For the s' inenid a r b  
It is desirable to rubaer the m -po in t  term fmm the observed changes before p r -  
forming a substitution calculalion. For isotopic sub%tiation at the central rlorn ol r 
spherical top rhe zero-point term should be very nenrly equal Tor all lhree principal 
moments since isotopic variations in the harmonic alpha constants are rrnsli a d  rimi- 
inr far all three mtrtiand mnrtnntr and, funher, isotopic varirlions in bond dirtmccr 
should change all principal momantn of  inenia by a similar amount. For spherical t o p  
one con therefore write 
CAI, Jam arm ' lN&hn s,. ' IAIc ha - 14.4.2) 
1n the second ,. calculation lhc change in I. mnaequent to *s isotopic rubrtimtion has 
been rublramed horn lhc observed changes i n  r, and re and there c a m c l d  valuer wcre 
u r d  to determine Ihc nsoodinate of sulfur. 
The ewrdinalu of  h e  remaining alamr were determined as for the previavs rubstitu- 
lion rrmcars. The resulting *eomersded. substitution raumre, also given in Table- 
4.25, is now quile mnsirtent with the r, m a r e .  
If one applied the modified ~ubstirution method to the F:'S'802 and F?s1'0? iro- 
topomerr, and maker the very dubious assumption t h l  the e m n  i n  Ihe derived stre- 
turd parameters m governed entirely by the erpetimenlai uncertaintier in  the rou- 
tional eonstants, then partial rubrlilution parameters riightly different fmm above me 
obtained - for exampie, one obtains n value of i.4W8(4)r for the I bond length - 
again in  g o d  agreement with the r, geomehy. 
Finally, we have evalualed a psnisi substitution rrmcrure m uvhieh the a- 
modinate of sulfur in the normal iwrlopomer, FI'S'%2, was detennind by !he double 
subrtihltion method of Piercel"'ll'~. The falculalion is mmplicatcd in  Ihis ease by the 
fact I hn  arygen-18 rubrtitution c a m s  a rmrientativn of  the principal inertial ares and 
also due lo the fael that oxygen does not lie on an inenial axis. The required 
differewe between Ihe aswdinste of sulfur in  ~23160, and the b-eaodinne of  nvifur 
in F/3 '0 ,  was therefore equated to the difference in the eormponding oxygen coor- 
dinate values (0.0311i) ar determined by the rubrtirutian methad. TV-J remnd 
dirnences in  momenls o f  inertiacan be used: 
MI, -r,lF,YC'Wil -r,~f/~s'W~, - [ r I ~ ~ ~ S S S 0 ~ ~  - I ~ ~ F ~ S ~ ~ O I  (4.4.4) 
MI, -l,lF?S'%:l - ~ ~ I F / ~ S ' % ~ ~ -  iIIIF~SSSO:~ - I I l F~SS80 :  144.5) 
The experimental MI, and MI, values, 0.02033(15)1.i~ and O.MO5qiSd'. agnin are 
siighlly different due to rem-pint vibrational effects as well ar experimental u m a  
tdnty. A pvtial rubrtitution rtrucmre in which the average double substiNtion a- 
modinate of  sulfur was used is presrorsd in  Tabis-l.25. This rvumre i r  almost 
identkal wilh thlloMained by the nndiRed ~ubrrimtian method 
The effenivc, rubstilution, average and mde equilibrium molecular rtrueturer of 
F s o ,  ab4ained in lhis work, are all mUected in  Table.125, a d  eompawd wilh the 
wa previous microwave r t r u e t u r e ~ ~ ~ " " ~ ~ '  and lhc more -nt eleetmn diffraction 
srmmre, Tabic-4.25 also gives n theoretical rrmrmre for thin nalceule. which 
was derived hom m ab-initio calculation using the Monrtergluas program wrinm by 
Po1riellYl and a 6-3lG' baris set. Although the parsmlcrs l irad i n  thh table do no1 
have the same physical meaning some differences betrvccn the r, parameters of this 
work a d  the r. clcctmn diffraction valuer, for example. we evident. L Vanspire$, as 
dircursed by Hagen rr nl'"Uin detail, Ulat the evaluation of  smrmral pu8mete.r for r 
near spherical malrevlc such as FsO: using slectmn diffnction is romewhal p b -  
lemalie, espcrially when, as in this ease, the atoms bonded lo the csnvnl atom have 
similar mmic numbcrr. Albcit nat without consideabic effon the present study has 
greatly increased the precision of the srpetimcntal rmetural determination far lhis 
molecule. 
The FJO: moleeuie is very elore lo a spherical mmr and lhecefore i t  is possible 
la change Ihe moleeuic'r principal uer ori nation by irotopie ruhtitution. Figure-4.7 
gives lhe principal axes cwdinater of FnS'%,, F"S"0: and F"s'"ol%, which shows 
the ehangn i n  the principal a r e  o~iimation caused by isolopic subalitution. The 
rpcies F ~ S " O ~ ,  F?S'"o'80 and F P s ' ~ ~ ~  m slightly asymmclric prolate m los  with 
Ray's asymmetry parameter valuer Ia1, quatian-1.1.8, r of about -0.6. However. the 
species F*'%? and F f i ' % !  are wry asymmetric oblate tops, with x about 0.25. The 
rubrtirution d 180 mmrates the principal aru and erchanges the a-axis a d  the b.axir. 
Table-4.28 gives the principal axes modinam of rulphuryl nuwide md  shows that 
lhe S m m  is very dose to the mars center sf  Ule maieeule. In F ? S ' ~ O " ~ ,  k w r e  of 
the uymmc(ric rubtilotion of ' $ 0 ,  the molecule loser C,. symmetry. In this care the 
angle bewren the SI6o bond and the b-arin b 20.89., while the ansllc kbenvccn the m 
plane md the b-axis b 41.W. 
The various moleculsr g m m a i e r  obtained For sulphuryl fluoride are given in 
Table-435. It is sen h m  this table ththn both the bond Lenglk and bond angler show 
ot~ly slight variations h m  oae armcaw to the next. This in k a u s e  there is no light 
atom, such as hydmgcn, in this molecule, nnd theref0x-e the neglect of vibrational 
efifcns docs nor inaadun l q e  cmn in the morculpr ewrdinates. Both the so a d  
SF bond lengths Fallow the r: > ro > r. > r.,, mnd, except that the r* and r, values 
for the SF bo. 1 M a l m l  equd. The n o d  subdNtion srmcm obtained tor this 
molecule is in vny poar agreement with dl of the other rpecaosmpie s t r u m s .  
Tsble4.27 giws a amparison of the rrmrmrc of F& with the nm-s of 
molecules SO,, F#O S09'n'UI and SF: "m. 'me SO bond length of F,SO, is about 
fl.fll2i nnd owzi honer than that of FSO and that of so,, respEtivcly. 'Ihc I bond 
b about 0.05i shomr than that of F a 0  mi F J .  The s o s  angle is about 55  *bigger 
than that af SO,. The angle FSF is aboul2.9' smaller and 2.5' bigger than that of F #  
and FSO,  rr~pcriyel~.  

Table-4.25 Molecular Geomeny of FSO: 
rRlr(hweIM1. bRtk-ep6l. ~We.~ie(lll. 
d - h n  q u d  adrrrnuh&~~I~d W d d d i i b b  &I&& tmtm W W  1- wura fll lo 
Ull ,ol.Cd"d r0nU.M. 
e-Wmbnrd torn. 6r lo dra-mwbmI dT#bl.bl+3I(RCI W s  r-ti- in brd 
dm- i a n d .  
%!sop* "Aiio. in hd dipur. vcn . * C " l ~  Ui. (id hl- m,m"onirw puam*.. *.lucr 0, 
(so l-x.m*-' Brd a CSF)-I.OM.~ *om mtewew,. 
8-hoWic vvivilra in h n d d k w r s u r ~  cdculnad v l i q  Mar&l~ma*i ry  @mmcr vdun of 
.1so)-x,8ocrn!.i-' M ~ o ( s F ) - z . s w ~ G - '  - R I X ~  ihhk w O t ~ .  
h-No urroYM*liue wad rirrr ugh lhil m e l d  the exwprrinmd rmn in the momem% of imi. u r  
r n h  r d k r  hu, "nrr"dM!e Mu;d 4 h ream of z r c p l n , r i b . " d  cffms. 
i.m u w M i n r e  . n d  mviw m&ly 6w hc enor l n d ~ a s m d i w  OIIUIR~ uulranswnd 
m m  r M d  twm in Ihc m b d  roman8 rdunofTabk4.l6. 
& L l a  udu. Srrdw l e a  k-63!G* kC%w. 
Tsbk4.26. 
Parame" manb'ing ,he 1,aapic varinim in !he * v m g e  Bond kngth, 
or su~phur/~ FIWI* 
F11S'60, F!'S"O, F 8 ' b " O  F ! 9 ' b :  
0.03386 0.03385 0.03371 
0.03318 0.03318 
O.MCQ5 0.04035 O.MCQ5 0.03985 
0.W -0.WWI 
-0.WOOJ5 -0.OW045 
0.0 0.0 4.WWIb 
0,001568 O.Wl585 0.001555 
O.WI470 O.Wl453 
0.WLIU 0.001180 0.W1162 0.001111 
O.WM)17 -0.W0013 
4.00OW8 -0.oWI 15 
O.OW036 O.wOo18 -0.00W13 
Q.OW017 4.WW18 
Parameter 
u 
,i I
a<#'> 
N'I 
K 
(4 I 
(IK 
(14, 
& 
S ' b  
s"0 
SF 
S ' b  
S"o 
SF 
SI6O 
s l ' o  
SF 
S ' b  
s l S o  
SF 
S'"0 
compisulron Bewe0 ,he Oromic 
ofSOr SF>. FJO ad F W 2  
a--Rcferenee [951[%1. 
b--RerCrrme[97]. 
e-Thia wak.  
d--Reference [133]. 

Caadinntcs, r., of r!1SL6~,, 
FPS1@Ol ad F:J2S16~110, Which 
/ I Show Uls a and b Rineipal Axes 
,m0 4 Reorientations C a d  by "0 Substimtion 

ARer compuing Tablc4.16 with Tablc-4.19 and Tablc4.20, we note some 
unusual  hanger i n  mWi0n.l mnrtant valves that m u  with vlbratioml excitation. 
e or P;'s~@,, UIe romtbtd coastmt C o f  the r ereired ntata is 217.80MHz smaller thm 
the mlational wnrlurl A o f  the gmund sm; the oh- two canstaar, however, change 
by only about dUH1. h a w  we have employed single vibrational rrate mmtional 
Hamitonians rhmughvaf the Y rWe effeaively has c-type transitions; m compared ilr 
c mtalional eonrtant with the A value of the gmund %ate and ita .4 and e with B and 
c of gmund stan, mspemively. For F?s"o,, the changes in  the 6 mtntional mnrtanu 
ue much bigger than lhose o fa  and C; thh is seen whencampsring Ule excited antes 
r and r with the gmund state. B ~ a u r e  lhe a mtstional mnrfant of the excited state X 
of F ~ S ~ ~ O ~  ws not well determined and not rU o f  ib  dislodon c o n s w  were 
obtained , Tablc-4.19 and TabIe4.21, Ihir state wsr not mnsidcrsd in  the calculation 
or the Coriolin mnstant Similarly, the changes i n  the values of  the dismnion eon- 
stanu r, of FsxS's16, and q., of ?$%, are much bigger than bare o f  olher dirtor- 
tion mnstmta. me unusual vatiations in  valuer of rotational constants and centrifugal 
dirmnion colwmtr show that then is a Coriolir interaction between t h w  two excited 
state. 
Aemrdlmg to the symmetry malysb, the rhm melions n,, n. and n, of FS02  
under the C:. point p p  belong O the species h ,  h ,  and a,, re~paive ly .  me v, and 
v, modes, which belong lo the a ,  urd a ,  rpcier reaptively, have almost the same 
vibrational fnquency. According O gmup theory, using the diren pmduet of the 
~ p n $ e a a t i ~ l u  o f  the two vibnional modes. 
it follorr that the n o m m  Coriolis coupling constant is Ct, 1". Similarly. for the v, 
and v, modes, which belong to the b ,  uxl b ,  speies respectively, w have: 
o , * b , - b j 2 R .  (4.5.2) 
the namm Coriolir mupiing constam i r  tir Hen the : axis is then principal inenid 
axis for F P ' ~ O ,  but is Ihe b principal ineniai axis for Fj9'V0,. The r axis is the r 
principal incnial axis for b t h  irotapomers. 
, Himta and Saharam1 suggested an ap+waximare method lo calculate the Cmiolis 
coupling constant using mlntiolul constant nnd dismrtion constant vaiueues fa Coriolis 
prmrb ld  sates. They asaumed Iha any changes i n  mtatiotlPl eonrtanlr and dirmniun 
mnsunts caused by fie excitation of the vibrstian are due aaiy m the Cariolis inter==- 
tian nnd an specifled by Bc €oilowing equation 
with similar equations for t?, and [fa The difference between the vibrational snrr- 
gics of the rare sum, be,,, can also be obtained as 
me- A,, is the g m d  rlae mntional mnsunt, =and 
A%- - r,& - rL  - - [TL - rimrn) (4.5.6) 
This appmdman method was used in our work to derive b e  Cariolin muphng con- 
stants. The mmnrtant G, of F?S'60, uas caldated using the Y -  stale constants. In 
the y- stan the : axis h the c piacipal inntial ark, therefore equdoiann 4.45 and 
4.4.6 bemme 
Ar- - CL, - cz (45.81 
~ ~ ~ p c t i ~ ~ i ~ .  The resulting mlutmt I:, is found to have the valve 0.264 me energy 
dimmnm htwcen v, and v, of F y s ' b : ,  derived by equation-4.4.4, is l . l lcm-' .  Both 
the K and r excited state daa  of F?S"OI were employed to calculate the Corialis 
coastant ( j ,  far this species a d  no average value of 024 in obtained, whih h nmuer 
than that of ~ . ? h j l b ~  The average cnergy difference beween v, and v, of F ? S " O ~  is 
4 . 5 1 ~ ~ - ~ ,  ealeulated using equation-44.4. The Carialis coupline mnstant ti,, is calm- 
latcd as 0.14 for P.PS'~O,. In this calculation we used thc vibrational hquencier listed 
in Table4.29. 
Having analyzed the Coriolia intcracriaas, we cnn assign the crciral state x lo v,, 
r to v,, o m v,, w lo v, and z to u, for thc F P s ' ~ ,  species, and K M v,, L D v,, hf to 
v, md N NO v, for the F i Z ' 6 0 ,  s p i e s ,  cerpedvcly. 
4.6 The Esrmonie hIolreulv Forre Field 
Several fom fields have becn publirhcd for F:SO: I~laa~~' ' l ,  dl of which used 
Lide's rigid rotor nppmrimnte geomeW4 and had only one available set of vibra- 
tional frequencies f a  the normal rpeien(Fls'*o,) whlch were not reliably assigned. 
They MR kehe forced ro mosrrain dmoat all of the nondiagond fume constants 
to be rem. It therefore is possible to derive a bena form field u ing our mimwavr 
gcomeq rcviscd vibrational ssrignmena, cenmifugal distortion constants, remeasured 
vibrstional kquencier of several isompie species and the additiood data pmvidrd by 
the Coriolir coupling soortantfi> 
FJo, belongs to the point gmup C:. and the nine n d  modes me distributed 
among the four possible imdudble symmetry l i p c i e s ~ ~ @ ~ " f l ~ " ' :  
In F ~ " O " 0  , the unrymmerric substitution of ''0 reduses ths C:. rymmcq m C, 
symmeq. For this cssc the nine normal modes are distributed into nvo irreducible 
repreentations of the C, gmup, lhat hat: 
C, -&'+I: (4.6.2) 
The a ,  nnd b ,  species of C,. become the a'  speies of c,, the a: md b: yvcics of c:. 
consmet the a" species o t  C,. In our refinement of the force 6eld. the crprrimcntal 
data of FpS110'80 were u d ,  therefore C, symmeay was applied in the pmrrdure. 
The oonrsdundmt symmc.ry coadinafer of ~ $ 0 ~  used in the calculstion are given in 
Tablc-1.3, in which the cosffic~sntr 0 ,  b ,  r ,  and so on, were derived using the effective 
geomeq(rJ iistsd in Table-425 m d  equations-1.8.3 to 1.8.6. 
The quavie dismnion constants lhed in TabIc4.18, with the exception of those 
of F ~ S ~ : O ~  were employed to fit the f o m  field. An uncertainty of 3% war also ured 
far the dirtonion constants of F:*'%,, FI'S'60"0 and F,US1Wo except for Dr of  
~ B l b , ,  to which a higher value o f  5% war arsigned; 5% uncertnintin were assigned 
to 811 r f l z % ,  diltonion constants. Two procedures were used toderive the f o m  fieid 
for h i s  moieeuic. In  pmcedureG) the Corioiir canatant <I, of FPS''0, was employed 
in the edeulation to fit the force L l d .  An uncmin ly  of 5% was ansigned to this eon- 
slsnt. In pmcedure(UJ the Cariolir eonstant war not considered in  the calcuiation. 
The Coriolis constant of F:3"00, war not uJed in  either of the cslculrtionr but war 
ured to check the result. The effective structure, Table-4.25, was used in  thir edeuia- 
tion to fit the f o m  Reld. The dculated resuirn showed linic variation between 
p-durelb and pmeedure@). The infrared frequencies of F:%'b,, F,US1%"0, 
F~s' 'o, a d  F ~ S ' ~ O > ,  Tables 4.29 to 4.32. were used i n  these calcullionr and all 
were accorded 1% uncertainties i n  the weighted leart $ q u m  Rts. 
The wavenumben of all four rtmchig fundamentals are well established fmm 
earlier w~r!d"~*~~~q**' l l*~. Two almart degenerate modes near 3800.' are assigned 
to v, m d  a, v,, the torsion mode, b infrared innetive. mere have bKn several papers 
reporting he obrewation of thir mode in  the Rnman rpecmtm["~l4 and the frequency 
har been arsigmd to about 3SLn". However, the frequencies of v, and v,, are both 
Raman active and me so ciore to each other that only one Raman line in  this nngc 
hor been repaned . Sponauch and C ia r k~ '~  ~nr !dered t h l  the tor~ionai mode, 
although Ramrn active, is too weak to be oberved in the R a m  spectrum. Their 
erpriments suggested the assignment o f  the line oblerved in  this range, at 385nn.'. 
10 the u, nwde. Our data confirm that v, and v, an affected by a rtmng a-type 
Cwioiis intenction and suggest that v, is best estimated at 384cm-', a linie lower than 
v* The centrifugal dirtonion eonstant data arr quite sensitive to the valve of force 
eonstant F, When no value far v, of F?'s"o, war included in  the fit thir fundamen- 
tal was pmticted to ormr at 383 cn'' in  very good agreemnr with h e  resuit obtained 
fmm our ereind state mirmwavc data. The near coincidence of v, and ", is therrforr 
reliably demonsmted. 
T h e  near degenerate bending fund#' ,%Ids an h w n  N occur at 552, 544 and 
539 em.' respectively nnd have been vsliously amibured to v,, v, and v,. Previous 
mi~rowavc ~ N d i 6 ~  of FJO1 in various excited states mled out the porribility ut r, 
being the lowest frequency of the* three fundamcntals,ml while iarcr Raman work 
suggested that v, be assigned at 552cn-'["l. We have crreded the earlier microwave 
nNdies dvibrnlionally excited F.Soian. Our rrsvlt show that v, and v, ue affe~ltd by 
B we& c- typ  C~tiolis interamion and that v, > v,. Funher, the combination of the 
vibrational and microwave data together with fore field calculations shows that it is 
m~f reasonable ta assign v,, v, and a a 552, 544 and 532 :m-2 mrpectivrly. 
The fame field obralned is given in Table4.33. All seventeen fame constants 
have been refined and appear to have reasanable magnitudes snd signs. In Table4.33. 
the least squans errors given for b e  force constants an rather small and pethap 
undcrrstimate the actual uncurainties in these p a n m t n s .  Since no allowance far the 
effects of anharmanieity hiu been msde it is difeevlt lo reliably srrerr unemainties for 
these paramten. 
Tables 4.29 to 4.32 give a eompslimn b e m e n  the observed and calculated vibra- 
tional frequencies, which shows how well the heme Beld reproduces the input dam. 
The calculated vibrational frrqueney, using praeedwr(l), of v, is I.5m-' lower than 
th* of v+ for the -"Dl spseier and I.&m-' lower for the -"o: species, which is con- 
sistent with the valuer, 1.lm.' and 4.5cm-', derived fmm Cariolis interaaianr in Sec- 
tion 4.4. The quartic disronion constants an listed in Tables 4.34 to 4.37. All of the 
edculated dismnion constants an eonsirtent with UK observed values, the worst agree- 
mem accws far De of F:$'%,. The reason is tha the observed "due of D, for 
F12s'60, was not well determined; because this spedes is a nearly symmetric prolate 
rutor with etypt Imnsitions, to obtain n goad estimate of D. for such a mmr, 
Q-brmch or higher K., r s p c i d y  AK.-1, uan~itianr an necessary. The distortion eon- 
srsntr of f?S'%: derived fmm the force Kcid, using pmcedm(n, together with Ihe 
marional constants derived horn the caldared effective moleculu geomemy, were 
used m obtain a very good prediction of the mtational frequencies for this specie, 
which h l p d  grrady in assigning these liner. The Cotiolis eanswts q, of PPSL6O0, 
and F:'S'@O~ reBned , using pmeedw(0, fmm the b m o n i c  force field an 0.233 and 
0.215, respcnively, which arc in gwd agreement with the a b r e d  values 0.264 and 
0.24 obtained in section 4.4. 
This rrudy has removed ambiguities in the vibrational assigmcnt of FJO: and 
pmvided a good harmonic tom Beld far this molecule. Sime dl iite-e fme Belds 
pre based on fragmentary data and often i n m m  vibrational asrignmenm comparisons 
with the present fom field an unwsrrantcd. Our farce Beid smdy of Fm, has sug- 
gested that r detailed srudy of srcind vihtiond starcs would h both profitable and 
interesting md Joms resulm have already h e n  reponed hem. %ere again the farce 
Beld predim and experiment mnKmr that irolopie substirution at oxygen should have 
unusual effeeta. For example, whereas the v, - I and v, - I stater of f:'S"O, ahauld 
be pemvbed by n smng a-r* Cdolis  msonance Ule corresponding excited states of 
~ P s " 0 :  should h lffeclrd by a rather w s h  blp Corialii interdon. 
Table-4.30 Vibrational Frequencies of F?s'%'% $rn' ' )  
Modes 
v, 
v, 
v, 
v, 
v, 
u6 
Y, 
v, 
"9 
- 
Modes 
- 
Obs. 
1271.4 
848.6 
552.2 
385.0 
384.0 
1504.8 
544.3 
887.0 
539.3 
Cd.(I) Dif.0 
1270.6 0.8 
848.4 0.2 
552.3 4 .1  
385.1 -0.1 
383.6 0.4 
1504.3 0.5 
544.3 0.0 
886.9 0.1 
53% 0.1 
Cd.(Q Dif,(ln 
1270.7 0.7 
848.2 0.4 
552.2 0.0 
384.8 0.2 
383.8 0.2 
1504.0 0.8 
5J4.3 0.0 
887.0 0.0 
539.3 0.0 
TbIe-432 Vibntional Frequencies of FP'~o,  e m - ' )  
Modes 
v ,  
vI 
u, 
v. 
Obr. 
1223.8 
838.6 
l4E0.9 
887.0 
C4.m Di.m 
12223 I 5  
838.4 0.2 
538.9 
376.2 
372.8 
I4603 0.7 
530.0 
886.0 0.6 
525.3 
Gal.@) Dif.(Q 
1222.7 1.1 
838.1 0.5 
539.7 
375.2 
373.0 
14a.O 0.9 
530.0 
886.7 0.3 
Q5.3 
Tablc4.33 Thc h c e  ConmU of F.JOI 
The uoits am n l j s  fm smtch-smtch, a l i - '  far sacmh-bend and nJ far 
bendbend constanls. 
(I) The Corialis constau C ,  was mmidend in this fom field refinement. 
(n) The Coriolis m~-t-nt r ,  was not mmidcml. 
Difference 
-
0.011 
-0.W8 
0.OW 
0.067 
0.429 
0.427 
0.0073 
0.W73 
4.W70 
-0.W78 
(1) Coriolb corncant war conridered in this force Beld reummenr. 
(Ill Coriolin mnstnnt m a  not coosidered. 
Modes O b s c d  CalcuinDd 
D,(ll 1.111 L.lO1 
D,WI 1 . ~ 8  
~ ~ ( 1 1  i.W85 0.9916 
Dn(n1 0.m8 
Dr(Il -0.8541 -0.8393 
D.(n) -0.8414 
d l  -0.0356 -0.0363 
ddII1 -0.0360 
r,cn 0 . q ~  0.0038 
ddnl 0 . W l  
0 Cohlis conrm WPJ conridered in this fame Beid celnement 
(Q Coriolilir constant was not mnsided. 
Tabk-l.36 
Quartic Dismion Canstanta of ~ps l~o ,  (WZI 
(I) Cadolls constant urar mnridcd In this l o r n  field refinement 
IIII Codolis constant was not conrideled. 
Modes Observed 
D,U) 1.518 
D , l n )  
D,III -1.568 
D s m l  
D d I )  
D ~ l l I l  
d , l I )  
d , W )  
d?U) 
d i l l )  
Calculated Difference 
1.49.' 0.019 
1.4954 0.m3 
-1.632 0.065 
- 1 . 3  0.063 
1.9423 
1.9427 
-0.0309 
-0.03W 
0.1468 
0.1476 -0.0468 
(I) Coriolis conwant was mmidered in this force field refinement. 
0 Corialis conwant was not considered. 
TBE hUCROWAVE SPECTRU31 AND bMLECULAR STRUCTURE 
OF DDIETUYL SULPEONE 
The molecular stru- of dimethyl sulphom was h t  determined by Sands, in 
1963, using X-ray nyrtsllographyl'~; he repaned that r ,  - l.lC, r, - l.d, 
anzlr, - lm.2' and ndanz~e~~~ - 117s'. The geomeq of the two methyl groups was not 
obtained. A gas e l r m n  diffrpction measurement was done by Heinr md Wemc+'o'i, 
who derived the complete structure of the molecule including the srmemre of the 
methyl group. They assvmed that the sir r, bonds and I r  onsfem had the same 
values with r, - 1.011(9M and owlem - 109.8(111'. Thc daowave specwa of two 
isotopic specks of dimethyl sulphone, ("CH~IFS'~, ud ("CH,l("CHduS'60~, have 
been investigared by Saito and M a t i n o ,  in 1972. In their observed frequency range, 
horn l6COODfH: to W M H H ,  only the n-branch Ismitions with I lower than 6 could 
- 
be found. They observed a b u t  30 mansirions for the oormal species and LO for rhe 
'k species. The molecule showed b-Iyp m i t i o n s .  The cennifvgal distortion effect 
was dis~garded in their w o k  because only low 1, for I up to 5, transitions wen 
measured. The rotational ronswts of fhesc fwo species were dculated using dle 
rigid mmr approrimstion, which showed that this molecule is a newly pmlate asym. 
mcnic rotor, with Ray's asymmmy pmmenr"U, equation-1.18, having the value 
4.49. They evaluated an effective molecular smrawe horn these rotational constants 
by assuming that the of the methyl group of dimethyl sulphom is the same as 
that of dimethyl sulfide. The geometry of the mef.yl group of dimethyl sulfide was 
obtained by Pierce md Rayashii"f; in their s ~ d y  the sir CH bods and six HCH 
angles were assumed to be the same. The second ardet Starkeffect was measured ad 
the dipole moment il, wps dnived kom the Stark mefficients, ar 4.432(4110. 
The pvrpasc of this study war to investigate the mtnlional rpecm of wvecal iso- 
mpomns, to dwive aearafc valuer of mtvtional con8tents and dinonion conrtnnn; and 
then to calculate the effective and wbtitirution molecular srmclures for dimethyl sul- 
phone. 
5.1 Observed hlkrowsvc S p a c t m  and Asri@menls 
of Dimethyl Sulphane 
The microwave spectra of eight isotopic species, 
('?cH,)!*s'%, ('?C~,p9%,, [ ' 2 c ~ , ) : B 1 % 1 ' o ,  
("CH,)?SL%:, r ' f c H , ~ s ' % , .  ( ' ~ C H , ) [ " C H , ~ * l ~ o l ,  
('?CHCH,)('?CH:D)"S'bb(I1, l"CHJ("CH:D)'Y'%2(n), 
were observed in the gas phase over the kequcncy range fmm 4 m ~ :  to 85amMHz.  
At room temperature, each solid sample was kept in a small flak and its vapow was 
pumped continuavsly through a 7.2.3.4~01 Stark ceU, in which the gas pressure was 
mdntalnd below 5 micmns. For all eight of rhese specien only R.branch mnsilions 
were m e ~ s d .  The prrdietionq indicated that all the smng Q-branch lines would fall 
belaw the frequency m g e  of this work High Stark Gelds of a b u t  nxlvem-' were 
used. The number of obsetved lines, and the highest J value obcwed for each iroto- 
pic species and conformer are listed in Table-5.1. 
The rotational bqueneies and mtntional constants obtained by Saim and Mar- 
inom were used to caleulstc the initial prodinion for the rpcier ('?CH,)j's1%,, which 
gave good agreement with rhe measurement for the low I lines. Quanie centrif~gal 
dimnion mnsnnts were neu'd to ilt the hiqher I lines. This species, which is I 
krmi panicle, showed b-typ transitions, therefore the ra-oe trsnritians should bc 
stronger than oo-re transitions. LIecaurc then are t h e  pain of identical nuclei with 
non-rcm spin, all hydmgen atoms, the c&ct of the rpin statisdcs was vety 
md(Table-1.1). No hypcdnc smawe due ro the internal mfatian of ths turo methyl 
gmup wer found, hoarsrcr, the lines were slightly bmadened with a half width of 
abut  IMHZ(R~UT~J 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3). The bquencier of ("CH,)?S'602 were for the 
most pan abu t  lMlH, n, 20MH: lower thm the eonrsponding transitions of 
(LVHd111600?, Figure-5.1. Since a 92% enriched sample of WPJ used. thee WBS 
M difficulty in aligning the lines for this npeics &er the apsignment of ("cn,ps860, t 
was wmplrted. We also used Sdto and Mnrino's frequencies and mlational mnrtantr 
for ("CH,l("CH~j3B"O~ to make the Erst pdlnion of the mtational lims of this 
iaatopamer. Only btyp urnitions were found for this species, the a-typ tnnritionr 
due lo the ~g~mmeaie  subsdNtion of "C wn. loo weak to be observed in this work. 
An appronimatc ~iatioll, 
whee G ir either a mlationd mnntant or a d h n i o n  constant, wan uned lo faeiliutre , I 
the initial s p m d  predinion for ( " c n , ) ~ ' b t  using the anstnnm o W n e d  far 
("cHJ$'%~ and ("CH,)("CH,)"s'bO~. Like the nemd  species, ("CH,1H,):Sc%, showed I 
b-type tnlsitions. Because sf the subrtitubn of "0 in ("cH,IPs'%"o, bath b-type 
and e-type transitions were observed. Figure-5.2 show that the lines of the b-type 
usnsitions were stronger those that of the c-lype uansilions. The substitution of D far 
the sir lighat atoms in (L2c~,d 's '%,  shifted the frequencies lower by about sow to 
7UXIMHz. ?his species, which also showed b-type mositions, is n Base particle and 
therefore o o w  msitions should be slmnger than eo-o. mnsitions. Because of the 
higher rluclcm rpin of D, I - I, the e&ct of the nucleat spin slatiatics oo the mutional 
rpcrmrn war not obvious br  this species (Table-1.1). Two series of mmtional smri- 
tions were observed for the monodcunm ~ubstimted species, which were assigned to 
hvo diffarrnt possiblc wnfonnem, ("CH~l('~CHlD1'zs'602(Il and 
c '~HcH, )c"CH:Dr"S '602( I I )~ ig~-5 .4 ) .  Tho Wnsitionr of confaner 11 were stronger 
t h  the companding m h i a n s  of eonformer I. Both of the conformus have m n g  
b-lyp lines. Although monodeutm, substitution could pmduee r dipole moment 
dong the *-axis or he  c-nrk, it would be quire small; no =.type or came m i t i o n  
was found in this mrk Fiyrs-5.1 shows two lines of these m codmers. Since 
they are not mnritions with the same quamm nunrbera their intensities are not 
dhetly mmparabic. Thc line smngth of the higher kqucncy transition shown in 
Figure-5.3 is roughly mice thal of the lower lower kquettcy aansition. Therefore the 
popvlntion of mnfonrer(UJ is double chat of eanfonnem)(Figure-5.4:. 
Tab1eJ.I Tha N v m k  of Obarned LinalM ad HiCst I Yalw O b d  
lor Dlmlhyl Sulphar 
Spcies N I 
Figure 5.1 The 818-7, Tramitions of ("CHI)?'S'~~(~~W~.~IIMH~) and 
l'1CR,l~S'602 167059.496bm11, Obtained Using n 92% 9 Enriched Sample. 
Figure.52 The b-Type and c-Typa Tnositioas d ('zc~,]jlsl601%, 
7~-6,,, LI54144MHl 7~1 -q ,  (61542317MHz). 7$>-6,> (61S46.647Mz) md 
7 ~ - 6 1 ~  (61S4747.MJMHz). 
Figu*-5.3 The Tmnsitions 82,7-7,, (6S286.701MHzl of ( ' ~ H , x W H ~ ) ~ ' S ~ " ~ , V )  stu 
81,-71, (6J278.730MMI of ( ' ? H 3 1 l L 2 c ~ ~ D ) ' Y ' M ~ ~ ] ,  


Deviation 
.:; 
-0.019 
-0.W3 
0.028 
-0.008 
-0.023 
-0.054 
0.072 
-0.325 
0.076 
0.023 
0 . m  
0.012 
0.010 
6.019 
-0.015 
0.080 
0.012 
0.035 
0.m 
0.000 
-0.037 
-0.038 
0.039 
-0.m 
0.034 
-0.085 
- 0 . w  
-0.Wl 
0.018 
0.034 
-0.326 
0.052 
-0.039 
-0 006 
0.005 
-0.019 
4.008 
6.014 
0011 
-0.065 
-0.026 
0.053 
Table-5.4 
Obsmed Rotational Tmsition Frequencies (in MHz) of (''CH,Fs1%,. 
I' i K; - I' K; &. Frequency Deviation 
Table-55 
Obwrved Rotational T~vlridan Frequencies (in M H z )  of ('~CH,!?S~~O'~O 
a' K*' K; - I' K;' K: Frequcrry Deviptian 
Tablc-55 ConGnusdll) 
I' K*' Kxl - I '  Ka. KO" Frequency Devirtian 
8 8 0 . 7 7 0 71038.593 0.018 
9 9 1 - 8 8 1 79953.717 -0.026 
9 4 5 - 8 3 5 77051.811 -0.W 
9 8 1 - 8 7 2 79376.427 -0.081 
9 9 0 - 8 8 1 79953.717 4.026 
9 9 1 - 8 8 0 79953.717 -0.024 
9 9 0 . 8 8 0 79953.717 -0.024 
Table-5.6 
Obscrved Rotriond Transition Frequencicr (in MHz) of ('1CH,!?S'60:. 
I K"' K; - I" K; K;' Frequency Deviation 

190 
Table-5.8 
G+suved Rotstioa Tramition Frequencies (in MBE) 
of (':CH,H':CH.D)'B~~O:(U). 

53 The Rotatland Camlnlllr and Dis(alion Co~bnhl  
of Dimethyl Svlphone 
The observed rotational fquencies, listed fmm Table-5.2 m Table-5.9, wne used 
to calculate the effenive rotational mnrtanw and centrihrgal distonian mnrtvlu o f  
dimethyl rulphane. Wason's S-d~Mion~~~'"', in the I' rrpnsenntion, w u  also used 
i n  this ~alculatian. Saito and Marino's rfational csmtantr for ('WlcH,Ps'60, m d  
~ " C H , ) I " C ~ C H Z ' ~ ' " O ~  Igl WR used tu Rt the b w  J transitions and m give the initial 
pndidions Cr t h e  two species. Quvtic dirmrtion eonrtanu wn. l r q u i d  10 fit the 
higher J lines. Oreally improved rotational mnrtanu were ob ined for these two 
spsier. A l l  five quvtic distonion mn.ltontn of  ("CH,)pS110, wen derived. However, 
the dirmnion mnrtants 0, end dl o f  ( " C n , ~ " c ~ ~ J ~ s ' ~ o ,  were m t  obtained and the 
mnrtantr of the normal species were used in the nlculationr for this mono-"C substi- 
tuted spies. ?he mstional mnrtanu and qusnis diqmnion eamtants of six other 
specie have been well dearmined and And with the m c u v d  hrqueneia. The s tan  
d a d  deviations of Rt far all of the species rmdied were smaller than 0.045MHz, with 
the exception of that of 1 ~ k ~ , ) ( " c n , l ' $ ~ 1 0 ~ ,  which was bigger than 0.075MM, for this 
rpeeie~ the distortion constmu D, and 1, were m t  well determined. No wrtie dirmr- 
tion mnrtantr were needed i n  the flu. 
The dcdved mtllional corntans show that ("Cn,)~S'"O'W is more asymmetric 
and ("CH,I("CH,DP'S'~O~~) is more symmeuic than any of the other sp ies.  Ray's 
vduec of asymmcuy puameter r for the two r p e i a  are -0.192 ad -0.649, n r p p  
rively, while the parameters for the other species are 6.om 0.3 m 6.5. The rotational 
eonrtant and the dironion mnrtant D, of ( '~cn,)~"Cn,) '~s~aO, a n almost the average 
of Lore of  ('2CH,),US1600, and i"CH,h'B'"O,. The inenial defects 4, 4 -1: - 1; -12, 
of (1 'Cn,~s1"02 ,  I"CH,IPS~~O, and l " c ~ , ) ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) " s ' " O ~ ( l )  are -105.621u~: 
-lOS.62li* ;md -IOS.PSu.i', respt iw iy .  The diffemnm berueen the imnial 
defem, 4,  of I"CH,)l"s1%, and ~'!CH~II'~C~,DI'";'L~: h almost three times bigger 
than that of l"CHg~ls"O~ and 1"CndPS"o:. W? amibute the larger difference tu the 
effen af the vibration of the light atom hydrogen, these vviationa are. however, all 
s d ,  which suggcJtr that the atoms HI11 we located on the CSC plane. The inertial 
defen 4 of I'~CH,~!~s'"o:ln) is -106.423nj1, which means that Hlrrl atoms ere out of 
the CSC plane. me mmtationnl conrsnu and distortion eonrwnr D, uf 
I~~C~CI'!CH,DPS'~,O and l C H ~ I l ' ~ C H P P S ' 6 0 ~ [ ~ I ]  an bnwcen thole of the normal 
species and the D, substitvsd spcico and there is the faUowing appmxixnate relation 
between t h e r  constaue' 
where G may be either one of the mwtialul constams A ,  B and C or 1 distortion con- 
/ 
smnf 4. This approximate elation helped to assign these twa monodeutem species. 
0, (kHz) I.Z218(102) 0.8527(183) 1.1928(116) 
D, (uri) 4.5409(405) 4.7422(539) -0.6733(543) 
0. ( k H z )  0.7329(302) 0.9897659) 0.9313(406) 
d, (WZ) -0.1598(57) 4.1521(117) -0.1477(94) 
d ,  (Wzl O.W78(25) 0.0159(38) 0.0165(36) 
-0.487 4.345 4.404 
sP (Mu:) 0.0349 0.0359 0.0394 
Isofopomer 
A (MFhl 
E (MHz) 
C (i4nz) 
0, (kHz) 
Dm (Wtl 
D. (rn) 
d l  (kHz) 
dr (Uli) 
a, (MHI) 
a-Conrtnined to the value obtained for ('2CH31$'602 

5.3 The Cskmlatlon a1 the Dldeeulu Struetum 
of Dimdhyl Sulpbne 
The effective mtaional constants obt.ined. ~s listed in Table-5.10, were uwd m 
derive the effective molKular geometry d dimethyl rulphone. 131 the cal~lat ion of 
the effective souemre, ule effect of zem point vibrations is usuaily ignored and the 
sm- is assumed to bc unaiTecQd by isompic substirution. If t h e  is a light m m ,  
such sr hydrogen, in a molecule, the effect of isompie rubrtifution on the moicculsr 
sm- should bc large. &cause there are si r  hydrogen atoms in dimethyi suiphohonc 
the t&n on the rem point vibrstions of deuterium suhrtiNd~n in very large, and the 
Sfectivs geomey is not easy m determine. Three different effective geommies were 
derived. 
Method(1): The rcN,,, and r,,., bonds, R p 5 . 4 ,  were assumed m be the name 
urd pll the mmional constants of the sight obsuved spcics wen used in the ealeula- 
tion. 
Methd(2): me P C , ,  and r , . ,  bonds, F i p S . 4 ,  were assumed to be the aamc 
snd all the mtational eonstanu of the eight observed species, except that of 
( ' x c D ~ ' s ' 6 0 , ,  wne used in the calculntion. 
MeUlod(3): The r,,,, and r , . ,  bods, F i p 5 . 4 ,  were assumed ra bc different 
urd dl the rotational constants of the eisht observed qeeies were uwd in the calculn- 
tion. 
The ppmcalure urd f a  sulphvryl chloride and rulphvryl fluoride was also used 
here. 
A substinuion r t w m c  war evaluated h m  tho following isotopic species: 
I " ~ h , , S " D : .  ("CR3)!'S'(OU ('2CR,)I*S'(O"0, 
I"CH&~S'~, ("CH,II"CH,DI~B~~,(I) pnd ( ~ c H , ) ( ~ ? c H ~ I ~ s ~ ~ ~ ,  
In this caleuladon ('%HcH,I?*'%o, was used as the pmnt species. The S atom is 
so dose w the center of mrss that the isowpic substitution pmduns only very small 
changes io the momem of inertis, or. and y. 
- Ip,,?s"02 - l;~zcm,fs%2 (5.3.2) 
= a.rn3wui' 
The small changes may be significantly &tcd by the rem;paint vibrational effects. 
Th~haeforc Ihe effeern of vibration c m o t  be ignond and the Location of the S atom 
c a m t  be well deermined by the Krairehman equ#iodW. Because he S atom is 
locad on thc principal b u i s ,  if this molecule b a rigid rotor, or, should be m a .  
However, amally we have 
Here. we nssvme the Alb refleas only vibnltionnl effects and that Al- and b,. reflea 
both inenial changer ad vibrational cffeera. Becaus this moieeule it 1 nearly ~pheri. 
eal mtor, with 1. =I, =I., we amme that the b e e  vibration-rotation interaction con- 
sfPnts M d m  thc same, O" = a* = or and that the or chvlge due lo vibrations arc 
the r- for all the ! b e  principal moments of inenia. We carect Y and AlC by sub- 
traction of or, &3m hem, that is: 
dleM -dl. - dla - &rn848(4bi2 (5.3.4) 
or- -or. - or, - a.rn767cslwi1 (5.3.5) 
Then he mmetrd bI- and Ale- uc used to &rive the mndinver  of the s 
atom w i w  mt Wiehrmn equation. I I t e  coordinates of aU other a t om  in this 
molecule wan evaluated by the loaitehman ~quationW The hepri iH axes monli- 
natcr of ll~CH,~/B1%, are given i n  Tabic5.12. 
AU thc muiting r. stmmms M collected i n  Tabible-5.13 together with Saim and 
Marina's rffretive r t r u a u d ~ .  A throntical srmENw derived hom an ab-initio calcu- 
lacion, wing the Owrsian-16 pmgramiUl with the 6-310. baris set, ia a im listed i n  
this table. Pigum5.4 ir the view of the ("CH,rPs'b, iwtopmer i n  io  pdncipd iner- 
tial ax- system. 
T~blc5.13 shows that the bond length af ?,,I, is determined much less armrateiy 
than those of r,, r, and r,,,,,. The remon could be that hydmgenmr are located 
very EIOS 10 the principal uin. 
The molsuipr smrcan obtained for this makmie has C,. symmetry. The two 
HIII atom are I m o d  on the CSC plane and the distance between H(r1 atoms is longer 
than L.l between H(n1 atoms, as rbawn in Figure-5.4. The methyi gmup  ue 
defmmaj 1 little fmm C, aymmelry, hatwwr, ad the symmetry axes of the methyl 
gmup M not coincident with the sc bond axes. <scHlrll i r a b u t  3 2  bigger than 
(XH(I1 Md <HIn)CHln) is about 2< bigger than <HIITHIII). The mner of mas of 
the three hydmgen atoms in one methyi gmup is not located on the eremion of the 
sc bad. The angle between the cntemion of Sc b n d  and the line joining the mass 
ecm of thc t h m  hydmgen ammr and ge C atom is 3.269. Piem and Hayrehi cnl- 
culaIed the same angle far dimethyl sulfide ad gave 2.79 ["I, strunurer of the 
two mefhyi gmup  in dimethyl wiphone are similar to the rtmcrure of the methyl 
gmup in dimethyl r u lYe  oMailKd by Aem and Hayuhil'@l. Then am dro rwo 
kinds of hydrogen atoms in dimcthyi sulfide, with HI11 an the C x  plme. However, 
tho lhuervns of the methyi g m u p  in  dimethyi rulphoridc ab i ned  by Typ!d*lW 
am much differer In dimthy1 dphoxidc, which docs not have c:, symmetry, t hn r  
were thnc dimrcnt Ends of hydmgen atoms and Le ~ ( 1 ) s  w m  mt located o n  the 
CSC plmc. Typb found the angle b c t w m  CSC p i m  m d  the CH(0 bond to be only 
lo, and hc gave a very sbon r,,,, band isngth, only iD5& (,,I and i.05Zi ( r : ~ " ~ ~ " ' ~ .  
Table-5.14 gives a eomprriwn bchwn the efffeaivc armelurn of dimethyl sulphom, 
dimethyl ~ulfidd'*l, dimethyl sulphoxidel"" nnd rulhv diorkic l'N, in which the 
mtcrun of dimrthyl sulphone derived fmm methodll) b listed. me So bond of 
dimethyl miphone is only about O.OOdi longer thm that of sulphur dioxide but more 
lhm 0.W' honer than that of d i m h y l  rulphoxidc. Ihe <as0 angh of dimethyl sui. 
phone and sulfur dioxide m a l m s  the nme, Lc  dimethyi rulphonr angle is only 
0.31" Iqer .  In eomparimn with dimethyl sulfide. the methyl gmup  of dimelhyl sul- 
phone am nor mch  different, but lhc cs  band is a t a t  O.OZi smaller. Ibe csc angle 
of dimethyi sulphorr i n a w e s  by more lhm 7- and 5- in  mmpPrisan with those of 
dimethyl rulphoridc and dimethyl sulfide, respectively. 


Table-5.13 Continued 
PY..em. ,d a-m 
rm hi 1.4373(15) 1.434363) 1.4368(4) 
rscU 1.7749(17) 1.772868) 1.7742(2) 
W"Ji 1.0704(75) 1.0839(9) 1.0819(1) 
~ C H W ~  I.O8W(ll) 1.08586) 1.0811(0) 
<OSOI' 119.935607) 120.135(191) 120.073(4) 
WSCP 103.874(141) IM.611(163) 104272(1) 
<SCH( I r  106.459(459) 105.590651) 106.469(0) 
~scni r ry .  lw.wo(62) 109.5061194) Iw.775(0) 
<H(IlCHiIIP 110.1191187) 110.375(113) LW.752(3) 
< H i I l ~ H ~ l l l P  111.846(155) lll.Mn(46) 111308(2) 
a,,,iMHzJ 0.241 
a-RcNmee(991. 
&-This w* melhod(1) 
c-This work mclhod(2) 
d-This work mlhodg) - 
e-RcRrenee[loZ] 
f--6-310' basis set, wing Gausrian.86 pmgramlul. 

S A  The R a m  Spdm d Dlmthyl  Sulphm 
Aceording lo the x.ny analyses by Smdrrr4* and LangJ'w, the rpm gmup of 
the ( C H J ~ O :  rryswl ir ~ : : - ~ m m .  The infrared Pnd pol&d Ramrn 9peen-a of single 
cvystb of dimelhyl sulphone and dimethyl sulphone-D, w m  remrdd by Oeiseled" 
md Kumda"'? m e  nannal madinate annlyab was esrried out by hem also. 
In Ihb pnxnt  work hc  d i d  phase Raman rpcaa of (''CHd:3'60i pnd 
r'rcDco,rl's'60? were rememured md thox d ("CH3PSL6O2 were measured lor the first 
rime. Limited by the xnsitivity ad cmlution of the Raman spC#mmObr used in  this 
work and the low vapor presswe of lhii molecule, the gra phase specmr muld not h: 
ohwwcd. Therefore a mminglol h-nie f o e  field for this molecvle auld not be 
ohind. The obrenred lpeaa  re shown in FigwJ.5 and the measwed bcqucncie~ 
we given in TableJ.15 tog& wirh Kumdn'. drntl'U. We did cot my to reassign 
these polu d Kumda's asignmcnts wc "red hem. 

TableJ.l5 The V i b r u l d  F r q w e l a  ( ~ r n ' ' )  
of ( ' ? H C H l h ~ ' 0 0 2 ,  ("CR1):$"Oy and (''CD1)?2S'60:. 
Modes 
Spc i erMades  
a,  v.,, 
v, 
hrx, 
hC", 
v,, 
P C ,  
v, 
P,, 
6 
0 :  v,,, 
tr., 
, 
, 
b ,  v ,,., 
6,m, 
y,,  
ww, 
P,.: 
r 
('%D,)J%'b: 
n b 
2270. 2263.2 
2147. 2137.9 
1143. 1239.2 
1051. 1052.1 
1019. 1014.2 
827. 824.3 
648. 642.1 
486. 4835 
253. 252.0 
2269.3 
1027. 1023.1 
730. 723.3 
296. 294.1 
2275. 2269.3 
1273. 1267.5 
1020. 
803. 795.1 
350. 344.1 
195. 
("cH,)?sL603 
a b 
3018. 3015.2 
2936. 2932.1 
1451. 1450.5 
1337. 1334.2 
1121. 1119.3 
1013. 1010.8 
703. 702.1 
496. 4963 
294. 293.9 
3024. 3021.5 
1405. 1403.6 
937. 936.5 
326. 325.0 
3025. 3021.4 
1428. ' 
1269. 1267.6 
986. 985.5 
396. 391.7 
262. 
( " C H c H , ) r ' 3 ' ~ ,  
b 
3CO2.8 
2926.9 
14462 
1326.1 
11173 
1W0.7 
685.2 
491.5 
2865 
3010.1 
1399.8 
928.5 
319.1 
3010.1 
1266.9 
974.0 
386.1 
207 
Tsblcd.15 continued 
a-Re&nee[l47]. 
b--This work. 
v-Smtching. 
&-Deformstion. 
P--Bending. 
a--Wagging. 
p--Roc!d"g. 
1.-Twisting. 
r--Torsion. 
Modes 
Speeiea Modes 
b ,  v.,., 
v.,, 
g, 
a,, 
P,, 
v., 
e m  
("CfI,IR'60, 
a b 
3017. 3015.2 
2936. 2932.1 
1438. 1436.4 
1322. 1318.3 
958. 956.8 
771. 770.1 
465. 463.5 
("CD,]!'S'~O~ 
a b 
2270. 2263.2 
2146. 2137.9 
1056. 
1023. 
834. 833.5 
658. 653.0 
430. 426.0 
( 8 1 ~ ~ , ~ ? s ' % 0 ,  
b 
3002.8 
2926.1 
1307.5 
9492 
757.1 
458.3 
DlSCUSSlON OF TEE STRUCTURES AND FORCE FIELDS 
OF SUJ.PEURYL FLUOlUDE, SULPEIJRYL CHLORIDE 
AND DI&ETEYL SULPaONE 
In Table-6.1, we compare the pmpenics of the So bods of sulphvryl flumide, 
sulphuryl chloride and dimethyl sulphonc. Fmm the symmetry analysis wc h a w  the 
relations bemen the symmetry modioate force constants a d  the internal modillate 
force constsnc: 
PIC - Fro * f ,  (6.1) 
so that we have F, as the average of F, ,  and P,. Here F ,, and F* an the symmetric 
and asymmetric SO smrching forn mnstnnts, respectively. F, is the so stntching 
force constant and P,, Is the i n t e r d m  h e  eonntlm beween the two SO b n d n  in 
intcmal wdinates .  We assume that the vibratiod .l&e vv, an the average of 
the SO symmetric smtch vibrational bqucncy, v, ,. , aod the so asymmetric smtch 
vibrational frrquency, v , , , .  The vibrational frequency of diMthyl aulphone was 
obtaloed 6om the solid state data and those of the other two molrules were oM~ned 
tiom gas phase data. 
Table-6.1 shows some regularitis. The p p I i e s  of the SO bands ue sensitive 
to the clecuonegativitirs of the anached group. X .  As rated by Gillcspie and Robin- 
son the frequcneics of these SO stntching vibrations increase with increasing elec- 
mrncgativiq of the aUnchsd gmups X in sulphones and sulphonidd'"l. The highest 
o b w d  SO bond smtchiq frequency war found far F,SOso,(13el.len~') f o l l e d  by 
that of Ct#O,(t320Xn"), while the l o w  waa that o f  (CH,)w~01(Il913cm-~) . The 
nature s f  the sulphuryl molecules, X~SO, hns long been a subject of eoamveny. 
WeUsl's and Gillespie""' invenigated the bond lengths and the bond sngks of SO, 
gmup in  rulphvryl molecules and wmte the SO bondr ar elmieal double bonds. An 
ab-initia calculation, using the 6-)LO* bark set. ~howed Ihc bond orden of the SO 
bonds in  the three molemles ue between 1.6 and 1.8. Thc so  bondr of avlphuryl 
fluoride have the largest bond order (1.79) and thore of dimethyl ~ulphonc have Ihe 
smallest atbond order (1.67.) of the three m l r m l u .  The ch ia ted  force mnstant Fw 
of sulphuryl fluoride, Il.7hJi-1, i r  bigger than that o f  sviphuryl chloride. 10.681i.'. 
Becanre vibrational fqwncics muld not be obtained for a sufficient number of iroto- 
pornen, the f m  eonstulu of dimethyl sulphone muld not be derived in  this work. 
However, we can infer fmm Ihe fom mmtanrr of rulphuryi fluoride and avlphuryl 
chloride that the f o m  mnrtant $, of dimethyl sulphonc is smaller than that o f  rul- 
@uryl chloride. A l l  of the proprtics dbeussed d v c ,  force constant F, vibralional 
frequency v ,  a d  bond order of  SO bond, mmge in  the rm direction with a change 
of  eircmnegarivity. xrp,(3.9a~ > 2,p,i3.16) ) x,~",~#30). The SO bond length. 
however, dem81u  wilh a,: inmase In the cleemnegatlvity of the X gmu?. Hem sul- 
phuryl fluoride h a  the shomrt So band length (1A002 i), dimethyl sulphone has the 
langesl (1.4380i). Many publications have given a detailed direvsaion of the 
sulphur-arygen hod, which has been de&W in t- of z-bonds formed berueen 
oxygen zp orbitals snd q,.", and W,Z orbitals of s u l p h ~ d " ~ " " " ' ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ' : ~ ~ .  In svlphuryl 
moleeulcs the nwltiple bond charWer of Ihe SO bond may arise fmm n back donation 
of zp ellermns an the oxygen atoms to vacant 34, or w,.w, orbitals of the sulphur 
atom. This pocess and thus the band order depndr an the elenmn density amund 
the sulphur atom. The luger the elemon density amund the hesulphur awm, the larger 
th. multiple bond ckmcter of the So bond. H e w  the bond rmngth inemwr, and 
then the bond icngch d e m a r u ,  with imas ing  cleetmmgntivity o f  thc *tnched gmup 
X, fmm dinwthyl rulphana, rulphvryl chloride b sulphulyi fluoride. lb diagonal SO 
suetchiig force wnsmt IF,) and vibrational frequency (v-I increases in  magnitude 
with decrrriing 30 bond length. The st~lfioxidcs XJO have heen found m he simi- 
lu, the highest SO stretching frequency and shortest So bond length were also 
o b r e d  far F w  and the lowest fcequency and longest bond length were f a  
(CHJISO. The SO stretching v ih t isna l  frequencies of  F f l ,  Clam mA ICH,IJO are 
138h"~" ' l ,  1229mm-'i"'l and 1109cn-'l'~, respctively. The So bond lengths of the 
three malcculer ace 1.412 d I'U1, 1.428 i l"'*II'Yl and 1.47i1"'I. rerpeaively. Ooggln 
=t d ["a showed that in SOF, the So $ W i n g  frequency is higher than that of F,SO, 
which is csn8irrent with the p e n c e  of two additional highly elearnnegative F 
l i gda .  Tabls-3.21 and TsUe4.27 show that the so bond lengtim of ruiphuryl 
chloride, sulphvryl flmridc, thionyl chloride and thionyl fluoride ace d sholta than 
that of sulfur dioxide. The SO bond smtehing vibrational fncqucncics of the four 
m l m l c r  me higher than that o f  sulfur d i ~ r W ' ~ ~ ' ~ ,  Bmalredtwl gave Un SO 
rmching vibrational fceqvencics o f  So, as 1151.km-' and 1361SI.-', the avenge ir 
1256.Cm". I t  is an abviws fact t ha  the prnee of the mom elemnegative gmup 
Cl and F strengthen the SO bonds. Dimethyl suiphons and dimethyl rulpboxkie, how- 
ever, have longer So bond l engh  and i o w r  So rmtching vibrational frequencies than 
~u l l u rd im rbdd '~~~ "~~* .  7he methyl gmvp Malrens the SO bond. Table-3.21, Table- 
4.27 and Table-5.14 Bow that thc SO bond lengths of the sulphoncr are d rhnrcr 
than those of the wmponding ruiphoxides and the SO b n d  stretching vibrational fm- 
qucneies of the sulphones me all higher than l h w  of  the mmsponding sulphoxides. 
Fluorine, ehlainc and oxygen atom have bigger cleetmnegativitier (3.98, 3.16 and 
3.51"'n"'l mlpeliuely). than the sulfur atom (2.51"'n1'¶). The methyl gmup has an 
elstmnegativily of 2.3~"~'"~, which ir smaller than that o f  the sulhv atom. The 
name of the D bond Jeema 10 dspnd on the relative values ofthe clenmnrgarivitier 
of the S atom and the anached gmup. The anached gmup shonrns the so bond lrngth 
and impsen the SO nmtching vibrational ftequency i f  the gmup is more elermnega- 
tive than sulfur amm, athenwise the attached gmup i-ases the SO band length and 
lowers the SO rmtehmg vibrsrionai frequency. 
CmicbhmkllB] assumed thar then is a linear relationship benuern bond lrngth 
and bond ordm for sulphwyi molecules. A general relalion between force constant 
and bond ieogh was suggested by Lionenl'w, as 
Here I. is the SO smtehing fore  constant, i n  r Is the so  bond lenglh, in  A ,  and 
t D and C both are conslanu. ARa -dying mon than twcnry so  bond containing 
molecules, Of lcq is  nnd Robinson showed thar the cconrtms were about n - 7.4 and 
c - 1.41 . l@d i " "  fm SO bandd'4. They also obtained nu expression for the vibm- 
tiond fxequency ad the band length. 
YI- - D (6.41 
when v is L c  SO rmtch vibnlional ftequcncy, in  rnrn'', r is the SO bond length, in i .
nnd m and D an mwtmrs, with m-3.7 and ~ 4 . ~ r l @ c m - ' i * .  Both equations 6.1 md 
6.2 are empineal equations and have no defined physical meaning. The C camtpnt of 
~olphwyl  fluoride obtained in our work is I.42=l@, which is very close m the "due 
found by O h p i e .  The wmtant for sulphuryl chloride. howmr, is s iinle smaller at 
I37.10'. ibis may be becaw i n  the calcda~ion of  the force wnstanu of ~ulphuryl 
doride, ths following force constants, F,,, F,> F , ,  md F.,* were wsumed to be zero, 
which may decease tho value determined for Ule SO smtching farce constants. The D 
mwtmrp are 4.82*1@, 4.74~1@ and 4.58.10' for F S O ,  CISOSO, and (CH,)SO,,  nspc -  
t i d y .  The mmtmts of nulphuryl fluoride and liulphuryl chloride Rt with Oillesplepie's 
d u e  well. Thc constant of dimethyl sulphane is much lower; the reasan may be 
partly that the vibrational frequency of this mokeule was measured in the oystal state. 
s he angles oso of the three molceules chsnge in the opposite dirrction to @he so 
bond lengths, u shown in Tabled.1. The shoner the 30 band lengrh, the bigger the 
oso angle. Thus the OSO angles of sulphuryl fluoride(125.05iD) and aulphuryl 
chlotide(l23.230D) an bigger than that of sulfur dioxide(119.535'). while Ute angle of 
dimethyl sdphone is smalla than that of sulfur diaride(l19.84SD). There are nwa pas- 
sible reasam for the variations in the oso angle$. One is L a  the clectmn density in 
the so bands inmsen with increasing bond order, hence the repulsion between the 
two SO bands in the SO, gmup wiU increase nnd therefore !he band angle should 
innsass. The remnd reasan is that, with rhartcning of the SO band length, the repul- 
sion b e w e n  the two oxygen mms in the so, gmup will increase znd the bond angle 
oso should alm increase amordingiy. 
T.bkd.1 
Campuirn of thcS0 Bmdr of XW, Molcub  
i X can h Cl.  F ar iCH,) I 
Mmter F,SO, n$oso, ccx,~,so, 
rm d 1.4002 1.4122 1,4380 
Ao#emP 121051 123230 119.845 
,4&emP 95.40 100.12 103.87 
fm@d~' l  11.76 10.68 
v* (cn-'r 1388.1 13201 1193.3' 
Bond order, '' 1.786 1.658 1.621 
X' 3.9W 3.16. 2.30L 
a - R e f c a m  [I181 and [119]. 
b-Referrma [I201 and [IZL]. 
c--Eleetmnegativiry of the x smm a gmup on the Pwiing reale, 
d-Ab-initio resull, obwined using the 6.310' basis wt and pmgrilrn 
Ourrim-86. 
e.-vm - (Vq vmln. 
f-Vibrational kqwncy of crystal lins (CHdSOso,. 
g--Force mnstant of the so band stretch. 
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